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Introduction
Key Stage 4 English Curriculum Steering Group
The recent overhaul of the National Curriculum and assessment practices is arguably the most
significant change that the English education system has seen for decades, with a tail of
underachievement and poor comparisons against other higher performing jurisdictions driving the
change. According to PISA (Programme of International Student Assessment), the UK has been
falling behind many other countries over recent years. However, we have been reporting
improved GCSE and A level results year on year. Government Policy states that:
‘Employers, universities and colleges are often dissatisfied with school leavers’ literacy
and numeracy even though the proportion of young people achieving good grades has
gone up in recent years. Around 42% of employers need to organise additional training for
young people joining them from school or college.’
It is perhaps not surprising that employers have felt the need to provide additional training for
literacy considering that for many English departments – with the pressures of accountability –
KS4 has become more about strategy than the quality of curriculum. English teachers will be
only too aware of the strategic options currently available: entering students for iGCSE Language
so that speaking and listening can count towards 20% of the final grade and students can rework
(and rework) coursework to ensure high grades for 60% of the specification; redoing Controlled
Assessment units to ensure the highest possible marks for 40% of the course; booster sessions
that focus on pivotal students and the specifics of exam questions etc. The argument behind
new GCSE specifications is that they will be more challenging, ensuring that students are better
prepared for life beyond Year 11.
‘We believe making GCSEs and A levels more rigorous will prepare students properly for
life after school. It is also necessary to introduce a curriculum that gives individual
schools and teachers greater freedom to teach in the way they know works and that
ensures that all pupils acquire a core of essential knowledge in English, mathematics and
sciences.’
(2010 to 2015 government policy: school and college qualifications and curriculum)
Arguably, in the world of 100% linear exam and the strategies above no longer being an option,
students will indeed be better prepared for life beyond Year 11, but this all depends on the quality
of the curriculum we provide. With English Language and English Literature counting as 30% of
Progress 8, the pressure on English Departments to deliver an engaging, motivating and
challenging curriculum that effectively prepares students for the new qualifications is starkly
apparent. And it is not just the changes to GCSE specifications that teachers are dealing with.
The push for change will see the knock on effect of: a new National curriculum across all Key
Stages; the removal of the levels as a nationwide assessment system; new tests and expected
national outcomes at KS1 and KS2; the removal of tiers at KS4; a new grading system of 1-9; a
shift towards 100% linear exam with comparable outcomes (rather than comparable
performance); new attainment measures (both at primary - with the expectation to meet the
nationally expected standard, and at secondary- with the introduction of Progress 8 and
Attainment 8). It would be easy to get caught up in this whirlwind of changes and lose sight of
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the most important thing; the quality of curriculum is what will make the difference. With the loss
of the teacher assessed elements, curriculum provision will increasingly sort the strong from the
weak and support students to a better future.
‘The quality of the curriculum was the strongest indicator of outstanding provision in
English in the schools selected. Teaching that is held in check by an inappropriate or dull
curriculum will not inspire pupils or generate high standards.’
(Excellence in English: 12 outstanding schools (Ofsted 2011)
The good news is that – despite the mounting pressures and the apparent shift to the more
traditional O Level style system - the new English GCSEs have been very positively received by
Hampshire’s English teachers, who have welcomed the freedom that the new specifications
bring. Many teachers have expressed their excitement at being able to develop a curriculum that
is right for their students: a curriculum that they want to teach. Departments have reported a
shared eagerness, with the new curriculum reigniting passions for teaching.
So…in an effort to support secondary English subject leaders and departments at a time of
considerable change and immense pressure, the KS4 Curriculum Steering Group has worked
collaboratively across schools to develop exemplar long and medium term planning that
embodies a shared understanding of the content, skills and pedagogy required to support
students to successful outcomes at the end of KS4. It is hoped that this document will support
other secondary English subject leaders and departments in this challenging journey to revise
KS4 curriculum planning and pedagogy. It should be used alongside ‘Reviewing the KS3
curriculum 2014: Guidance for secondary English departments’, in order to support the
development of a fluid 5 year journey that fully prepares students for the new GCSEs.
A key message in Excellence in English (Ofsted 2011) is not only how outstanding provision is
built on a rich curriculum, but how vital it is that a school curriculum is designed with its students
and their context in mind. For this reason, this guidance document does not and should not
provide a ready planned curriculum. Its aim is to support schools and English departments in a
principled process of decision-making. We have chosen to include sample long term plans to
illustrate how principles can play out in to concrete practice. We are also including case studies
and medium term planning documents from the schools who worked with HIAS over the Spring
and Summer terms of 2015 to redesign their own KS4 curricula.
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KS4 English in The New World
We are all by now familiar with the key changes to the English 2017 GCSEs. Most significantly, 100% of
both English GCSEs will be assessed through terminal examination and Speaking and Listening will be
reported separately - as is currently the case for home boards. (IGCSE in its current format will no longer
be an option; it will not count in school accountability measures.) Students will explore a range of texts
from the 19th, 20th and 21st centuries in their English Language exam, instead of modern media and
non-fiction, and spelling, punctuation and grammar will form 20% of the final grade for English Language
(5% for English Literature). In addition, Literature students will all be required to respond to unseen poetry
and to study Romantic poetry and a 19th century novel for a closed book exam. The number of students
entered for Literature is also likely to increase, not least because the Literature course is rich in content
and will enrich the students’ learning across the board, but also as a result of the new Progress 8
attainment measures.
The days of redoing Controlled Assessments to get folders up to target grade are gone, and students will
not be able to complete an assessment and simply move onto the next. It is clearly a very different world
for the students who are embarking on these new specifications and for the teachers who are delivering
them; it is therefore not surprising that a new curriculum is likely to require a significant change in thinking
and approach.
Perhaps the key change with regard to curriculum design is that units cannot be taught as separate
components (as has been possible with Controlled Assessments). In the past, we have been able to map
60% of the Language course (and then 40% with the removal of speaking and listening) and 25% of the
Literature course into Year 10 and early year 11. This has left the latter part of Year 11 for revision. It will
not be possible to ‘revise’ everything at the end of the course, so learning needs to be cumulative with key
skills and set texts revisited across the 2 years. In addition, students will be aware that in-year
assessments will not count towards the qualification, so motivation and engagement will be vital.
With this in mind, a thematic approach seems apt, enabling you to build a curriculum to engage students
within your context, whilst developing the key Assessment Objectives across topics. Constant links and
comparisons can be made between texts (a key assessment objective), and a wide reading range across
eras, genres and forms will support students in accessing both challenging, unseen texts and set texts in
the exam. You can work with the knowns – the Literature set texts – to anchor your curriculum to some
extent and to provide ideas for themes, but there are only 4 of these (including the poetry anthology),
providing a great deal of freedom when it comes to choosing the texts you wish to teach and the
curriculum content for your students.
But ‘with freedom comes responsibility’, and any decisions about curriculum need to be firmly rooted in
our beliefs of what education is for. Socrates said, ‘Education is the kindling of a flame, not the filling of a
vessel’; Martin Luther King said, ‘The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think
critically. Intelligence plus character - that is the goal of true education.’ Personally, I like Timms’
comment in Alan Bennett’s History boys; ‘Mr. Hector’s stuff’s not meant for the exam, sir. It’s to make us
more rounded human beings.’ Whatever your beliefs and values, I am yet to meet an English teacher
who believes that limiting texts to British Literature is a good idea, or a teacher who went into the
profession to exclusively help students pass exams. We all desire a curriculum that develops young
people spiritually, morally, socially and culturally and we therefore need to nurture the attitudes and
attributes of individuals.
In English, this is about developing critical thinking, broadening experiences and understanding of the
world through exploration of text reception and production. Students who will do well in the new GCSEs
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need conceptual thinking; they also need a certain cultural capital and a sense of literary historiography so like a good history department, an English department will be unafraid to explore texts in their contexts,
building a sense of the timeline, but also juxtapose them with comparative texts from very different times,
including myths, fairytales and biblical stories.
It is also impossible to separate curriculum from pedagogy; throughout the planning process, we need to
ensure that AFL principles are embedded and the curriculum is flexible to enable teachers to be
responsive to the needs of their students.
The website created by a collaborative of English teaching associations and advisers – Heart of English has derived 5 key aims that are centered on outcomes for learners:
•

Creative thinking and development: Enquiring minds about how language works and what
literature means: making it work for me

•

Widening horizons: Moving on and out, not locked in

•

Linking to the world beyond school: Meaning and motivation

•

Contexts and connections: How learning fits together

•

Pupil participation, independence and choice: Motivation to succeed through choice, exploration,
personal response (For more detailed information visit the website www.heartofenglish.com)
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So what needs to change?
A shift from modular to holistic
The curriculum can no longer be modular in style, teaching and assessing a single unit
before moving on. This has been possible over recent years because of Controlled
Assessments and coursework units.
Schemes of learning need to include a wide range of texts covering different genres,
purposes, audiences, forms, eras, cultures, contexts and writers so that students are able
to independently and fluently move between texts (both received and produced),
comparing and evaluating as appropriate. Texts of different genres, eras and forms
therefore need to be explored alongside one another.
In order for students to effectively retain information regarding set Literature texts, they will
need to return to these texts over the course of the two years. They should not revise
texts by doing more of the same, but by exploring texts from a different perspective with a
different focus or viewpoint; these could be within a thematic unit or perhaps from the
viewpoint of critical theory such as feminism or Marxism. Links should be made with set
texts when exploring other texts within the curriculum.
Opportunities for assessment need to be effectively mapped into the curriculum so that
there is a balance between students being taught something and then assessed, and
students having to apply skills they have not recently been focusing on in more
independent contexts. The modular system of Controlled Assessment and coursework
units has focused assessment on taught tasks. If our assessment of students is to be
reliable in the system of 100% linear exam, we need to assess their ability to apply.

Move away from the minutia of exam specifications: curriculum is so much more
The KS4 curriculum should not be limited to the requirements of the specification alone.
Texts and tasks that students will not come across in exams can still be used to develop
and assess skills effectively, whilst maintaining engagement in the curriculum. There is
little emphasis on texts from other cultures, for example, but a curriculum without these
would be very narrow and – for some schools – cultural understanding is key to their
context. The inclusion of myths and biblical stories is also likely to support students’
understanding of symbolism and literary references, but they are not included in exam
specifications.
The same is to be said of assessment. Although the use of exam style questions and
papers will be vital, assessments can be designed to support teachers in understanding
their students’ needs across both the English Language and English Literature
specifications. For example, making comparisons across two set Literature texts such as
the Shakespeare play and modern novel would provide the teacher with information about
how well the student knows the two texts studied, but also how well they can compare –
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effectively covering a range of skills from both the English Language and English
Literature qualification. This is not something the students will have to do in the exam, but
it is a worthy task.
Quite rightly, the new specifications place greater emphasis on personal and evaluative
responses to texts. This means students need to develop their ability to respond
independently and personally to texts, using language to develop their identity.
Mechanically analysing language with little personal response will not cut it. This means
weighty moral and philosophical questions and open questions requiring deep thinking
and personal opinion should be at the heart of our curriculum.
Any curriculum should develop young people spiritually, morally, socially and culturally,
nurturing the attitudes and attributes of individuals. In English, this is about developing
critical thinking, broadening experiences and understanding of the world through
exploration of text reception and production.

Balancing Language and Literature
With the opportunity for either English Language or English Literature to be double
weighted in the new Progress 8 measures, the balance of focus may need to be realigned
for some schools. However, there is a danger – with the majority of content coming from
the Literature specification and the text rich curriculum that is required to support the new
specifications – that focus on writing could be lost. It may be seen as the easier element.
English departments must remember that writing counts for 50% of the English Language
GCSE and it is therefore vital that students do well in this area (remembering that spelling,
punctuation and grammar count for 20% of the qualification – 40% of marks available for
writing). Written outcomes such as writing from a character’s/writer’s perspective, writing
in the author’s style, using a paragraph as a starting/end point will enable students to
combine skills across reading and writing and support a broader assessment of students’
attainment and needs. Similarly, using themes from texts to stimulate argument - perhaps
exploring inequality in the student’s own local context after studying A Christmas Carol –
will support students in their understanding of the text, whilst developing skills in writing
non-fiction.

Don’t Forget Speaking and Listening
With speaking and listening no longer counting towards a students’ English Language
grade, it would be easy for this element to become side-lined from the curriculum. But
students need to develop communication skills in formal contexts (as is assessed) and
talk will also be vital to cognitive growth and social development. For further information,
see Neil Mercer’s EEF funded research materials on stimulating and assessing KS4
strands in spoken language development:
http://www.educ.cam.ac.uk/research/projects/oracytoolkit/
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Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar
The increased emphasis on spelling, punctuation and grammar needs to be carefully
considered when developing curriculum. The danger is that these things can become
standalone elements and that focus is lost on application and impact.

Spelling: The area that seems to be causing most concern is spelling, with teachers
expressing concerns about their understanding of how to support very weak spellers and
how to teach spelling rather than simply noticing errors and asking students to correct.

‘If the spelling system contains such regularity, why is there a problem? The answer is
complex, but a major factor is that children are rarely taught how to spell. They are
made to learn spellings by heart, and are rigorously tested on them, but few attempts
are made to explain what it is they have learned. They are not generally told why
spellings are as they are, or about how these spellings relate to the way words are
pronounced. Without such perspective, spelling becomes a vast, boring and timeconsuming memory task.’
-

D. Crystal, The Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language. Cambridge
University Press, 1995, p.272

Spelling is something that is more obviously taught at primary school, with spelling
being a significant element of the Primary National Curriculum. The National
Curriculum includes spelling patterns, commonly misspelt words and other key word
lists and there are a range of commercial programmes that provide support. However,
when working with secondary English teachers, an anxiety around the teaching of
spelling and how to ensure impact is often expressed. It is therefore important for
teachers to explore and agree what being a good speller really means.

Being a good speller is not only about memory. When we issue spelling tests, we
often test memory rather than a student’s ability to work out correct spellings. Being a
good speller is about having strategies to come to reasonable conclusions when
struggling to spell. Students need to understand how our language works and the
teaching of spelling therefore needs to focus on language exploration and
investigation. If students are able to explore language, its history, patterns and how
words are built, they can develop strategies to support their spelling. Reading texts
from different eras and biblical stories that students need to understand literary
references will provide perfect opportunities to explore language over time. Students
need to discover language for themselves, rather than being given words to memorize,
so spelling investigations that enable students to work out the patterns for themselves
are the sorts of activities that can support the teaching of spelling.
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An effective speller draws upon the entire rich linguistic tapestry of a word to spell it
correctly:


Phonemic awareness:
- Successful readers and spellers have well developed phonological processing. They find
it easy to "sound out" unfamiliar words.



Orthographical knowledge (the understanding of which letter sequences are both possible
and plausible in English):
- Visual memory supports students in retaining the way words look in print so they can
read fluently.



Morphological knowledge: Morphemic knowledge allows students to understand that
different parts of the word (root words, prefixes, suffixes) carry meaning.



Etymological knowledge:
- Relationships between sound and symbol that initially seem obscure are often situated in
the origin of the word.



Visual knowledge:
- The look of a word makes an important contribution to knowledge to a successful speller

It’s also important to consider the marking of spelling. Most commonly, spellings are
circled and students are asked to look them up in a dictionary. Using a dictionary is an
important skill, but students need to do more than copy the word down. What do they
notice? Why do they think they spelt the word incorrectly? What strategy will they use to
remember the word and similar words in future? Are there any other words where they
make a similar mistake? Do they manage to spell these words/patterns correctly in
future? If not, what teaching needs to take place to support them?
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Punctuation and Grammar: Accurate and creative use of punctuation will only be
possible once students understand how sentences, paragraphs and whole texts are built.
Rules need to be taught alongside terminology (word, sentence and whole text level), but
most importantly, the focus needs to be on the effect of these choices. Why has the writer
decided to use open/end the text in this way? What is the effect of the parenthesis? Why
have you chosen to start the sentence with a subordinate clause? How do the sentences
sound different? Which do you prefer and why?
Research suggests that the following approaches to the teaching of grammar make a
difference to the quality of impact on pupil’s’ writing:







Introducing patterns and techniques at a point when writers need them (examples,
imitation and innovation.)
Focus on effect and meaning, not features and terminology.
Focus on choice and repertoire, (designers of writing) not recipe.
Some explicit grammar teaching: have a language to talk about language (metalanguage).
The value of discussion about ideas, choices and their comparative effects.
The teacher’s grammar knowledge and confidence.

From Grammar for writing: shaping policy and practice. Myhill, Lines, Jones 2012

Curriculum Time
Many English Departments have been successful in gaining more curriculum time. The double
weighting of English/English Literature in the new Progress 8 Measures provides clear
justification for increased curriculum time both in KS3 and KS4. The assessment of SPAG in
other subjects also emphasises the importance of the English Department in the school’s
success (not that the responsibility of this lies with the English Department). Time will be gained
due to the loss of Controlled Assessments and the time it takes to administer and assess these
assessments, but this may not be sufficient in preparing students fully for the new, more
demanding outcomes – particularly for students who have been on another journey over past
years.
Teachers may also wish to be more flexible with unit time within the curriculum. Many schools
use half termly units, and these often fit into the timetable for inputting whole school assessment
data, but some terms are particularly short and it can result in the assessment of students at
inappropriate times. The length of units can be planned in order to provide appropriate time to
cover texts and develop a depth of understanding whilst keeping students engaged and providing
accurate data for whole school tracking.
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The loss of tiered papers

With the loss of tiered papers, it seems the perfect time to discuss the issues of setting.
Teachers often ask about the effectiveness of setting in KS3, but setting at KS4 has become
common practice as it has allowed for classes focusing on the same tier/board and for focused
groups such as C/D borderline. However, research evidence suggests that all but the very
highest attaining make better progress in mixed ability groups (international research and
comparisons.) Schools in England have held on to setting - or even streaming - largely because
our accountability measures have rewarded C and above. Progress 8 will only reward EVERY
student making good progress.
It is not our place to assert that schools use one grouping system over another. In the context of
progress 8, the need nationally for our low and middle attainers to make better progress in the
secondary phase and paying heed to the international evidence base we do recommend that
schools at least consider their setting arrangements. Mixed prior attainment setting will make
new demands on teachers’ classroom approaches. It should be introduced with thought,
guidance and professional development.
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Designing a Key Stage 4 Curriculum: The
Process
Stage 1: Understanding the new GCSEs
The starting point for any teacher involved in the teaching and development of the new KS4 is to
clearly understand what will be assessed and to explore what this means for pedagogy.
Departments need to ensure familiarity with the KS4 curriculum content and assessment
objectives, promoting discussion around:
-

A shared interpretation of these skills and how to promote them

-

The cross-over in AOs across Language and Literature

-

How the assessment of these AOs differs or is similar across Language and Literature

-

The most effective pedagogy for developing these skills

-

How these skills should be assessed effectively by teachers

-

How to ensure consistent and accurate judgements

-

The weighting of AOs within the chosen specification and within the exam papers,
sections and questions
What these AOs mean for our curriculum

-

English Language GCSE
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English Literature GCSE

The weighting of and planning for Assessment Objectives
Each exam board has slightly different Assessment Objective Weightings as shown below.
Where the AOs are similar across Language and Literature, they have been placed together in
the same colour. Clearly, curriculum time and assessment needs to be divided up effectively
across the Assessment Objectives. This will never be an exact science, and it is likely to be
detrimental to begin dividing up units and AOs so precisely, but curriculum time needs to reflect
the weightings within the specification. Not surprisingly, the most significantly weighted strand is
AO2 (Language and Literature) - explaining, commenting on and analysing how writers use
language, structure and form to achieve effects with – of course – the appropriate subject
terminology, but this skill can only be applied after texts have been understood, so
comprehension and inference skills must not be neglected; they are clearly fundamental steps to
analysis.
AQA

EDUQAS EDEXCEL

AO1

AO1

AO1
AO2

AO2

AO2

LIT AO2
LIT AO2

LIT AO2

AO3
AO3

LIT AO3

AO3
LIT AO3

LIT AO3

AO4

AO4

LIT AO1

LIT AO1

LIT AO1

AO5

AO5

AO5

LIT AO4

LIT AO4

LIT AO4

AO6

AO6

AO6

AO4
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Stage 2: Knowing Your Chosen Exam Board
There are fewer differences between GCSE specifications than we have seen for some time and
schools have increasingly fewer games to play (with regard to the qualifications that students are
entered for, and using dual and early entry). Despite the minimal differences between exam
boards, there are still a number of key considerations that need to be explored when designing a
curriculum for your chosen board. These key points are listed below and can be used alongside
the GCSE comparison grids and list of set texts to support board specific planning.
Initial Considerations
 What are the weightings of the different Assessment Objectives, units and sections? What
will this mean for your curriculum?
 What is the language/structure of the questions/papers like?
 Do the exams contain 19th Century Fiction or Non-fiction?
 How long is each of the examinations and how should time be divided?
 Where does comparison sit?
 How can you best use the support and support materials available from the board?
 Are there free KS3 assessment tasks available and/or assessment tasks or materials I
can use throughout the 2 year course?
 How will you support accessibility for lower attainers?
 What is the scope to stretch and challenge?
Language Specific Considerations
 What are the Assessment Objective weightings and what will this mean for your
curriculum?
 Are all AOs assessed in each paper, or are they divided between the two?
 How are the questions weighted?
 What is the language/structure of questions like?
 How will you support students to access both the lower and higher tariff questions?
 Is the 19th Century unseen prose fiction or non-fiction?
 Is the 19th century text used for comparison?
 Is there a choice of writing tasks on both papers?
 Are these writing tasks equally weighted?
 What is the style of writing questions?
 Are there pictorial prompts for writing tasks?
Literature Specific Considerations
 What are the Assessment Objective weightings and what will this mean for your
curriculum?
 How are the questions weighted?
 What set texts will you use? Will teachers/students have choice?
 Do comparison questions involve two unseen texts, a set and unseen or two set texts?
 Which questions provide extracts?
 What is the language/structure of the questions like?
 Are AO2 (analysis of language and structure) questions limited to comment on given
extracts?
 Where is SPAG weighted?
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SPECIMEN EXAMS AT A GLANCE: A COMPARISON
SPECIFICATIONs: Specimen exams at a glance
AQA

OCR

EDUQAS

EDEXCEL

AO
Breakdown

AO1 = 10 %
AO2 = 17.5%
AO3 = 10%
AO4 = 12.5%
AO5 = 30%
AO6 = 20%

AO1 = 8.75 %
AO2 = 18.75%
AO3 = 7.5%
AO4 = 15%
AO5 = 30%
AO6 = 20%

AO1 = 10 %
AO2 = 20%
AO3 = 7.5%
AO4 = 12.5%
AO5 = 30%
AO6 = 20%

AO1 = 7.5 %
AO2 = 15%
AO3 = 8.75%
AO4 = 18.75%
AO5 = 30%
AO6 = 20%

Paper 1

Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing
Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes
• 80 marks
• 50% of GCSE

Communicating information and ideas
Written exam: 2 hours
• 80 marks
• 50% of GCSE

20th Century Literature Reading and
Creative Prose Writing
Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes
• 80 marks
40% of GCSE

Fiction and Imaginative Writing
Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes
• 40 marks
• 40% of GCSE

Paper 1 Breakdown:
AO1 = 2.5 %
AO2 = 10%
AO3 = N/A
AO4 = 12.5%
AO5 = 15%
AO6 = 10 %

Paper 1 Breakdown:
AO1 = 6.25 %
AO2 = 7.5%
AO3 = 3.75%
AO4 = 7.5%
AO5 = 15%
AO6 = 10 %

Paper 1 Breakdown:
AO1 = 2.5 %
AO2 = 12.5%
AO3 = 0
AO4 = 5%
AO5 = 12%
AO6 = 8 %

Paper 1 Breakdown:
AO1 = 1.9 %
AO2 = 3.75%
AO3 = 0%
AO4 = 9.37%
AO5 = 15%
AO6 = 10 %

Unseen literature fiction text from 20th or 21st
century. Its genre will be prose fiction. Texts
will include extracts from novels and short
stories

Unseen non-fiction texts from the 19th
century and either the 20th or 21st century.
One text will always be drawn from the
19th century.
Text 1: Narrative of the Life of Frederick
Douglass, an American Slave. Author:
Frederick Douglass (1845).
Text 2: President Obama’s statement on the
death of Nelson Mandela (2013)

This section will test through structured
questions the reading of an unseen extract
from one 20th century literary prose text

Reading: questions on an unseen 19thcentury fiction extract.

1 a) Look again at lines 1–9. Give two quotations
which show Douglass’ reactions to what Mr Covey
does. (2 marks)
b) Explain the way Mr Covey’s attitude towards
Douglass changes in lines 1–18 (2 marks)
AO1(i)
• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit
information and ideas

Read lines 1-9.
A1. List five reasons why Obed Ramotswe went to
South Africa?
(5 marks)

From lines 1 to 5, identify the phrase which explains
why there is no blood on the floor. (1 mark)

AO1 (1a and 1c)
This question tests the ability to identify explicit
and implicit information and ideas.

Frederick Douglass and Nelson Mandela were both
respected for their strength of character.

Explain two other similarities between
Douglass and Mandela. Support your answer with
evidence from both texts

(6 marks)

Read lines 10-17.
A2. How does the writer show what Obed went
through to become a miner?
You must refer to the language used in the text to
support your answer (5 marks)

AO1
• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit
information and ideas
• Select and synthesise evidence from different texts.
2 From lines 12 to 18, give two ways the narrator’s
behaviour shows that he is confident he will not be
caught.

Section
A

Text: Daphne du Maurier’s Jamaica Inn (1936)

Qu 1

Read again the first part of the source, lines 1 to 7. List
four things from this part of the text about the weather
in Cornwall.
(4 marks)

Qu 1
Assessed

AO1• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit
information and ideas
• Select and synthesise evidence from different texts.

Qu 2

Look in detail at this extract from lines 8 to 17 of the
source:How does the writer use language here to
describe the effects of the weather?
You could include the writer’s choice of:
• words and phrases
• language features and techniques
• sentence forms(8 marks)
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Text: Ladies' Detective Agency (1998)

Text: Edgar Allen Poe’s The Tell-Tale heart
(1843)

You may use your own words or quotation from the
text. (2 marks)

Qu 2
Assessed

Qu 3

Qu 3
Assessed

Qu 4

Qu 4
Assessed

AO2
• Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use
language and structure to achieve effects and influence
readers, using relevant subject terminology to support
their views
• This question assesses Language ie: Words / Phrases
/ Language Features / Language Techniques / Sentence
Forms
You now need to think about the whole of the source.
This text is from the opening of a novel.
How has the writer structured the text to interest you
as a reader?
You could write about:
• what the writer focuses your attention on at the
beginning
• how and why the writer changes this focus as the
extract develops
• any other structural features that interest you.
(8 marks)
AO2
• Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use
language and structure to achieve effects and influence
readers, using relevant subject terminology to support
their views
• This question assesses Language ie: Words / Phrases
/ Language Features / Language Techniques / Sentence
Forms
Focus this part of your answer on the second half of
the source, from line 18 to the end.
A student, having read this section of the text said:
“The writer brings the very different characters to life
for the reader. It is as if you are inside the coach with
them.”
To what extent do you agree?
In your response, you should:
• write about your own impressions of the characters
• evaluate how the writer has created these
impressions
• support your opinions with quotations from the text.
(20 marks)

AO1(ii)
• Select and synthesise evidence from different
texts.

AO2 (1a & 1c)
• This question tests the ability to explain,
comment on and analyse how writers use
language
to achieve effect, using subject terminology to
support their views.

AO1
• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit
information and ideas
• Select and synthesise evidence from different texts.

Explore how Obama uses language and structure
in this speech to present his feelings about Nelson
Mandela.

Read lines 18-30.
A3. What impressions do you get of the work in
the mines from these lines?
You must refer to the text to support your answer.
(10 marks)

In lines 19 to 24, how does the writer use language
to show the change in the narrator’s mood?

AO2
• Explain, comment on and analyse how writers
use language and structure to achieve effects and
influence readers, using relevant subject
terminology to support their views

AO2(1a, 1c and 1d)
• This question tests the ability to explain,
comment on and analyse how writers use
language
to achieve effect and influence readers, using
subject terminology to support their views.

AO2
• Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use
language and structure to achieve effects and
influence readers, using relevant subject terminology
to support their views

These texts are powerful because they show the
importance of having freedom and strong personal
beliefs.’
How far do you agree with this statement?
In your answer you should:
• discuss what you learn about the importance of
having freedom and strong personal beliefs
• explain the impact of these ideas on you as a
reader
• compare the ways ideas about freedom and
personal beliefs are presented.
Support your response with quotations from both
texts.
(18 marks)

Read lines 31-46.
A4. How does the writer make these lines tense
and dramatic?
You should write about:
- what happens to build tension and drama;
- the writer’s use of language to create tension and
drama;
- the effects on the reader. (10 marks)

In this extract, the writer attempts to engage the
reader through the build up of tension.

AO4
• Evaluate texts critically and support this with
appropriate textual references

AO4
• Evaluate texts critically and support this with
appropriate textual references (12 marks)
AO3
• Compare writers’ ideas and perspectives, as well
as how these are conveyed, across two or more
texts (6 marks)

AO2 (1a, b, c and d)
This question tests the ability to explain, comment
on and analyse how writers use language
and structure to achieve effect and influence
readers, using subject terminology to support
their views.

AO4
• Evaluate texts critically and support this with
appropriate textual references


Support your ideas by referring to the
text, using relevant subject terminology.

(12 marks)

Support your views with detailed reference to the
text. (6 marks)

Evaluate how effectively the writer does this.
Support your views with detailed reference to the
text. (15 marks)

2

Qu 5

Read lines 47 to the end.
A5. “In the last twenty or so lines of this passage, the writer
encourages the reader to feel
sympathy for Obed.”
To what extent do you agree with this view?
You should write about:
-your own impressions of Obed as he is presented here and in
the passage as a
whole;
-how the writer has created these impressions.
You must refer to the text to support your answer.
(10 marks)
AO4
• Evaluate texts critically and support this with appropriate
textual references

Qu 5
Assessed



Section
B



Qu

As a stimulus for students’ own
writing, there will be a choice of
scenario, written prompt or visual
image that is related to the topic of
the reading text in section A.
Designated audience, purpose and
form will differ to those specified on
Paper 2.

You are going to enter a creative writing
competition. Your entry will be judged by a panel of
young people of your own age.
Either:

Write a description suggested by this
picture:
Or:

Write the opening part of a story about a
place that is severely affected by the
weather.
(24 marks for content and organisation 16 marks for
technical accuracy)
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Writing original non-fiction for
different audiences and
purposes, such as explain,
inform, instruct, argue,
persuade.

EITHER
5 Write a speech for your class in which you
argue that violence is not the solution to conflict
between people.
In your speech you should:
• explain why peaceful solutions are better than
violent ones
• give some examples to support your argument
• convince your audience that violence does not
solve conflict.
OR
6 Write an article for a teenage magazine which
gives advice to young people on how to cope
with the pressures and stresses of modern life.
You are not required to include any visual or
presentational features.
In your article you should:
• identify some of the pressures and stresses
that young people face
• suggest why these issues may be difficult to
deal with
• explain some of the ways in which these can
be managed. (24 marks for content and
organisation 16 marks for technical accuracy)

Section B (20%) – Prose Writing (40 marks)
This section will test creative prose writing through
one 40-mark task. Candidates will be offered a
choice of four titles giving opportunities for writing
to describe and narrate, and imaginative and
creative use of language. This response should be a
narrative / recount.

Writing: a choice of two writing tasks. The
tasks are linked by a theme to the reading
extract.

Choose one of the following titles for your writing: [40]
Either, (a) Making a Difference.
Or, (b) The Choice.
Or, (c) Write about a time when you were at a children’s
party.
Or, (d) Write a story which begins:
I didn’t know if I had the courage to do this …(24 marks for
content and organisation 16 marks for technical accuracy)

EITHER: Write about a time when you, or
someone you know, tried to hide something.
Your response could be real or imagined.
OR: Look at the images provided.
Write about a frightening experience.
Your response could be real or imagined. You
may wish to base your response on one
of the images. (24 marks for content and
organisation 16 marks for technical accuracy)

Paper 2

Section A

Qu 1

Qu1 Assessed

Qu 2

Writers' Viewpoints and Perspectives
Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes
• 80 marks
• 50% of GCSE


Exploring effects and impact
Written exam: 2 hours
• 80 marks
• 50% of GCSE


Paper 2 Breakdown:

AO1= 7.5%

AO2 = 7.5%

AO3 = 10%

AO4 = N/A

AO5 = 15%
AO6 = 10%

Paper 2 Breakdown:
AO1 = 2.5 %
AO2 = 11.25%
AO3 = 3.75%
AO4 = 7.5%
AO5 = 15%
AO6 = 10 %

Reading two linked sources from different time
periods and genres in order to consider how
each presents a perspective or viewpoint to
influence the reader
non-fiction and literary non-fiction texts drawn
from the 19th century, and either the 20th or
21st century depending on the time period
assessed in Paper 1.
Text 1: A newspaper article called Could you do
your child’s homework?
Text 2: Two letters from the 1820s.

Reading unseen prose fiction texts from
the 20th and/or 21st century. One text
may be literary non-fiction.

Read again source A, from lines 1 to 15.
Choose four statements below which are TRUE.
(4 marks)

AO1
• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information
and ideas
• Select and synthesise evidence from different texts.
You need to refer to source A and source B for this
question:
Use details from both sources. Write a summary of the
differences between Eddie and Henry.
(8 marks)

19th and 21st Century Non-Fiction
Reading Study and
Transactional/Persuasive Writing

Written exam: 2 hours
• 80 marks 60% of GCSE
Paper 2 Breakdown:
AO1 = 7.5 %
AO2 = 7.5%
AO3 = 7.5%
AO4 = 7.5%
AO5 = 18%
AO6 = 12 %

Non-fiction and Transactional Writing
Written exam: 2 hours
• 60 marks
• 60% of GCSE
Paper 2 Breakdown:
AO1 = 5.6 %
AO2 = 11.25%
AO3 = 8.75%
AO4 = 9.38%
AO5 = 15%
AO6 = 10 %

This section will test through structured
questions the reading of two highquality unseen non-fiction texts (about
900-1200 words in total), one from the
19th century, the other from the 21st
century.
Text 1: Newspaper article, ‘Waste not,
Want not’, by John Humphrys.
Text 2: Extract from a housekeeping
book, ‘The American Frugal Housewife’,
written in 1832 by Lydia M. Child

Reading: questions on two thematically linked,
th
st
unseen non-fiction extracts from 20 and 21
century

Question 1 is about Text 1, Unreliable
Memoirs by Clive James.
1 Look again at lines 1–7.
a) Identify one phrase from these lines which
shows Clive James’ reaction to finding Carnaby
is in a different class to him.(1 mark)
b) What does this show about their
relationship?
(1 mark)
c) Clive James and Carnaby are in different
classes.
Give two more examples of differences
between the boys (2 marks)
AO1(i)
• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit
information and ideas

Read the newspaper article by John
Humphrys.
a) How much food is wasted by the British
every year? (1 mark)
(b) How much does it cost to get rid of wasted
food? (1 mark)

(c) How much food is thrown away
by an average supermarket every year? (1
mark)

1) In lines 22 to 30, identify two requirements needed by
people to be recruited by MI6 (1 mark)

AO1 (1a)
This question tests the ability to identify
explicit information

Question 2 is about Text 1, Unreliable
Memoirs by Clive James.
2 Look again at lines 12–21.
How does Clive James use language and
structure to make his description of Mr Ryan’s
lesson entertaining?

You should use relevant subject
terminology to support your answer.(6 marks)

John Humphrys is trying to persuade us to be
less wasteful. How does he try to do this?
You should comment on:
what he says to influence readers;
his use of language and tone;
the way he presents his argument
(10 marks)

AO1
• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information
and ideas
• Select and synthesise evidence from different texts.
3) Analyse how the writer uses language and structure
to interest and engage readers.
Support your views with detailed reference to the text.
(15 marks)

Text 1: Unreliable Memoirs
Author: Clive James (1980)
Text 2: The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie
Author: Muriel Spark (1961)

Text 1: text from a government advertisement
for MI6, for the role of an Intelligence Officer.
Text : Leo Marks worked in Intelligence during
World War 2. He was responsible for breaking
codes to uncover enemy information. In this
extract he describes how a complex code was
solved to uncover a secret message.

2) Give one example from lines 1 to 8 of how the writer
uses language to show how the
recruitment process has changed. Support your
example with a detailed text reference. (2 marks)

4

Qu 2
Assessed

AO1
• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information
and ideas
• Select and synthesise evidence from different texts.

AO2
• Explain, comment on and analyse how
writers use language and structure to achieve
effects and influence readers, using relevant
subject terminology to support their views

Qu 3

You now need to refer only to source B, the letter by
Henry written to his father.
How does Henry use language to try to influence his
father?
(12 marks)

Question 3 is about Text 2, The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie by Muriel Spark.
3 Look again at lines 1–23.

Qu 3
Assessed

Qu 4

Qu 4
Assessed
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AO2
• Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use
language and structure to achieve effects and influence
readers, using relevant subject terminology to support
their views
• This question assesses Language ie: Words / Phrases /
Language Features / Language Techniques / Sentence
Forms
For this question, you need to refer to the whole of
source A together with source B, the father’s letter to a
family friend.
Compare how the two writers convey their different
attitudes to parenting and education.
In your answer, you should:
• compare their different attitudes
• compare the methods they use to convey their
attitudes
• support your ideas with quotations from both texts.
(16 marks)

AO3
• Compare writers’ ideas and perspectives, as well as
how these are conveyed, across two or more texts

Explore how the writer presents Miss Brodie’s
attitude towards Miss Mackay, the
headmistress.

Support your ideas by referring to
the language and structure of this section,
using relevant subject terminology. (12 marks)
AO2
• Explain, comment on and analyse how
writers use language and structure to achieve
effects and influence readers, using relevant
subject terminology to support their views

Question 4 is about Text 1, Unreliable
Memoirs and Text 2, The Prime of Miss Jean
Brodie.
4) ‘In these texts school is presented as a
challenging place for the pupils.’
How far do you agree with this statement?

AO2 (1a, b, c and d)
This question tests the ability to explain,
comment on and analyse how writers use
language and
structure to achieve effect and influence
readers, using subject terminology to support
their views.
To answer the following questions you will
need to read the extract opposite by
Lydia M. Child.
a) What does the writer mean by “Time is
money” in line 2? (1 mark)
(b) What does the writer suggest family
members should do to help in the house? (2
marks)

AO2
• Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use
language and structure to achieve effects and influence
readers, using relevant subject terminology to support
their views

AO1 (1a, b, c and d)
This question tests the ability to identify and
interpret explicit and implicit information and
ideas.

AO1
• Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information
and ideas
• Select and synthesise evidence from different texts.

A4. What do you think and feel about Lydia M.
Child’s views about running a household?
You should comment on:
- what is said;
- how it is said.
You must refer to the text to
support your comments (10 marks)

Give one example from lines 6 to 8 of how Leo Marks
uses language to show how
difficult it was for him to break the code. (1 mark)

(AO4)
This question tests the ability to evaluate texts
critically and support this with appropriate
textual
references.

AO2
• Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use
language and structure to achieve effects and influence
readers, using relevant subject terminology to support
their views

4) Text 2: 4 How many messages does Leo Marks have to
de-code? (1 mark)

In your answer you should:
• discuss your impressions of the pupils’
various experiences at school
• explain what you find unusual about their
school environment
• compare the ways the writers present the
pupils’ experiences of schools
- Support your response with quotations from
both texts. (18 marks)
AO4
• Evaluate texts critically and support this with
appropriate textual references (12 marks)
AO3
• Compare writers’ ideas and perspectives, as
well as how these are conveyed, across two or
more texts (6 marks)

Qu 5

To answer the following questions you will
need to use both texts.
A5. According to these two writers, why
should Americans change their attitudes to
leftover food? (4 marks)

6 Leo Marks attempts to engage the reader through the
description of his relationship
with ‘the girls’. Evaluate how successfully this is
achieved. Support your views with detailed reference to
the text. (15 marks)

Qu 5
Assessed

(AO1 2a and b)
This question tests the ability to select and
synthesise evidence from different texts.

AO4
• Evaluate texts critically and support this with
appropriate textual references

Qu 6

A6. Both of these texts are about waste.
Compare the following:
- the writers’ attitudes to waste;
- how they get across their arguments. (10
marks)

7 (a) The two texts show the points of view of different
spies.What similarities do the spies Nick and Leo share in
these texts?
Use evidence from both texts to support your answer. (6
marks)
(b) Compare how the writers of Text 1 and Text 2
present their ideas and perspectives about intelligence
agency work.
Support your answer with detailed reference to the
texts. (14 marks)

Qu 6
Assessed

Section B

(AO3)
This question tests the ability to compare
writers’ ideas and perspectives, as well as how
these are
conveyed, across the two texts.

single writing task related to the theme of
section A. It will specify audience, purpose and
form, and will use a range of opinions,
statements and writing scenarios to provoke a
response. Students give their own perspective.

Producing original creative writing.

This section will test transactional,
persuasive and/or discursive writing
through two equally weighted
compulsory tasks. Candidates will be
offered opportunities to write for a
range of audiences and purposes,
adapting style to form and to real-life
contexts in, for example, letters,
articles, reviews, speeches, etc.

7a =AO1( ii)
• Select and synthesise evidence from different texts.
7b =(AO3)
This question tests the ability to compare writers’ ideas
and perspectives, as well as how these are
conveyed, across the two texts.

Writing: a choice of two writing tasks. The tasks
are linked by a theme to the reading extracts.

6

Qu

‘Homework has no value. Some students get it done for
them; some don’t do it at all. Students should be
relaxing in their free time.’
Write an article for a broadsheet newspaper in which
you explain your point of view on this statement.
(24 marks for content and organisation
16 marks for technical accuracy)
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EITHER
5) Imagine you are writing your
autobiography. Describe your experiences of
starting a new school.
You could write about:
• the people that made the biggest impression
on you
• the ways in which you behaved
• the way that you feel about those events
now.
OR
6) The Outsider.
Use this as a title for a story or a piece of
personal writing.
In your writing you should:
• choose a clear viewpoint
• describe the setting
explore what being ‘an outsider’ means.
(24 marks for content and organisation
16 marks for technical accuracy)

Two compulsory transactional/persuasive
writing tasks
B1. Your school/college is keen to reduce
waste.
Write a report for the Headteacher/Principal
suggesting ways this might be
done.
You could include:
• examples of waste at the moment;
• your ideas about how the situation could be
improved.
B2. A proposal has been made to hold a
motorcycle race on the roads in your area.
You have decided to write an article for your
community magazine to share your views on
this proposal. You could write in favour or
against this proposal.
Write a lively article for the magazine giving
your views. (12 marks are awarded for
communication and organisation; 8 marks are
awarded for vocabulary, sentence structure,
punctuation and spelling. – per task)

EITHER
Write a letter to MI6, applying for a position as an
Intelligence Officer.
In your letter you could:
-state why you are interested in the position
-describe the experience and skills that make you a good
candidate
-explain the difference you can make to your country as
well as any other ideas you might have.
OR
Write an article for a newspaper, exploring how
technology can track our movements.
You could write about:
-the ways we are tracked, e.g. phones, computers, CCTV,
supermarket scanners
-who tracks us, e.g. the police, large businesses, the
government
-what the benefits are and/or what the problems could
be as well as any other ideas you might have. (24 marks
for content and organisation
16 marks for technical accuracy)

English Literature
LITERATURE

Assessment
Objective
Weightings

Paper 1
Time and
weighting

Assessment
Objectives
Paper 1
Section A

AQA
AO1 = 37.5%
AO2 = 42.5%
AO3 = 15 %
AO4 =5%
1 hour 45 minute written exam
64 marks (34 – 30)
40% of GCSE
AO1 = 15%
AO2 = 15%
AO3 = 7.5 %
AO4 = 2.5%
Section A
AO1 = 12 marks
AO2 = 12 marks
AO3 = 6 marks
AO4 = 4 marks

OCR
AO1 = 40%
AO2 = 40%
AO3 = 15 %
AO4 =5%
2 hour written exam
80 marks (40 marks per section)
50% of GCSE
AO1 = 20%
AO2 = 17.5%
AO3 = 10 %
AO4 = 2.5%
Section A
AO1 = 18 marks
AO2 = 14 marks
AO3 = 8 marks
AO4 = 0 marks

Eduqas

EDEXCEL

AO1 = 40%
AO2 = 40%
AO3 = 15 %
AO4 =5%
2 hour written exam
80 marks (40 marks per section)
40% of GCSE
AO1 = 15%
AO2 = 15%
AO3 = 7.5 %
AO4 = 2.5%
Section A
AO1 = 17.5 marks
AO2 = 17.5 marks
AO3 = 0 marks
AO4 = 5 marks

AO1 = 37%
AO2 = 42%
AO3 = 16 %
AO4 =5%
1 hour 45 minute written exam
80 marks (40 marks per section)

50% of GCSE
AO1 = 19.5%
AO2 = 12.5%
AO3 = 13 %
AO4 = 5%
Section A
AO1 = 15 marks
AO2 = 20 marks
AO3 = 5 marks
AO4 = 0 marks

Shakespeare
2 questions
No bullet points
 1 extract question
15 marks
 1 essay question based on the
whole text
25 marks



NOTE: 5 marks in Section A are awarded
for SPaG in Section A


(Macbeth, The Tempest, Romeo and
Juliet, Much Ado About Nothing, Twelfth Night,
The Merchant of Venice)

Section A (qu a)
AO1 = 5%
AO2 = 2.5%
AO3 = 5%
Section A (qu b)
AO1 = 6.25%
AO2 = 6.25%

Shakespeare
Students study one set text
1 question (2 bullet points)
 write in detail about one
extract and then write about
the play as a whole. (Students
are given two bullet points to
cover in their question to
ensure they deal with
separate parts – NOT TWO
SEPARATE QUESTIONS
(Macbeth, R+J, The Tempest, The Merchant of
Venice, Much Ado, Julius Caesar)

Modern prose or drama
Comparing one extract from a set text
to an unseen modern prose extract
1 question split into two parts:
a)Comparison of a set text (extract) to
an unseen modern prose text (extract)
(2 bullet points provided)20 marks
b)Response to whole set text (question
is related to part a i.e. through a
similar theme or the same character –
no bullet points)20 marks
(Anita and Me, Never Let Me Go, Animal Farm,
Inspector Calls, My Mother Said I Never Should,
DNA)

2

Shakespeare
part question

First task focused on an extract
The second task is focused on how a
theme reflected in the extract is
explored elsewhere in the play.

(R+J, Macbeth, Othello, Much Ado, Henry V,
Merchant of venice)

8

Example
Qu

Section B

Macbeth
Read the following extract from Act 1
Scene 5 of Macbeth and then answer
the question that follows.

Anita and Me by Meera Syal and
High Fidelity by Nick Hornby
Read the two extracts below and then
answer both part a) and part b).

Starting with this speech, explain how
far you think Shakespeare presents
Lady Macbeth as a powerful woman.
Write about:
• how Shakespeare presents Lady
Macbeth in this speech
• how Shakespeare presents Lady
Macbeth in the play as a whole.

For part a), you should focus only on
the extracts here rather than referring
to the rest of your studied text.
a) Compare how the difficulties of
teenage friendships and growing up
are presented in these two extracts.
You should consider:
• the situations faced by Meena and
Rob
• how they react to these situations
• how the writers’ use of language and
techniques creates effects.[20]
AND
b) Explore another moment in Anita
and Me where Meena develops a new
understanding of either her friends or
family. [20]
Section B
AO1 = 14 marks
AO2 = 14 marks
AO3 = 8 marks
AO4 = 4 marks

Section B
AO1 = 12 marks
AO2 = 12 marks
AO3 = 6 marks
AO4 = 0 marks
The 19th-century novel
Students study one set text
1 question (2 bullet points to help
students structure a response)
 write in detail about one
extract and then write about
the novel as a whole.
(Students are given two bullet
points to cover in their
question to ensure they deal
with separate parts – NOT
TWO SEPARATE QUESTIONS

(no marks for SPaG)

(Jekyll and Hyde, A Christmas Carol, Great
Expectations, Jane Eyre, Frankenstein, Pride and
Prejudice, The Sign of Four)
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19th century prose
1 question on their set text chosen
from two possible questions
No bullet points
Either:
An extract based question, making
links to the whole text
OR
A discursive question on the whole
text
40 marks (4 of which are awarded for
SPaG)
(Great Expectations, Pride and Prejudice, The
War of the Worlds, Jekyll and Hyde, Jane Eyre)

Romeo and Juliet
Answer both part (a) and part (b).
You are advised to spend about 20
minutes on part (a), and about 40
minutes on part (b).
(a) Read the extract on the opposite
page. Look at how Juliet and her father
speak and behave here. What does it
reveal to an audience about their
relationship at this point in the play?
Refer closely to details from the extract
to support your answer. [15]
(b) ‘Even though Mercutio dies at the
beginning of Act 3, he is very important
to the play as a whole.’ Show how
Mercutio could be described as
important to the play as a whole. [25]
(5 marks are allocated to this question
for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and
the use of grammar)
Section B
AO1 = 13.3 marks
AO2 = 13.3 marks
AO3 = 13.3 marks
AO4 = 0 marks
Poetry
Two questions based on poems from the
WJEC Eduqas Poetry Anthology, one of
which involves comparison
Qu a = 15 marks
Qu b (comparison) = 25 marks


Macbeth

(a) Explore how Shakespeare
presents the character of Lady
Macbeth as being in control in this
extract.

Refer closely to the extract in
your answer. (20)

(b) In this extract, there is
conflict between the characters.

Explain the importance of
conflict elsewhere in the play.

In your answer you must
consider:

• how conflict is shown

• the reasons for the conflict.

You should refer to the
context of the play in your answer.
(20)



Section B

AO1 = 16 marks

AO2 = 0 marks

AO3 = 16 marks

AO4 = 8 marks
Post-1914 Literature

One essay question from a
choice of two on a set text.


No extracts or bullet points


20 marks (including 8 for
SPAG)




(An Inspector Calls Hobson’s Choice,
Blood Brothers, Journey’s End, Animal Farm, Lord
of the Flies, Anita and Me,
The Woman in Black)

Example
Qu

The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and
Mr Hyde
Read the following extract from
Chapter 2 and then answer the
question that follows.
Starting with this extract, how does
Stevenson present Mr Hyde as a
frightening outsider?
Write about:
• how Stevenson presents Mr Hyde in
this extract
• how Stevenson presents Mr Hyde as
a frightening outsider in the novel as a
whole.

Great Expectations
EITHER
7 Explore how Dickens presents ideas
about what makes a good person
through the presentation of Joe, in this
extract and elsewhere in the novel.
OR
8 ‘Money is the source of all Pip’s
problems.’ How far do you agree with
this view? Explore at least two
moments from the novel to support
your ideas.

Poetry
Read To Autumn by John Keats on this
page. Write about the ways Keats
presents nature in this poem. [15 marks]
(b) Now read Death of a Naturalist by
Seamus Heaney on the opposite page.
Write about the ways Heaney presents
nature in this poem and compare these
with the ways Keats presents nature in
To Autumn. [25 marks]

An Inspector Calls
Your response will be marked for the
range of appropriate vocabulary and
sentence structures, and accurate use
of spelling and punctuation.
EITHER
Sybil Birling: ‘I must say, we are
learning something tonight.’
Explore how learning from experience
is important in the play.
You must refer to the context of the
play in your answer.
OR
8 Sheila Birling: ‘But these girls aren’t
cheap labour – they’re people.’
In what ways is Eva Smith exploited in
the play?
You must refer to the context of the
play in your answer.

Component

AQA

OCR

Eduqas

EDEXCEL

Paper 2

2 hour and 15 minute written exam
96 marks (34 – 30 – 32)
60% of GCSE
AO1 = 22.5%
AO2 = 27.5%
AO3 = 7.5 %
AO4 = 2.5%
Section A
AO1 = 12 marks
AO2 = 12 marks
AO3 = 6 marks
AO4 = 4 marks

2 hour paper
80 marks (40 per section)
50% of GCSE
AO1 = 20%
AO2 = 22.5%
AO3 = 5 %
AO4 =2.5%
Section A
AO1 = 18 marks
AO2 = 22marks
AO3 = 0 marks
AO4 = 0 marks

2 hours and 30 minutes written exam
120 marks (40 per section)
60% of GCSE
AO1 = 25%
AO2 = 25%
AO3 = 7.5 %
AO4 = 2.5%
Section A
AO1 = 17.5 marks
AO2 = 17.5 marks
AO3 = 0 marks
AO4 = 5 marks

2 hours and 15 minutes written exam
80 marks (40 per section)
50% of GCSE
AO1 = 17.5%
AO2 = 29.5%
AO3 = 3%
AO4 = 0%
Section A
AO1 = 20 marks
AO2 = 20 marks
AO3 = 0 marks
AO4 = 0 marks

Time and
weighting

AOs Paper 2

Section A

Section A (qu a)
AO1 = 5%
AO2 = 7.5%
Section A (qu b)
AO1 = 6.25%
AO2 = 6.25%

10

Modern Texts
Students study one set text
1 question on one chosen text (no
extracts – whole text)
2 bullet points given for students to
respond to
 30 marks
 4 marks SPaG
(Blood Brothers, Inspector Calls, The History
Boys, DNA, Curious Incident play, A Taste of
Honey, Lord of the Flies, Telling Tales, Animal
Farm, Never Let Me Go, Anita and Me, Pigeon
English)

Poetry Across Time
Students study one themed poetry
cluster of 15 poems
Students are given three bullet points
per question to help them respond
1 question, which is split into two
parts:
a) Comparison of one poem from
the anthology cluster with one
unseen poem (3 bullet points
provided)
20 marks
b) A related question on a
different poem from the
anthology cluster (own
choice)
20 marks

Post 1914 prose or drama
Students study one set text

1 Love and Relationships
Read the two poems below and then
answer both part a) and part b).

Lord of the Flies
You should use the extract below and
your knowledge of the whole novel to
answer this question.
Write about the character of Jack and
how he is presented throughout the
novel. [35+5]
(5 marks are allocated to this question
for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and
the use of grammar.)

1 essay question based on extract and
knowledge of whole text
40 marks
NOTE: 5 marks awarded for SPaG in
Section A

19th-century novel
ONE extract question and ONE essay
question, exploring the whole text.
(40 marks)
(Jane Eyre, Great Expectations, Dr Jekyll and Mr
Hyde, A Christmas Carol, Pride and Prejudice,
Silas Marner, Frankenstein)

(Lord of the Flies, Anita and Me, Never Let Me Go,
Inspector Calls, The History Boys, Blood Brothers,
The Woman in Black, Oranges are not the Only
Fruit. The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night
Time (play script), A Taste of Hone)

(3 clusters to choose from, each comprising of
15 poems: Love and Relationships, Conflict,
Youth and age)

Example
Qu

An Inspector Calls
EITHER
How and why does Sheila change in An
Inspector Calls?
Write about:
• how Sheila responds to her family
and to the Inspector
• how Priestley presents Sheila by the
ways he writes.
OR
How does Priestley explore
responsibility in An Inspector Calls?
Write about:
• the ideas about responsibility in An
Inspector Calls
• how Priestley presents these ideas
by the ways he writes.
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a) Compare how the speakers in these
poems express feelings of being let
down in love.
You should consider:
• ideas and attitudes in each poem
• tone and atmosphere in each poem
• the effects of the language and
structure used. [20]
AND
b) Explore in detail one other poem
from your anthology which expresses
doubt or uncertainty in relationships.
[20]

Jane Eyre
1 (a) Explore how Brontë presents
what Jane thinks about her life at
Lowood School. Give examples from
the extract to support your ideas. (20)
(b) In this extract, Jane Eyre thinks
about her life at Lowood and her
future. Explain how Jane deals with
the challenges that face her elsewhere
in the novel.
In your answer you must consider:
• what the challenges are
• what these show about her
character.
(20)

Section B

Section B
AO1 = 12 marks
AO2 = 12 marks
AO3 = 6 marks
AO4 = 0 marks

Poetry
Students study one themed poetry
cluster of 15 poems
1 comparative question on one named
poem and one other poem from a
chosen anthology cluster
No bullet points given
 30 marks
 No marks for SPaG

(Love and relationships, Power and conflict – 15
poems in each cluster)

Example
Qu

Compare how poets present attitudes
towards a parent in ‘Follower’ and in
one other poem from ‘Love and
relationships’.

Section B
AO1 = 14 marks
AO2 = 14marks
AO3 = 8 marks
AO4 = 4 marks

Section B
AO1 = 13.3 marks
AO2 = 13.3 marks
AO3 = 13.3 marks
AO4 = 0 marks

Shakespeare
Students study one set text
1 question from a choice of two (no
bullet points to help students respond)
EITHER: An extract based question,
making links to the whole play
OR: A discursive question on the
whole text
40 marks (4 of which are awarded for
SPaG)

19th century prose
Students study one set text
3 bullet points to help students structure
a response
1 source based question based on set
text
40 marks

Romeo and Juliet
EITHER
Explore how Mercutio’s attitude
towards Tybalt, and others, influences
events in the play. Refer to this extract
from Act 3 Scene 1 and elsewhere in
the play.

A Christmas Carol
You should use the extract below and
your knowledge of the whole novel to
answer this question. Write about
Scrooge and the way he changes
throughout the novel.

(R+J, The Merchant of Venice, Macbeth, Much
Ado)

OR
How and why do you think Juliet’s
relationship with the Nurse changes?
Explore at least two moments from the
play to support your ideas.

(A Christmas Carol, Silas Marner, Pride and
Prejudice, War of the Worlds, Jane Eyre, Jekyll and
Hyde)

In your response you should:
- refer to the extract and the novel as a
whole;
- show your understanding of characters
and events in the novel;
- refer to the contexts of the novel.















Section B (i)
AO1 = 0 marks
AO2 = 15 marks
AO3 = 5 marks
AO4 = 0 marks

Section B (ii)
AO1 = 8 marks
AO2 = 12 marks
AO3 = 0 marks
AO4 = 0 marks
Poetry
2 Questions
1) ONE question comparing
named poem from the
Pearson Poetry Anthology
with choice from collection
studied. The named poem will
be shown in the question
paper.

(20 marks)
2) ONE question comparing two
unseen contemporary poems.

(20 marks)
Poetry
Re-read La Belle Dame sans Merci.
Choose one other poem from the
Relationships anthology.
Compare how the effect of love is
presented in the two poems.
In your answer you should consider
the:
 poets’ use of language, form
and structure

the influence of the contexts
in which the poems were
written.
11 Compare the ways the writers
present an old person in Greatgrandfather and On the Verge.
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In your answer you should compare:
 the ideas in the poems

the poets’ use of language
 the poets’ use of form and
structure.
Use evidence from the poems to
support your comparison.

Section C

Example
Qu

Section C
AO1 = 12 marks
AO2 = 20 marks
AO3 = 0 marks
AO4 = 0 marks
Unseen Poetry
Students will answer one question on
one unseen poem and one question
comparing this poem with a second
unseen poem

a) In ‘To a Daughter Leaving
Home’, how does the poet
present the speaker’s feelings
about her daughter? (24
marks)
b) In both ‘Poem for My Sister’
and ‘To a Daughter Leaving
Home’ the speakers describe
feelings about watching
someone they love grow up.
What are the similarities
and/or differences between
the ways the poets present
those feelings? (8 marks)
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Section C
AO1 = 20 marks
AO2 = 20 marks
AO3 = 0 marks
AO4 = 0 marks
Unseen poetry
Two questions on unseen poems, one of
which involves comparison.
4 bullet points given to help students
structure a response
2 questions
1 question on one unseen poem
15 marks
1 question in second unseen poem
compared to first unseen poem
25 marks
Answer both part (a) and part (b)
Read the two poems, A Gull by Edwin
Morgan and Considering the Snail by
Thom Gunn. In both of these poems the
poets write about the effect animals
have on people.
a)Write about the poem A Gull by Edwin
Morgan, and its effect on you. [15]
b)Now write about Considering the Snail
by Thom Gunn and show how it is
similar to and different from A Gull. [25]
For each poem you may wish to consider:
- what the poem is about and how it is
organised;
- the ideas the poet may have wanted us to
think about;
- the poet’s choice of words, phrases and
images and the effects they create;
- how you respond to the poem

Literature Set Texts
Shakespeare

AQA
Macbeth
Romeo and Juliet
The Merchant of
Venice
Much Ado about
Nothing
The Tempest

OCR
Macbeth
Romeo and Juliet
The Merchant of
Venice
Much Ado about
Nothing

EDUQAS
Macbeth
Romeo and Juliet
The Merchant of
Venice
Much Ado about
Nothing

EDEXCEL
Macbeth
Romeo and Juliet
The Merchant of
Venice
Much Ado about
Nothing
The Tempest
Twelfth Night

Henry V
Othello
Julius Caesar

Modern
Prose/Drama

Anita and Me
Never Let Me Go
Animal Farm
Inspector Calls
Blood Brothers
Lord of the Flies
The History Boys
Curious Incident(play)
A Taste of Honey
DNA
Pigeon English

Anita and Me
Never Let Me Go
Animal Farm
Inspector Calls

Anita and Me
Never Let Me Go
Inspector Calls
Blood Brothers
Woman in Black
Lord of the Flies
The History Boys
Curious Incident(play)
A Taste of Honey

Anita and Me
Animal Farm
Inspector Calls
Blood Brothers
Woman in Black
Lord of the Flies

DNA
Oranges are not the
Only Fruit.
My Mother Said I
Never Should

Telling Tales
Hobson’s Choice
Journey’s End

19th Century
Novel

Jekyll and Hyde
A Christmas Carol
Great Expectations
Jane Eyre
Frankenstein
Pride and Prejudice

Jekyll and Hyde
Great Expectations
Jane Eyre
Pride and Prejudice
The War of the
Worlds

The Sign of Four
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Jekyll and Hyde
A Christmas Carol
Jane Eyre
Pride and Prejudice
Silas Marner
The War of the
Worlds

Jekyll and Hyde
A Christmas Carol
Great Expectations
Jane Eyre
Frankenstein
Pride and Prejudice
Silas Marner

Stage 3: Curriculum Design- the overview
With the specifications fully understood and explored, curriculum design can begin.
The aim should be to develop a recursive curriculum that allows students to revisit
texts and skills on a regular basis to ensure that these skills can be independently
applied to a wide range of texts (including unseen texts and creative writing) at the
end of the course. It would be easy enough to divide the exams and set text units up
into separate parts to be covered over the course of the 2 years, but it is unlikely to
provide students with the breadth, challenge and independence required to succeed.
Confidence needs to be built by:
- exploring a wide range or texts of different forms, genres and eras;
- producing a wide range of texts with opportunities to draft and edit – to
improve as a writer - as well as timed application opportunities;
- applying skills to and developing confidence in the face of challenging unseen
texts;
- returning to set texts over the course of the 2 years, revisiting them with a
different focus, perspective or viewpoint
Challenging texts also need to be made relevant to students through appropriate
topic choice, and opportunities for students to cross-reference and compare need to
be regular and meaningful.
It is likely that the Literature Set texts will act as anchors for your curriculum, but here
lies some danger, as – by focusing on set texts – we may fall into the trap of
designing a curriculum that shifts the balance away from writing and writing will count
for 50% of the language GCSE, with spelling, punctuation and grammar counting
towards 20%. Focusing on the Set texts is also likely to lead to a narrow diet of
British - or even white, male, British authors. We will still want to cover texts from a
range of cultures and explore multi-modal texts, even if they do not form part of the
final assessment.

Text coverage
Language exam texts:
- 19th Century Non-Fiction/Fiction
- Range of texts from 20th and 21st centuries
Literature exam texts:
- Shakespeare
- Modern prose/Drama
- 19th Century Novel
- Poetry (anthology and unseen)
Beyond the exam specifications:
- Other Cultures/social backgrounds
- Mythical/Biblical references
- Media texts, websites, moving image, spoken word
- Literary Critical Theory – revisit text from Feminist/Marxist viewpoint
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Similarly, we will want to offer students opportunities to speak, listen and write in a
range of contexts – not just exam contexts. It can be very tempting, when faced with
100% terminal examination, to assess students in this format for the majority of the
course – even across KS3, but this is unlikely to result in students engaging
passionately in their assessments. If this is to happen, we need a balanced
assessment programme that provides us with the information we need and prepares
students for their GCSEs, but does not turn our classrooms into exam factories. We
know how the students will ultimately be assessed, but this is obviously not the only
way that that we can track progress in the knowledge, skills, processes and
reasoning implicated in the AOs. Students need to be provided with engaging
opportunities to apply the skills learnt. These opportunities could include spoken
outcomes, real audiences, the creation of media, individual projects etc.
With these things in mind, the diagram below models a possible process for KS4
curriculum design. The outcomes of this process follow in the exemplar long-term
planning documents.

The initial part of the process is to consider drivers and to build engaging topics and
themes. With the set Literature texts acting as anchors for curriculum design, the
following table suggest possible thematic links as a starting point.
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Texts
Macbeth

Shakespeare

Romeo and Juliet
The Merchant of Venice
Much Ado about Nothing
The Tempest
Henry V
Othello
Twelfth Night
Julius Caesar

Anita and Me
Never Let Me Go

Modern Prose/Drama

Animal Farm
Inspector Calls
Blood Brothers
Woman in Black
Lord of the Flies
The History Boys
Curious Incident(play)
A Taste of Honey

Themes
Ambition and corruption, power, fate and destiny, the supernatural,
appearance Vs reality, nature, light vs dark, masculinity/femininity, madness
Love/hatred and effects, family, parents and children, loyalty/rivalry,
fate/chance/choice, light vs dark,
Prejudice, race, outsiders, hatred and its effects, revenge, justice, forgiveness,
love, money
Deception, marriage, love, gender, pride, honour, counterfeit, jealousy
Magic and magical creatures, Family, betrayal, revenge, forgiveness, power,
colonisation, masters and servants
Leadership, war, male interaction
Race, prejudice, love, hate, shame, jealousy, manipulation, appearance,
identity
Love, appearance vs reality, gender, ambition, madness, identity
Fate, Identity and appearance, power, manipulation, gender

Race, Identity, belonging, growing up, love, friendship, change,
Playing god, place in society, free will, growing up, hopes and dreams,
love, friendship, deception
Power, corruption, hierarchy, class, ideals, violence, oppression,
language
Role in society, class, responsibility, age, duty
Growing up, Class, friendship, education, nature/nurture
The supernatural, fear, revenge, betrayal, madness, isolation, nature
Growing up – loss of innocence, evil, civilisation/savagery, violence,
identity
Growing up, education, sexuality, gender, class
Difference, viewpoint, growing up, subjectivity, loss, science and
technology animals
Love, Racism, Family, Abandonment, dependency, isolation, duty

DNA

Growing up, communication, alienation, friendship, confrontation,
aggression, morality
Pigeon English
Violence, class, difference, belonging, identity, family, lust, curiosity,
crime
Oranges are not the Only Fruit. Growing up, truth, family, conflict, love, religion
My Mother Said I Never Should Female relationships, family, duty, responsibility, sexual relationships,
Hobson’s Choice
Gender, class, family, marriage, competition, love
Journey’s End
War, courage, cowardice, class, camaraderie, innocence, death, duty
AQA
Graham Swift ‘Chemistry’
Relationships, different generations, appearance Vs reality, death
Modern
DH Lawrence ‘Odour of
Isolation, relationships, love, death, confinement
Prose
Chrysanthemums’
Anthology Helen Dunmore ‘My Polish
Identity, friendship, stereotypes, change, cultures
Teacher’s Tie’
John McGahern ‘Korea’
(Unknown)
Kazuo Ishiguro ‘A Family
Change, cultures, generations, loss, conflict, identity
Supper’
Claudette Williams’ ‘The
(Unknown)
Invisible Mass of the Back
Row’
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Penelope Lively ‘The Darkness
Out There’

Darkness and light, first impressions, past, present and future,
generations

Jekyll and Hyde

The War of the Worlds
The Sign of Four

Appearance vs reality, identity, good/evil, playing god, ambition, power,
reputation, violence, deceit, repression, friendship
Compassion, isolation, family, transformation, supernatural, redemption
Ambition, class, guilt, innocence, love, compassion, hopes and dreams,
friendship
Love, independence, religion, belonging, class, gender, marriage,
education
Appearance vs reality, identity, good/evil, playing god, ambition, power,
reputation, violence, deceit, repression, friendship, love
Pride, prejudice, marriage, deceit, appearance, love, reputation, class,
gender
Community, outsider, class, appearance, myth, nature/industry, faith,
chance
War, otherness, order, community, power, fear
Justice, crime, difference, love, racism, ownership

AQA
OCR
EDEXCEL
EDUQAS

Love and Relationships, Conflict and Power
Love and Relationships, Conflict, Youth and Age
Relationships, Conflict, Time and Place
Whole Anthology

19th Century Novel

A Christmas Carol
Great Expectations
Jane Eyre
Frankenstein
Pride and Prejudice

Anthologies

Silas Marner
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Exemplar long-term planning
The long- term plan contained in the following pages has been developed by HIAS
English Advisors/Inspectors in an attempt to represent the obligatory and desirable
shifts in planning that might be common to many Hampshire English departments. It
models a format that has been used by a number of Hampshire English departments
and found to be helpful. The most effective use of this resource has been as a
discussion point. Further curriculum map can be found as part of the exemplar
materials.
Key Questions:









Does the curriculum fully prepare students for all key skills and outcomes?
Will it support them in retaining information and applying key knowledge and
skills?
Is the reading range wide enough? Do the text choices reflect the diversity of
the school community and stretch beyond the content of the exam
specifications? Are there media texts, texts from other cultures, female
writers?
Do the assessment outcomes balance instructed learning journeys and
independently applied tasks?
Are students practising GCSE style assessments sufficiently but also being
assessed using other, ongoing outcomes?
Do students play a part in designing writing tasks with a sense of audience,
purpose and context?
Do they have the opportunity to edit and redraft as well as apply in exam style
questions and conditions?
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HIAS KS4 Curriculum Model
Shakespeare Modern prose/Drama 19th Century Novel Poetry 19th Century Non-Fiction Set Text Other Cultures Mythical/Biblical references

Topics

Possible

Reading range
(Choice of
texts, extracts,
whole texts)

‘The Kindling of the Flame, or the
filling of a vessel?’ Education and its
purpose.
History Boys
Educating Rita
To Kill a Mockingbird
Hard Times
Allegories such as Plato’s Allegory of The
Cave
Fairy Tales
Jack Zipes’ introduction to Breaking the
Magic Spell: Radical Theories of Folk and
Fairy Tales ( A short fable based on Einstein’s

comment, ‘If you want your children to be intelligent, read
them fairy tales.’

Non-fiction based on education or lack of it
(see article on The History Boys,
Documentary: ‘America’s Fugitive Family’,
Malala’s speech at the Youth Takeover of
the United Nations etc)
Poetry on theme of education/learning
19th Century Non-fiction expressing views
on reading
(http://www.merrycoz.org/BOOKS.HTM#articles) See -

AIR

AIR

BRICK

BRICK

BRICK

Transformations: the
rises and falls

Couples

Information texts: Goddess
Fortuna
Non-fiction – Magazine
articles about Physical
transformations.
Articles/persuasive texts
for emotional/moral
transformations
Jekyll and Hyde
Greek Myths
Ovid’s Metamorphoses
Macbeth
Poetry

Media – presentation of couples in adverts,
magazine covers, celebrities etc - Valentines’ Day
media
Couples in different cultures (Literature and NonFiction, presentation of ‘perfect couple’ across
cultures)
Different types of couple, including homosexual
couples
Biblical and mythical couples – Mary and Joseph,
Adam and Eve
Letters from Letters of Note: (Richard Feynmen to
Arline Feynman, Katharine Hepburn to Spencer
Tracy,Virginia’s Woolf’s letter to husband, A
widow to Eung-Tae Lee, Emily Dickinson to Susan
Gilbert, Clementine Churchill to Winston
Churchill)
Romeo and Juliet
Macbeth (and Lady Macbeth)

‘History boys! Westminster claims to be venue for
first same-sex marriage as couple tie knot’ article
Carol Ann Duffy’s The World’s Wife
Anthology Poetry
(for example: A Complaint, Neutral Tone, Sonnet
43)
http://www.bl.uk/collection-items/guide-towriting-love-letters

ARABIAN NIGHTS (from Woodworth's Youth's Cabinet,
September 1850)

The Education of Henry Adams
Famous quotations about education

AIR

AIR

Possible

History Boys

A Christmas Carol

Opportunity for some Anthology Poetry

Possible

N/A

History Boys – What

History Boys – Dakin and Fiona, Dakin and Posner
A Christmas Carol – Scrooge and Belle, the
Crachits

BRICK

How Do I See/Present
Myself?

Exam
Paper
Prep

Myth of – Narcissus
The Picture of Dorian Gray
(Wilde)
(Extracts/film)
Articles – personal struggles
(people trying to improve
themselves)
Pictures to explore first
impressions of appearance
vs the reality
Poems such as When I’m Old
I will wear Purple
Blogs/Diary entries
How people present their
lives on Facebook etc
Documentaries such as
‘Bodyshockers: Nips, Tucks
and Tatoos’ – Dermablend
Add
Anthology Poetry – (1st Date
She/1st Date He, I wanna be
yours – opportunity for
comparison with song lyrics
from The Outdoor Type,
The Manhunt
http://www.bl.uk/collectionitems/moral-lessons-forchildren
Anthology Poetry

As per
exam
papers

A Christmas Carol – Scrooge’s

As per
Literat
ure
exam
papers

Mock
Exams

FEEDBACK AND REFLECTION

YEAR 10

Family
Non –fiction focusing on
relationships between
parents and children.
Letters – (Steinbeck’s
letter to son, Thom, F.
Scott. Fitzgerald’s letter
to daughter, Scottie,
Ronald Reagan’s letter
to Michael Reagan,
Robert Scott’s letter to
his wife, Masanobu
Kuno to his children –
all in Letters of Note)
Letter from Jane Austen
to sister:
http://www.pemberley.
com/janeinfo/brablets.
html Anthology
Unseen poetry Family:
An intimate collection
of family photographs
by over 50
photographers.(Edited
by Sophie SpencerWood)

Anthology Poetry

Whole/Set text
ways to revisit
set texts
through topic

transformations do we see in
the main characters by the end
of the play? Has their
education transformed them or
their lives?

thoughts about himself
History Boys – Teachers’
views of themselves : Hector
reveals, with a sigh, that he didn't
make Oxbridge and had to make
do ... Mrs Lintott confesses,
similarly sadly, that she "only"
went to Durham.

Anthology Poetry – 1st
person voice
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A Christmas Carol –
The Cratchits
Anthology Poetry –
Previous poems
studied with link

Reading skills

LIT AO1: Maintain a critical style and develop an
informed personal response/Use textual
references, including quotations, to support and
illustrate interpretations.

AO1: Identify and interpret
explicit and implicit
information and ideas/Select
and synthesise

AO2 Explain, comment on and analyse how
writers use language and structure to influence
readers

AO2 Explain, comment on and
analyse how writers use
language and structure to
influence readers

AO3: Compare writers’ ideas and perspectives, as
well as how these are conveyed, across two or
more texts
AO4: Evaluate texts critically and support this
with appropriate textual references

Possible
Reading
outcomes

Responding to famous quotations about
education – evaluation (diamond nine, to
what extend do you agree type activities)
and writing of own focusing on power of
language and structure. Linking with
character viewpoint in The History Boys and
writers’ viewpoints in other texts.
Summaries of characters’/ Writers’
(including 19th Cent) views on education
and personal responses to viewpoint
(argue) – could also respond directly to
text.
Reflect on characters’ time at school and
impact of education in relation to own
experience.
Analysis of language/Structure /form in
non-fiction text – focusing on writer’s
viewpoint
Regular short apprentice pieces in order to
practise application of AO2 skills using
extracts
Comparison of depictions of Education and
linking to own experience
Unseen poetry opportunity

AO3: Compare writers’ ideas
and perspectives, as well as
how these are conveyed,
across two or more texts

AO2 (LIT and Lang)
Analyse the language, form and structure used by a
writer to create meanings and effects, using relevant
subject terminology where appropriate/ Explain,
comment on and analyse how writers use language and
structure to achieve effects and influence readers, using
relevant subject terminology to support their views
AO3 (Lit)
Show understanding of the relationships between texts
and the contexts in which they were written

AO4
Evaluate texts critically and
support this with appropriate
textual references

AO1
Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information

AO1
Identify and interpret explicit
and implicit information and

LIT AO3
Show understanding of the
relationships between texts
and the contexts in which they
were written

different texts

evidence from different texts

What can we learn from
Scrooge? Why did Dickens
write this? What is
relevant about the context?

Write an additional stanza for poem of your
choice – keeping the style

Comparison of Macbeth at
opening of play and at the
end in summary form –
same for scrooge.
Comparison summary
across texts. (Or across
Jekyll – rise and fall and
vice versa)
Section A style assessment
using initial questions and
range of texts focused on
transformation. This will
very much depend on what
skills have been taught at
KS3 –may just focus on
questions 1 and 2 for
example.
Lit Exam style response to
A Christmas Carol
Unseen poetry opportunity

AO2 (LIT and Lang)
Analyse the language, form
and structure used by a
writer to create meanings
and effects, using relevant
subject terminology where
appropriate/ Explain,
comment on and analyse
how writers use language
and structure to achieve
effects and influence
readers, using relevant
subject terminology to
support their views

AO3
Compare writers’ ideas and
perspectives, as well as how
these are conveyed, across two or
more texts

LIT AO1
Read, understand and
respond to texts Students
should be able t
maintain a critical style and
develop an informed

AO3 (Lit)
Show understanding of the
relationships between texts and
the contexts in which they were
written

Regular short apprentice pieces to practice
applying AO2 skills using poems, non-fiction,
Shakespeare extracts
Poetry analysis (adapt accordingly) ‘How is the
couple presented…?’
Discussion around depictions of couples. Which
depiction is most realistic? Comparison of
relationships (could be in summary form or with
AO2 and AO3 focus)

The form of reading outcomes will
vary (discussion, presentation, in
writing etc). There will be many
more ‘outcomes’ (even across the
course of a lesson)

Interpreting images – what
impression do these people
make? What judgments may
people make?
Evaluation of 19th Century
perspective in ‘Moral
Lessons for Children’ –
linking to social/Hist context
(LIT AO3)
Analysis of Facebook
profile/Twitter feed – how
does the writer present
themselves? Link into
narrative voice exploration.

textual references, including
quotations, to support and
illustrate interpretations.

As per
exam
paper

Interpretation and
Comparison of images
from Family
photographs –
summary of evaluative
comments
Comparison of unseen
poems on theme of
parents/children

Unseen poetry
opportunity (AO2
and AO3)
Comparison of Cratchits
to Scrooge exploring
reasons for difference

Comparing
people/characters across a
range of texts – opportunity
for poetry comparison –
Compare how the people
present themselves to others
in…
Comparison of writer’s
perspective’s in bias texts
Analysis of non-fiction
writing to argue
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Writing skills

AO5: selecting and adapting tone, style and
register for different forms, purposes and
audiences/ Organise information and ideas, using
structural and grammatical features to support
coherence and cohesion of texts
AO6/Lit AO4
Range of vocabulary and sentence structures for
clarity, purpose and effect,

AO5: Communicate clearly,
effectively and imaginatively,
selecting and adapting tone,
style and register for different
forms, purposes and
audiences/ Organise
information and ideas, using
structural and grammatical
features to support coherence
and cohesion of texts
AO6/Lit AO4: Using a range of
vocabulary and sentence
structures for clarity, purpose
and effect, with accurate
spelling and punctuation.

AO5: Communicate clearly, effectively and imaginatively,
selecting and adapting tone, style and register for
different forms, purposes and audiences/ Organise
information and ideas, using structural and grammatical
features to support coherence and cohesion of texts

AO6/Lit AO4: Using a range of vocabulary and sentence
structures for clarity, purpose and effect, with accurate
spelling and punctuation.

AO5: Communicate clearly,
effectively and imaginatively,
selecting and adapting tone, style
and register for different forms,
purposes and audiences/
Organise information and ideas,
using structural and grammatical
features to support coherence
and cohesion of texts
AO6/Lit AO4: Using a range of
vocabulary and sentence
structures for clarity, purpose
and effect, with accurate spelling
and punctuation.

AO5: Communicate
clearly, effectively and
imaginatively, selecting
and adapting tone, style
and register for
different forms,
purposes and
audiences/ Organise
information and ideas,
using structural and
grammatical features to
support coherence and
cohesion of texts

Departments have used question stems from Language and Literature papers to make links and opportunities explicit here. However, THIS DOES NOT MEAN THAT ALL
TASKS NEED TO CONTAIN THE QUESTION STEMS. There needs to be a balance of getting them used to the language and familiarizing them with the tasks, and
providing a wide range of creative opportunities. Details of which paper and which Assessment Objective have proven helpful in adding detail and clarity. As this map is not
for any chosen exam board, this is not possible here. E.G.
Paper 1
In this extract there is ….. Evaluate how successfully this is achieved with reference to the text. (15)
Paper 2
…. Attempts to. Evaluate how successfully this is achieved with reference to the text. (15)
Grammar

Coordinating and subordinating
conjunctions, discourse markers, Sentence
variation for impact, whole text structure –
structuring an argument Vs structuring a
fable

Hyperbole, superlatives,
rhetorical questions,
imperative and modal
verbs, adjectives,
adverbials

Powerful verbs, adjective, metaphor, simile.
Sentence structure for impact. Formality of
language. Paragraphing/stanzas.

Sentence structure and
punctuation and varying for
effect.

Possible
Writing
outcomes
Site of
instruction
(plan, draft,
edit, review
process is
supported)

Writing of own inspiring quotations about
education

Magazine article reporting
transformation (could be
based on Scrooge or other)

love poem /love letter
(could be between characters explored – could
link back to History Boys or Christmas Carol e.g.
Scrooge’s letter to Belle)

Newspaper article/TV or
radio report responding to
story of Narcissus (as if
reality)

Letter to or from
their/fictional
parent, or to their
imaginary child

Using ‘Moral Lessons for
Children’ create modern day
version.

Guide to being a
good parent

Simple fable/fairy story with message
about education
.

Persuasive leaflet for
transformation – losing
weight/quitting
smoking/overcoming
anger/depression

Sample Questions to be noted for guidance. E.G:
Write a letter to…. In which you use your status/power to manipulate. In your letter
you could.
State…
Describe…
Explain…
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Writing about a moment in
their life from 3rd person
perspective.
Write a profile for Facebook/
a dating website (for
themselves or another given
character). Be very clear
about the image you wish to
portray. (AO5 and AO6)

As per
exam
papers

AO6/Lit AO4: Using a
range of vocabulary
and sentence
structures for clarity,
purpose and effect,
with accurate spelling
and punctuation.

Modal verbs for advice
texts. Effective structure
and cohesion using
subheading,
connectives,
conjunctions. Sentence
structure for impact.

Creative writing
entitled: The Family

Possible Site of
application
Opportunities
(writing
process is
more
independent )

Summaries of characters’/ Writers’
(including 19th Cent) views on education
and personal responses to viewpoint
(argue) – could respond directly to article

Speaking Skills

AO8: Listen and respond appropriately to spoken
language, including to questions and feedback to
presentations

Spoken
contexts and
texts

Scrooge’s reflection
Creation of own ‘myth’
showing transformation

Persuade/argue piece expressing
viewpoint on issue of education –
encompassing reference to texts read.

Performance of key scenes
Debate on Educational Issue such as the
new GCSEs
Group discussion to using mock CVS to
create short list of teachers for interview or
to decide on best education system from
across the world

Spoken and presentational
devices for impact –
focusing on
tone/intonation etc

Group production of
motivational advert to
bring about transformation
(I.e. adverts for
charities/charity
events/NHS/training and
education)

Valentines card (
could be between characters explored – could
link back to History Boys or Christmas Carol e.g.
Scrooge’s letter to Belle)
Advice text on theme of love (how to get over a
breakup/developing a loving relationship/
problem page etc – again could include letters
from characters explored)
Spoken and presentational devices for impact –
focusing on tone/intonation etc

Scrooge’s Facebook
Profile/Twitter feed.
Keep a diary, journal, blog
over the course of the unitwriting for self.

What family means
to me

AO8
Listen
and
respond
appropri
ately to
spoken
language
,
including
to
question
s and
feedback
to
presenta
tions

AO8
Listen and respond
appropriately to spoken
language, including to
questions and feedback
to presentations

Preparing notes for a
presentation
AO7
Demonstrate presentation skills
in a formal setting
AO9
Use spoken Standard English
effectively in speeches and
presentations.

Drama – The Proposal, wedding speech

As per
exam
papers

Discussions of set of images.
Who would you employ?
Who would you most like to
be friends with? Etc
Presentation about
themselves – focusing on an
important moment in your
life

Peer
feedbac
k on

exam
respon
ses

Let’s think style
discussion – faced
with ‘unseen’ texts
– making
comparisons etc

Scrooge’s monologue –
before and after.
Monologues for chosen
characters from the History
Bouts
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AIR

AIR

AIR

AIR

BRICK

BRICK

BRICK

BRICK

Topics

Ambition, Hopes and
Dreams

Love, Sex and Desire

Possible
Reading range

Henry V
Great expectations
The Bucket List (book and film)
Non-fiction texts focused on
ambitions, hopes and dreams 100 Places to Visit Before You Die
Chinua Achebe’s Things Fall Apart
Of Mice and Men
Myths – Icarus, Phaethon etc
Bible – Adam and Eve
Romantic Poetry
Anthology Poetry

(Choice of texts,
extracts, whole
texts)

Possible
Whole/Set text
Possible ways
to revisit set
texts through
topic

Macbeth

Reading skills

LIT AO1: Maintain a critical style and
develop an informed personal
response/ use textual references,
including quotations, to support and
illustrate interpretations.

History Boys - Ambitions, hopes
and dreams of boys and previous
ambitions/hopes/dreams of teachers

A Christmas Carol – Scrooge’s
hopes and dreams when with
Belle
Anthology Poetry

LIT AO2: Analyse the language, form
and structure used by a writer to
create meanings and effects, using
relevant subject terminology where
appropriate
AO1: Identify and interpret explicit and
implicit information and ideas/Select
and synthesise
AO2: Explain, comment on and analyse
how writers use language and
structure to achieve effects and
influence readers, using relevant
subject terminology to support their
views
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The Supernatural

Greed

Responsibility

Sexual representation in media
texts
Romeo and Juliet
Shakespeare’s and other
sonnets/poetry - Duffy’s Mrs Beast,
My Mistresses eyes are nothing like
the sun etc
Song lyrics
Swell’s Night Guides (19th Cent)
The Crimson petal and the white
Letter between Queen Victoria and
Albert
Shakespeare’s sonnets
Duffy
Iago’s descriptions of Othello and
Desdamona
Anthology Poetry

19th, 20th, 21st Century Fiction Extracts
(E.g. Dracula
Hound of the Baskervilles, the Turn of
the Screw, Pet Sematary (Stephen
King)
Non-fiction and poetry
(all on theme of Supernatural)
British Library Resources:
http://www.bl.uk/romantics-andvictorians/articles/the-origins-of-thegothic

Midas Myth – (Carol Ann Duffy
Mrs Midas)
Steinbeck’s The Pearl
Non – fiction on theme of greed,
lottery winners, FIFA etc
The syndicate (TV)

Paper 1 and 2 style texts

Unseen Poetry

Unseen Poetry

Unseen Poetry

Macbeth – Macbeth and Lady
Macbeth
History Boys – Who is attracted to

A Christmas Carol
Macbeth

A Christmas Carol
Macbeth

History Boys –A Christmas
Carol
Macbeth

AO1
Identify and interpret explicit and implicit

AO1 (LIT)
Read, understand and respond to
texts Students should be able to:
maintain a critical style and develop

ALL

Exam
Paper
Prep

Mock
Exams

http://www.djo.org.uk/all-the-yearround/volume-ix/page-188.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture
/books/3560987/50-greatestvillains-in-literature.html
http://www.nytimes.com/learning/
teachers/featured_articles/2009040
2thursday.html

who? What do sexual relationships
mean? What view do we have of these
relationships?
Lit AO3: Show understanding of the
relationships between texts and the
contexts in which they were written
AO4: Evaluate texts critically and support
this with appropriate textual references
LIT AO2: Analyse the language, form and
structure used by a writer to create
meanings and effects, using relevant
subject terminology where appropriate
AO2: Explain, comment on and analyse
how writers use language and structure
to achieve effects and influence readers,
using relevant subject terminology to
support their views

FEEDBACK AND REFLECTION

YEAR 11

synthesise evidence from different texts
AO2
Explain, comment on and analyse how
writers use language and structure to
achieve effects and influence readers, using
relevant subject terminology to support
their views
AO3
Compare writers’ ideas and perspectives, as
well as how these are conveyed, across two
or more texts
AO4
Evaluate texts critically and support this
with appropriate textual references
Lit AO3: Show understanding of the
relationships between texts and the
contexts in which they were written

use textual references, including
quotations, to support and illustrate
interpretations.
AO2(LIT and Lang)
Analyse the language, form and
structure used by a writer to create
meanings and effects, using relevant
subject terminology where
appropriate

Possible
Reading
outcomes

Tracking of ambition and its
impact throughout the play
(Summary task?)

Section A style practice on theme
using range of fiction and nonfiction.

Creation of own/additional Lady
Macbeth Monologue exploring
personal motivation/desires

Comparing impact of lyrics from
songs about lust/desire

Analysis of Macbeth’s ‘Vaulting
Ambition’ speech (Act I, Scene vii)
Analysis of Hector’s view of
ambition for
qualifications/university entrance
using evidence from across the
play (History Boys)
Exam Style Shakespeare Response
(match AOs accordingly)

AO5: Communicate clearly, effectively
and imaginatively, selecting and
adapting tone, style and register for
different forms, purposes and
audiences
AO6/Lit AO4: Using a range of
vocabulary and sentence structures for
clarity, purpose and effect, with
accurate spelling and punctuation.

Literature essay responses
with clear analysis of language,
structure and form for impact.

Guided by need
Focused on all question types

Language practice questions
based on unseen texts.

‘Lady Macbeth clearly loves her
husband’ To what extent do you
agree?.
Exam style Qu on History
Boys/Macbeth

Departments have used question stems from Language and Literature papers to make
links and opportunities explicit here. Details of which paper and which Assessment
Objective have proven helpful in adding detail and clarity. As this map is not for any chosen

Compare how the writers present
the different character’s desire
(poetry?)

exam board, this is not possible here.

The form of these reading outcomes will vary (discussion,

Possible comparison
Compare how the writers present
the changes in Scrooge and
Macbeth (Could be presentation
or verbal)
Writing skills

Mock Language Paper and practice
questions on theme of the
Supernatural

presentation, in writing etc)

AO5: Communicate clearly, effectively
and imaginatively, selecting and adapting
tone, style and register for different
forms, purposes and audiences/
Organise information and ideas, using
structural and grammatical features to
support coherence and cohesion of texts
AO6/Lit AO4: Using a range of
vocabulary and sentence structures for
clarity, purpose and effect, with accurate
spelling and punctuation.

Sample Questions to be noted for guidance

AO5: Communicate clearly, effectively and
imaginatively, selecting and adapting tone,
style and register for different forms,
purposes and audiences/ Organise
information and ideas, using structural and
grammatical features to support coherence
and cohesion of texts

AO6/Lit AO4: Using a range of vocabulary
and sentence structures for clarity, purpose
and effect, with accurate spelling and
punctuation.

AO5: Communicate clearly,
effectively and imaginatively,
selecting and adapting tone, style
and register for different forms,
purposes and audiences/ Organise
information and ideas, using
structural and grammatical features
to support coherence and cohesion
of texts

Guided by need

AO6/Lit AO4: Using a range of
vocabulary and sentence structures
for clarity, purpose and effect, with
accurate spelling and punctuation.

Grammar

Grammar of informal/formal
speech vs written grammar,
Standard English, verbs/advers
(linked to motivation), pronouns,
determiners

Modal verbs, punctuation for effect
in poetry, structuring
stanzas/paragraphs

Informative language, powerful
nouns,l verbs, adjective, metaphor,
simile. Sentence structure for impact.
Formality of language.
Paragraphing/stanzas.

Subordinating and coordination conjunctions.
Connective/cohesive devices
such as discourse markers

Guided by need

Possible
Writing
outcomes
Site of
instruction

Creation of own/additional Lady
Macbeth Monologue exploring
personal motivation/desires –
initially assessing understanding
of text, to be edited and redrafted
to focus on application of writing
skills

Creation of additional stanza – in
keeping with style

Information text on witchcraft in
Shakespearean England (if assessed
on LIT AO3 in Shakespeare Qu)

Creating own greedy character for
description piece

Guided by need

Edit, redraft, proofread comparative
essay

Focused on all question types
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Possible Site of
application
Opportunities
(writing
process is more
independent )

Speaking Skills

Spoken
contexts and
texts

Speech based on personal
ambitions, hopes and dreams and
encouraging others to follow
dreams
Creation of own must dos- ‘5
things to do’/’5 places to visit’ etc
before you die/in your lifetime.
As article or leaflet or book.

AO7: Demonstrate presentation skills in
a formal setting

AO9: Use spoken Standard English
effectively in speeches and
presentation

AO8: Listen and respond appropriately
to spoken language, including to
questions and feedback to presentations
Poetry readings

Speaking and Listening Individual
Presentation based on a key
ambition/hope or dream

Own piece of suspense writing with
picture stimulus

Article for teenage magazine. Love,
sex, desire: why we need to talk
about them.

AO7: Demonstrate presentation skills
in a formal setting

Performance of
monologues/moments in play
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Descriptive piece – character’s
feelings for another.

Writing a critical response
using exam style question
(analysis of extract and then
relating theme to whole text)

Guided by need
Focused on all question types

Article on theme of greed

Guided by need

Let’s think style discussion – faced
with ‘unseen’ texts – making
comparisons etc

Letter to scrooge at the opening
of novel – persuasive against
greed
Guided by need

Guided by need

Hot seating of characters

Guided by need
Focused on all question types

Stage 4: The journey through the unit.
A Possible Pathway: Assessment Objectives through a unit (Jekyll and Hyde)

Activating prior knowledge:
Possible themes to explore - suppression of our darker sides, how appearance can compare with reality, our sense of
identity and reputation, playing god etc. These can be explored through non-fiction and media texts as well as in fiction.
Using texts like Chinua Achebe’s Vultures and non-fiction (about – for example – people held in high regard revealing a
dark secret) to stimulate discussion will prepare students for Lang AO3 (comparison) but this is a great opportunity to
develop skills in and assess AO1. Students can pull out key ideas from the texts and synthesise both verbally and in
writing (using language from the questions of your chosen board – see below) Questions like: Why do you think some
people are mostly good and other people are mostly evil?
Social Historical Context - use of images of Victorian England, scientific and industrial developments, religion vs
Science, representation of other cultures and the ‘savage’ etc, The Origin of the Species, extracts from Frankenstein,
Jack the Ripper texts including his Letter to police. This will prepare students for LIT AO3, but it needs to be linked to
texts before it can be assessed.
Build confidence with challenging aspects of text: Stevenson uses multiple narration and epistolary modes opportunity to look at other texts that do the same (Frankenstein, Dracula etc and to use spoken tasks and drama to
explore different viewpoints. This is also an obvious opportunity for some creative responses –
letters/diaries/monologues reporting same events from different perspectives. Students can also create written
responses based on Victorian England, whether it be in character or an informative style research task.
Revise reading behaviours/strategies: How is the multiple narration likely to affect our reading of the novel? The
students are likely to have some knowledge of J&H, so exploring how this influences predictions is key.

Board
AO1

AQA
List 4 things… (4)
True/false statements (4)
Write a summary (8)

AO5&6

(picture prompt) Write a
description
Write the opening part of a story
about…
Given statement
Write an article that explains your
point of view on …

OCR
Give two quotations which show…
Explain the way ….
(Summary) What other similarities
do … share in these texts? Draw on
evidence from both texts to
support your answer.
Identify one phrase from … which
shows ... [1]
What does this show about …? [1]
(Statement) Give two more
examples of …[2]
Write a …. for ….. in which you …….
that …..
In your …. you should:
• explain/give/identify/
suggest
Imagine you are writing…. Describe
your ….
You could write about:…
Use this as a title for a story or a
piece of personal writing.
In your writing you should:
• choose/describe/explore
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EDUQAS
List five reasons why…. [5]
How much…[1]
What does the writer mean
by….[1]
What does the writer suggest… [2]
According to these two writers,
why should … [4]

EDEXCEL
Identify the phrase that… (1)
Give 2 ways that … (4)
Identify …(2)
How many does… (1)
What similarities (with
evidence)…(6)

Choose one of the following titles
for your writing….
Or Write about a time when …
Or, (d) Write a story which ….

Write about a time when you…

Write a report for …. suggesting
ways ….
You could include:
• examples of ….
• your ideas about …. [20]
You have decided to write an
article for …. to share your views
on
... You could write in favour or
against this proposal.
Write a lively article for the
magazine giving your views. [20]

Look at the images. Write about…
Write a letter to…. In your letter you
could.
State…
Describe…
Explain…
Write an article for a newspaper
exploring how…
You could write about…

First Encounters: This stage should be about the thought process that needs to go between comprehension and analysis and will involve a lot
of talk for learning. Students need to the opportunity to discuss and compare personal response. Justifying these responses will enable them
to make the steps to language analysis, but developing viewpoint is explored first so that analysis can be personal rather than methodical. It is
important to remember that Stevenson’s novel does not reveal the secret that we know until the very end, so:
-

-

Who is this sinister figure? Does he remind us of anyone? Can we speak/write from his perspective?
If we didn’t know the outcome, what might we predict about the possible secrets/scandal?
What did Stevenson want his readers to think/feel at this point? How do you know?
How did Stevenson want readers to feel about Enfield/Utterson? What do you think about them and why? Drama tasks playing
characters in new scenario.
How is the importance of reputation presented in Chapter 1? How important is reputation today? Writing about linking importance
of education in own experience.
Why are the crowd able to blackmail the man? What does this suggest about Victorian society? How could someone blackmail
you?
rd
st
What is the effect of the 3 person narrative voice at the opening of the novel? What might change when the text moves to 1
person perspective?
Enfield says. “I never saw a man I so disliked, and yet I scarce know why. He must be deformed somewhere; he gives a strong feeling
of deformity, although I couldn’t specify the point.” What does this suggest about immorality? Look at images of different people
(murders/good Samaritans type). Can you see evil?
Etc

Comparison of ideas should allow for students to explore different possible interpretations and Stevenson’s intentions across different points
in the text. Writing opportunities to ‘write in the style of Stevenson/character’ adding additional moments/texts also support analysis of
language and structure
During Reading: Opportunity to verbally explore AO2 and develop into written responses on focused extracts (little and often).
Teacher feedback should be formative (also little and often) and this work can be peer/self-reviewed as part of a developmental
process. Students can track development of plot, themes, tension, characters across the text to build in focus on structure and
differing opinions. Tracking chapters with notes on what Stevenson was intending (rather than content) would support focus on
impact. Analysis little and often can support a sense of timeline and making cross references. Questions like ‘Why might this be
considered the climax to the novel?’ or ‘This is the most dramatic moment in the novel so far.’ To what extent do you agree? could
be used. Students could create ‘To what extent do you agree?’ style responses using the statements of their peers.
Board
AO2

AQA
How does the writer’s use of
language…? (20)
How does the structure…? (12)

OCR
Explore how …. uses language and
structure in this …. to present.
Support your ideas by referring to
the text, using relevant subject
terminology.
How does …. use language and
structure to ….?
Explore how … presents….

To what extent do you agree…?
AO4

‘Quote.’ How far do you agree with
this statement? In your answer you
should:
-discuss
-explain
-compare the ways ideas about …
are presented.

EDUQAS
How does the writer show …
What impressions do you get of …
How does the writer make these
lines …
You should write about:
- what happens to ….
-the writer’s use of language to
create…
-the effects on the reader [10]
-The writer is trying to…. How does
he try to do this?
You should comment on:
-what he says to …;
-his use of language and tone;
-the way he presents …
According to these two writers,
why should …? [4]
What do you think and feel about
…. views about ….?
You should comment on:
-what is said;
-how it is said.

EDEXCEL
How does the writer use language
and structure to show… ?(6)
Give one example of how the
writer uses language to… (2)
Analyse how the writer uses
language and structure to…(15)
Give one example from lines… of
how the writer uses language to…

In this extract there is …..
/….attempts to. Evaluate how
successfully this is achieved with
reference to the text.
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AO2
Lit

Explain how…presents…
How does…explore…?
Compare the
way….presents….

Compare how … are
presented in these two
extracts. You should
consider:
• the situations …
• how they …
• how the writers’ use of
language and techniques
creates effects.
Explore another moment in
…where …

What does this extract show an
audience about …. at this point
in the play?
How does … present?

Explore how … presents…
Refer closely to the extract in
your answer.

‘Quote.’ Show how …. could be
described as ….

Compare the effect of… In
your answer you should
consider

…. use of language,
form and structure

The influence of
the context in
which to poems
were written

Write about …..and the way
he/she is presented in …..
Write about the ways in which …
presents ….
Compare the presentation of …

Explore how … presents … in
this extract and elsewhere
in the novel.
‘
QUOTE.’ How far do you
agree with this view?
Explore at least two
moments from the novel to
support your ideas.

Write about attitudes to/turning
points in/relationships
between…

Compare the ways the writer
presents… In your answer,
you should compare:

The ideas in the
poems

The poet’s use of
language

The poet’s use of
form and structure

Re-reading:
Some of this may be done when returning to the text through another unit. If so, the mapping of texture/landscape could be
done as part of a revision process. These maps could then be used to make comparisons with other texts, particularly
looking at the strengths of openings and endings and their opinions of the most engaging, for example. By revisiting the text
through a different unit, students can respond critically with a different focus. Topics such as appearance, reputation, shame,
temptation (Adam and Eve) could be used to explore a text like Othello and return to J&H with a new critical voice.
Opportunities for comparison are also clear. ‘Compare the ways Stevenson and Shakespeare present the importance of
reputation in these extracts.’ The Monkey’s Paw and King Midas could be used simply and quickly to revisit J&H and explore
the idea of being careful what you wish for.

With more extended written responses being created, focus will need to be given to Lit AO1 and Lit AO4( AO1: maintain a
critical style and develop an informed personal response, use textual references, including quotations, to support and
illustrate interpretations. AO4: Use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for clarity, purpose and effect, with
accurate spelling and punctuation) This may be an appropriate time to plan, draft, edit, proof-read in order to develop strong
essay writing skills.

Creative writing opportunities include the creation of non-fiction and fiction on a theme from the text. Students can create
exam style responses such as articles and speeches. Students could also explore film and media (for example the opening
credits to Banana Man to look at transformation and then develop own opening credits in humorous style – what

In order to

develop critical response, students could also respond to tasks like ‘Appearance doesn’t matter. Discuss your views’,
‘Everyone has the capacity for evil’ To what extent do you agree?’ or “I can resist anything except temptation.” ― Oscar
3433Windermere's Fan. To what extent do you believe people should be able to resist temptation?
Wilde, Lady

Board
AO1 Lit

AQA
Explain how…presents…

OCR
Compare how … are
presented

How does…explore…?
Compare the
way….presents….

Explore another moment in
…where … (
Explore how … presents … in
this extract and elsewhere in
the novel.
QUOTE.’ How far do you
agree with this view?
Explore at least two
moments from the novel to
support your ideas.
Compare how the speakers
in these poems express
feelings of …
Explore how/the importance
of/ … influences events in
the play.

AO2 Lit

Explain how…presents…
Explain how far you
think…
How does…explore…?
Compare the
way….presents….

Compare how … are
presented in these two
extracts. You should
consider:
• the situations …
• how they …
• how the writers’ use of
language and techniques
creates effects.
Explore another moment in
…where …

AO3 Lit

Explain how…presents…
as ....
Explain how far you
think…
How does…explore…?
Compare the
way….presents….

Explore how … presents … in
this extract and elsewhere in
the novel.
‘
QUOTE.’ How far do you
agree with this view?
Explore at least two
moments from the novel to
support your ideas.
Compare how … are
presented in these two
extracts. You should
consider:
• the situations …
• how they …
• how the writers’ use of
language and techniques
creates effects.
Explore how … presents … in
this extract and elsewhere in
the novel.
‘OR
QUOTE.’ How far do you
agree with this view?
Explore at least two

EDUQAS

EDEXCEL

Look at how ….. speak and
behave here. What does it
reveal to an audience about
…..at this point in the play?
What does this extract show an
audience about …. at this point
in the play?
How does Shakespeare
present?

In the extract….Explain the
importance of…..elsewhere in the
play. Consider… Modern

‘Quote.’ Show how …. could be
described as ….
Write about …..and the way
he/she is presented in …..
Write about times in the play
when…
Write about the ways in which
… presents …. [15]
Write about the character
of/relationship
between/significance of …. and
how …. is presented
throughout the novel/play.
What does this extract show an
audience about …. at this point
in the play?
How does … present?
‘Quote.’ Show how …. could be
described as ….
Write about …..and the way
he/she is presented in …..
Write about the ways in which
… presents ….
Compare the presentation of …
Write about attitudes
to/turning points
in/relationships between…

Write about the ways in which
… presents ….
Compare the presentation of …
in your chosen poem to the
presentation of… in...
Write about attitudes
to/turning points
in/relationships between… and
how they are presented in the
novel.

(Quote) Explore how….is
important in the play. Refer to
the context of the play in your
answer.
In what ways…
How does…?
In this extract …. Explain how….
elsewhere in the novel. In your
answer you must consider… (20
marks out of 20)
Compare the ways the writer
presents…

Explore how … presents… Refer
closely to the extract in your
answer.
Compare the effect of… In your
answer you should consider

…. use of language,
form and structure

The influence of the
context in which to
poems were written
Compare the ways the writer
presents… In your answer, you
should compare:

The ideas in the poems

The poet’s use of
language

The poet’s use of form
and structure
In the extract….Explain the
importance of…..elsewhere in the
play. Consider…
(Quote) Explore how….is
important in the play. Refer to
the context of the play in your
answer.
In what ways…
How does…?
Compare how… is presented…
Compare the effect of…

4

AO4 Lit

Assessed in all set text
questions but not poetry
cluster or unseen poetry

moments from the novel to
support your ideas.
Explore how … presents … in
this extract and elsewhere in
the novel.
QUOTE.’ How far do you
agree with this view?
Explore at least two
moments from the novel to
support your ideas.

AO5&6

(picture prompt) Write a
description
Write the opening part
of a story about…
Given statement
Write an article that
explains your point of
view on …

How and why is/do you
think ….? Explore at least
two moments from …
Write a …. for ….. in which
you ……. that …..
In your …. you should:
• explain/give/identify/
suggest
Imagine you are writing….
Describe your ….
You could write about:…
Use this as a title for a story
or a piece of personal
writing.
In your writing you should:
• choose/describe/explore
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‘Quote.’ Show how …. could be
described as …. [25]
Write about …..and the way
he/she is presented in ….. [25]
Write about times in the play
when… (5 marks for AO4)

(Quote) Explore how….is
important in the play. Refer to
the context of the play in your
answer.
In what ways…
How does…?

Write about the character
of/relationship
between/significance of …. and
how …. is presented
throughout the novel/play.
Choose one of the following
titles for your writing….
Or Write about a time when …
Or, (d) Write a story which ….

Write about a time when you…

Write a report for …. suggesting
ways ….
You could include:
• examples of ….
• your ideas about …. [20]

Write a letter to…. In your letter
you could.
State…
Describe…
Explain…

You have decided to write an
article for …. to share your
views on
... You could write in favour or
against this proposal.
Write a lively article for the
magazine giving your views.
[20]

Write an article for a newspaper
exploring how…
You could write about…

Look at the images. Write
about…

Assessment skeletons
We are calling the mapping of taught and applied tasks ‘assessment
skeletons’. The planning of such tasks can provide the assessment
backbone to a rich, exploratory scheme of work in any year group,
ensuring that assessment tasks are valid, the teaching of taught tasks is
responsive to students’ needs and that applied tasks provide reliable and
valid evidence
Taught/apprentice tasks
These tasks and questions can still be ‘formal’ GCSE style questions,
yet the tackling of them will be explored to some degree collaboratively
and perhaps modelled by the teacher. They are first and foremost
‘improving’ tasks, during which students will make progress in their
thinking and application. Through reflection, they will become aware of
the ways in which they have improved and how this has been achieved.
Application/mastery tasks
The style of these tasks and questions will often have been previously
taught. An application task is unaided and is meant to raise assessment
data – both ongoing and summative – as to the independent level of
performance of a student. The product of these tasks can provide
reliable data for tracking purposes if their marking and assessment are
moderated.
.
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Jekyll and Hyde assessment skeleton
Mapping assessment opportunities
Teaching phase and content
Engage – pre-reading
Are we all capable of evil?
Choose and argue your corner:
1. Some of us are born evil:
there are bad apples in the
barrel
2. We all have evil instincts, it
depends if they are
provoked: the rot is waiting
to get us
3. Some of us follow a bad
example: a few bad apples
make us rot
4. It depends where you live: a
bad barrel nurtures evil
actions
Blake’s The Poison Tree
David Almond short story: Klaus
Vogel and the Bad Lads

Taught tasks

Applied tasks

Lit AO1 and 4 may be modeled and supported

Lit AO1 and 4 are not supported before or during the task

Lang AO1

The Lucifer Effect webpage
Lang AO1
List four reasons why Lucifer rebelled against God

Watch the first 4 minutes of Philip Zimbardo’s TED
talk ‘The Lucifer Effect’
 Zimbardo believes we can all commit evil
acts: true or false? What evidence does he
use to prove his point?
 List four things that can cause evil actions

Reading scene from Bedazzled film 1967 (Peter Cook and Dudley Moore)
in which the devil appears to Moore’s character and explains why he fell
from grace
Lit and Lang AO2
How does the scriptwriter use language for comic effect?

Lit AO1 informed personal response
Both texts explore the root of hurtful actions

Lang AO5&6
Write a true or fictional first person account in which the narrator commits
a harmful act.
What motivates or provokes them to act? Will you make this clear to your
reader, or leave some uncertainty? How do they feel after the event?

Which one feels closer to your own experience?
Why is that?
Do the poem and the story have the same message?

Prepare – pre-reading
Jigsaw group research in to key
aspects of Victorian London:
1. The Whitechapel and Soho
districts
2. The Jack the Ripper case
3. Darwin’s The Descent of
Man: the chimp paradox
4. Rational vs supernatural
5. Respectability and
reputation: public and private
personas
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Lang AO1

Lang AO1

Explore sources together on the following theme:

In your expert group, summarise what you have learnt about Victorian
Society.

Can you spot a criminal by their appearance?
What do the sources suggest about Victorian
Society?

Back in your home group, teach the rest of your group what you have
learnt.
As a group – summarise the tensions that existed in Victorian city life
These findings can be referred to in relation to key passages in the novel,
as reading progresses.

Do some of us already know the
basic story of the novella (parodies,
allusions in cartoons etc)?
Look at the basic sequence of
chapters – told in diaries and letters
Model and practice how to read
sentences with several
clauses/phrasal units
Investigate – first encounters
Chapter 1 The Story of the Door

Chapter 2 The search for Mr Hyde

Most film versions or parodies reveal the link
between Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde early on.
AO2 structure
Why might Stevenson have chosen for us not to hear
Dr Jekyll’s own version of events until the very end?

Lit and Lang AO2
What can we tell about Mr Utterson from the
description of him?
Why are we not told about his background or his
history, only his appearance and ‘demeanor’?

Lang & Lit AO2
What can we tell about Mr Hyde from the descriptions of him?

What can we tell about Stevenson’s depiction of
London from the description of ‘the door’?

Write the diary entry of one of the bystanders to the incident with the
young girl. What would they notice about Hyde? On what would they
comment?

Lang AO4 To what extent do you agree that this is a
good title for chapter 1?
Lang & Lit AO2
What can we tell about Dr Lanyon from the
descriptions of him?

Lit AO3 – context and Lang AO4&5
Would a Victorian reader respond differently to a description of Mr Hyde?

Based on Utterson’s recollection of meeting Mr Hyde:
Lang & Lit AO2
What can we tell about Mr Hyde from the descriptions of him?

Lit AO3
What do we learn about the Victorian imagination
from Utterson’s dreams?

Chapter 3 Dr Jekyll was quite at
ease

Lang AO4
We learn more about Utterson and his relationship
with Dr Jekyll from his dreams than we learn about
Mr Hyde
How far do you agree?
Lang & Lit AO2
What can we tell about Dr Jekyll from the
descriptions of him?

Lit AO1
Now that we have met and had the four main characters described:
What expectations has Stevenson set up in the reader by the way he has
described each man?
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Use/apply/create – during reading
Chapter 4 The Carew murder case

Chapter 5 The incident of the letter
This is the first chapter in which we
are taken in to Jekyll’s
laboratory/theatre: behind the façade
of the reception rooms

Lang and Lit AO2
 Why is there a year’s gap in the narrative?
 Why are we told of the murder through the
second hand account of a maid-servant
looking down from her window?
 Why does Stevenson choose for us to learn
that Mr Hyde is heir to ¼ million at this point?

Lang and Lit AO3
Compare the way Stevenson and Dickens use language and structure to
present ideas about the city
(description of Soho in this chapter compared to Bleak House Ch. 46
description of Tom-all-alone’s)

Lang and Lit AO2
What is Utterson’s view of Dr Jekyll at the end of the
chapter and how do you know?

Lang AO5&6
Choose to be Mr Utterson or Poole the butler. Write a diary entry
exploring your thoughts about Dr Jekyll’s recent behavior

What is the reader’s view – is it different?
Lit AO3
Is it important that we have a different viewpoint?
Might a Victorian reader think differently?

Chapters 6 and 7
The Incident of Dr Lanyon
The incident at the window

Lit AO2 & 3

Focus on Lanyon’s swift
deterioration, his letter only to be
opened after his death, the building
of tension in events/plotline versus
the lack of detail in the unfolding
mystery.

Does it matter? Does it change the way we read and
respond to the novel?
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Is this a detective novel or a gothic novel?

Lang AO5&6
Write a description of a city at night. Success criteria could be drawn up
by the group based on the passages read and their own improvement
priorities as writers.

Chapter 8
Chapter 9

Lit AO3 Lang AO4
‘With friends like these who needs enemies’
How far do you agree that Lanyon and Utterson are
to blame for Jekyll’s demise?

Lit AO1, Lit & Lang AO2
How does Stevenson want us to react to Lanyon’s narrative?

Lit and Lang AO2 structure
The protagonist is dead but the story is incomplete.
Go back over the sequence of chapters and map out
the viewpoints from which we are told the story.
Offer a different route Stevenson could have taken to
tell the same story.
What would the reader gain? What would they lose?
Chapter 10 Henry Jekyll’s full
statement of the case

Lang AO1
Summarise the reasons why Jekyll desired and
became addicted to his dual identity.
Lit AO3 and Lang AO4
Until now Jekyll’s narrative has been denied us – a
dual narrative with one hidden.
Are there questions you would still want to ask Dr
Jekyll? Do you agree that this chapter is a ‘full
statement of the case?’
Why might Stevenson have maintained some
uncertainty?
Language AO4
How far do you agree that Dr Jekyll is not presented
as a ‘bad apple’ but that Stevenson presents London
as a ‘bad barrel’?

Lit AO1 Lang AO5&6
Role play and write either one of these scenarios:
1. Jekyll is interviewed in Purgatory about how far he is to blame for
his experiment and the harm caused by Mr Hyde
2. Stevenson appears on a book programme and is questioned on
the gaps remaining in his narrative.
3. Mr Utterson is interviewed regarding his knowledge and
understanding of the death of Lanyon and the suicide of Dr Jekyll
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Review and reflect – re-reading
Synoptic Lit assessment
Preparing, modelling and writing a response to an
exam question (e.g. see below.) Some paragraphs
could be written independently and used as applied
evidence.

Lit and Lang AO3 Comparison and context
Dorian Gray opening to chapter 11 with Dr Jekyll’s pull to transform in to
Mr Hyde in chapter 10
Compare how the writers present these two characters who are drawn to
evil.
Language AO3 comparison
The definition of a gentleman: John Henry Newman
The modern gentleman: Debrett’s guide to tact and discretion
Compare how the writers present their ideas of what it is to be a
gentleman
Lang AO5&6
st
Opinion writing: Should a 21 century man aspire to be a gentleman?

Sample AQA extract question
Read the following extract from Chapter 2 and then answer the question that follows.
In this extract Mr Utterson has just met Mr Hyde for the first time.
‘We have common friends,’ said Mr Utterson. ‘Common friends!’ echoed Mr Hyde, a little hoarsely. ‘Who are they?’ ‘Jekyll, for instance,’ said the lawyer. ‘He never told
you,’ cried Mr Hyde, with a flush of anger. ‘I did not think you would have lied.’ ‘Come,’ said Mr Utterson, ‘that is not fitting language.’ The other snarled aloud into a
savage laugh; and the next moment, with extraordinary quickness, he had unlocked the door and disappeared into the house.
The lawyer stood awhile when Mr Hyde had left him, the picture of disquietude. Then he began slowly to mount the street, pausing every step or two and putting his
hand to his brow like a man in mental perplexity. The problem he was thus debating as he walked was one of a class that is rarely solved. Mr Hyde was pale and
dwarfish; he gave an impression of deformity without any nameable malformation, he had a displeasing smile, he had borne himself to the lawyer with a sort of
murderous mixture of timidity and boldness, and he spoke with a husky whispering and somewhat broken voice, – all these were points against him; but not all of these
together could explain the hitherto unknown disgust, loathing and fear with which Mr Utterson regarded him. ‘There must be something else,’ said the perplexed
gentleman. ‘There is something more, if I could find a name for it. God bless me, the man seems hardly human! Something troglodytic, shall we say? Or can it be the old
story of Dr Fell? Or is it the mere radiance of a foul soul that thus transpires through, and transfigures, its clay continent? The last, I think; for, O my poor old Harry
Jekyll, if ever I read Satan’s signature upon a face, it is on that of your new friend!’

Starting with this extract, how does Stevenson present Mr Hyde as a frightening outsider? Write about:
 how Stevenson presents Mr Hyde in this extract
 how Stevenson presents Mr Hyde as a frightening outsider in the novel as a whole
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KS4 curriculum group
case studies and
exemplar materials

1

Developing KS4 Curriculum: Case Study
Name of school

Bay House

Contextual information

Large comprehensive school in Gosport with Sixth Form.

Focus for development

Designing an innovative and creative curriculum which will best
prepare our pupils for the new GCSE.

What did the KS4 curriculum used to look like?
Taught in modular units – each unit ended with a Controlled Assessment which was then filed away
never to be seen again!
What needed to change?
The modular structure had to change as it is no longer fit for purpose. We had to think of how we could
best prepare pupils for a terminal exam after two years of study.
What did we do?
Agreed on a thematic approach – one theme per term. Each theme would have an ‘anchor’ text but
would also incorporate non-fiction and literary non-fiction texts and poetry.
We co-planned a unit on the theme of ‘Appearance and Perception’ which I then used as a model back
in school when working with the department. We used the same template for planning so that there
was also continuity between KS3 and KS4.
What have we achieved so far?
We have agreed a long-term plan (over Yr10 and 11) and I have written two schemes of learning for
the 19th century fiction unit. My department are now working on creating their own schemes of learning
so that they are ready for teaching in September.
What are the prospects for further development?
We need to carefully quality assure the planning as it will be more difficult than ever to ensure that
pupils are best prepared for the exam.
We still need to provide opportunities for PL for all colleagues so that they are confident when using
the new mark schemes provided by the board and how these feed into our new Mastery Statements.
What our teachers and pupils have to say
Our teachers have all embraced the changes; they were anxious at first but now that the process is
underway they are becoming a lot more confident.
Key contact

Email: mstockley@bayhouse.hants.sch.uk
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Developing KS4 Curriculum: Case Study
Name of school

Cams Hill School

Contextual information

AQA for Literature and Language

Focus for development

KS4 Curriculum Mapping for 2016

What did the KS4 curriculum used to look like?


Literature and Language are taught as separate GCSEs



Controlled Assessment driven

What needed to change?


Elevate level of challenge for students of all abilities



Teach Language and Literature alongside one another



Plan schemes of work which allow clear opportunities for assessment



Ensure students revisit chapters/sections of the text in question

What did we do?


Re-read Jekyll and Hyde



Shared ideas and resources on the teaching of ‘Jekyll and Hyde’



Planned a scheme of work using the suggested 4 stage format



Discussed differing opinions on how departments plan to approach the new KS4 map and
how they are planning the new KS4 curriculum in their school

What have we achieved so far?
Created a scheme of work under theme ‘Appearance and Deception’ which focuses closely on
the text, Jekyll and Hyde.
This unit has been shared with the department at Cams Hill school and will be used with Year 10
starting in September 2015.
I have also planned another unit of work under the theme of ‘Madness’, which will be used for
Year 10, 2016.
What are the prospects for further development?
Monitor the progress of the ‘Appearance and Deception’ unit with my department and collate resources
produced by my colleagues.
Use the suggested HIAS 4 stage planning method as a way to plan future schemes of work across both
Key Stages.
What our teachers and pupils have to say
The Jekyll and Hyde unit has been well received by my colleagues.
Key contact
Email: carleen.mills@gmail.com
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Year 10 – Madness
Engage (Pre-reading)
A warm-up period when pupils get acquainted with the context

Make links to prior learning
explicit

Watch ‘Don’t call me crazy / It’s a Mad World’ – BBC 3 documentary focusing on
teenage mental health patients. Generate discussion.
Read non-fiction articles on teenage mental health – generate discussion; check for
comprehension.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/girl-16-with-mental-healthproblems-held-by-police-for-nearly-48-hours-as-no-nhs-beds-free-9892833.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/tvandradio/10120285/Dont-Call-Me-Crazy-tacklingteenage-mental-illness.html

Read non-fiction articles on and show images of how mental health patients were
th
treated in the 19 century – discussion. How does treatment and awareness compare
to now? http://mentalillness.umwblogs.org/19th-century/other-treatment-options/

What does this
look like in terms
of assessment?

Read non fiction article about mental illness and creativity:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/entertainment-arts-12368624
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/10154775
Generate discussion: how far do pupils agree? Debate opportunity.
Introduce some artists who are famous for also having shown signs of madness.
Teachers can select from the following (alternatively, this could be set as a home
learning research project):







Painter Vincent van Gogh
Painter Salvador Dali
Painter Edvard Munch
Composer Robert Schumann
Mathematician John Nash (depicted in ‘A Beautiful Mind’)
Pianist David Helfgott

Pupils create a health leaflet for teenagers / young people which informs them of the
signs of mental illness and what to do if they think they might need help OR pupils
could write an empathetic piece imagining that they are one of the characters in the
th
19 century and write their diary entry after their ‘treatment’.

Lang: AO5 and AO6

Prepare (Pre-reading – linking to text and its context)
A period to share initial ideas and get a sense of the task ahead
Teachers choose from the following to read and explore with the class – ensuring that
they are introduced to at least one piece of prose and two poems. How is mental
illness presented in these texts? Ensure that sufficient time is given to putting the
texts into context.

Ensure next steps are relevant:
set the pitch of learning
outcomes in line with the
students in front of you

Lit: AO1, AO2, (poss AO3)
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Prose:
Virginia Woolf: Trauma extract from ‘Mrs Dallaway’
Edgar Allan Poe: ‘The Black Cat’; ‘The Masque of the Red Death’; ‘Hop-Frog’; ‘The
Fall of the House of Usher’.
Irving: ‘The Legend of Sleepy Hollow’.
Poetry:
Browning: ‘Porphyria’s lover’
Sylvia Plath: ‘Elm’, ‘Street Song’
John Clare ‘I am’,
Blake: ‘Mad Song’; ‘My Spectre around me night and day;
Theodore Roethke: ‘ ‘In a Dark Time’; ‘Her Longing’; ‘Lines Upon Leaving a
Sanitarium’
Anne Sexton: ‘The Addict’; ‘Ringing the Bells’; from ‘The Double Image’
Keats: ‘Ode on Melancholy’
Emily Dickinson: ‘#126’, ‘#410’; ‘#435’; ‘#670’; ‘#1062’
Recreations: pupils can take one of the pieces of prose / poetry and turn it into a
different text (poem, diary entry, news report, prose).

Lang: AO5 and AO6

Investigate (first encounters)
A period to categorise or organise new ideas and knowledge

Reflections on learning as it is
happening

What do pupils already know about the Gothic? Give contextual information. Tell them
that they need to consider all of these aspects as they read the novel.
Show variety of different images of how Frankenstein’s creature has been presented
in films throughout the ages. What do these images suggest about the creature? How
are we, as readers/viewers, being encouraged to feel about him? Is he good or bad
and how do we know?
What do pupils already know about the story of Frankenstein? Correct any
misconceptions and ensure that pupils know that the creature is NOT Frankenstein.
Introduce information about the author, Mary Shelley and her motivation for writing the
novel. Link to context: relationships (with her parents and with her husband and her
role as a wife, daughter and a mother); science vs religion; the British Empire; the role
th
th
of women; the Romantic movement of late 18 to mid 19 century Europe.

‘I saw—with shut eyes, but acute mental vision—I saw the pale student of unhallowed arts
kneeling beside the thing he had put together. I saw the hideous phantasm of a man
stretched out, and then, on the working of some powerful engine, show signs of life and
stir with an uneasy, half-vital motion. Frightful must it be, for supremely frightful would
be the effect of any human endeavor to mock the stupendous mechanism of the Creator of
the world.’
Explore this quote taken from Mary Shelley’s introduction to the 1831 edition of
Frankenstein, this quote describes the vision that inspired the novel and the
prototypes for Victor and the monster. Shelley’s image evokes some of the key
themes, such as the utter unnaturalness of the creature (“an uneasy, half-vital
motion”), the relationship between creator and created (“kneeling beside the thing he
had put together”), and the dangerous consequences of misused knowledge
(“supremely frightful would be the effect of . . . mock[ing] . . . the Creator”).
Introduce pupils to Feminist Lit theory – this will be revisited throughout their reading
of this novel.
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Use/apply/create (during reading)
A period to deploy or re-shape new knowledge

Planned opportunities for
assessment evidence

Introduce pupils to Milton’s ‘Paradise Lost’. Give pupils an overview of the plot and the
themes and ideas. Ensure that they understand how influential a text this was on
Shelley when she was creating ‘Frankenstein’.
Did I request thee, Maker, from my clay
To mould me Man, did I solicit thee
From darkness to promote me?
These lines appear on the title page of the novel and come from Paradise Lost, when
Adam bemoans his fallen condition (Book X, 743–745). The creature conceives
himself as a tragic figure, comparing himself to both Adam and Satan. Like Adam, he
is shunned by his creator, though he strives to be good. These rhetorical questions
epitomize the monster’s ill will toward Victor for abandoning him in a world relentlessly
hostile to him and foist responsibility for his ugliness and eventual evil upon Victor.
Watch animated tale of Frankenstein from Sparknotes.com.
Preface and letters 1-4:
 The preface to Frankenstein sets up the novel as entertainment, but with a serious
twist—a science fiction that nonetheless captures “the truth of the elementary
principles of human nature.” The works of Homer, Shakespeare, and Milton are held
up as shining examples of the kind of work Frankenstein aspires to be. Incidentally,
the reference to “Dr. Darwin” in the first sentence is not to the famous evolutionist
Charles Darwin, who was seven years old at the time the novel was written, but to his
grandfather, the biologist Erasmus Darwin.

Teachers may prefer to summarise
the letters and go straight to
Chapter 1.

 In addition to setting the scene for the telling of the stranger’s narrative, Walton’s
letters introduce an important character—Walton himself—whose story parallels
Frankenstein’s. The second letter introduces the idea of loss and loneliness, as
Walton complains that he has no friends with whom to share his triumphs and failures,
no sensitive ear to listen to his dreams and ambitions. Walton turns to the stranger as
the friend he has always wanted; his search for companionship, and his attempt to find
it in the stranger, parallels the monster’s desire for a friend and mate later in the novel.
This parallel between man and monster, still hidden in these early letters but
increasingly clear as the novel progresses, suggests that the two may not be as
different as they seem.
Read chapters 1 and 2.
How is family life depicted in the opening chapters?
How is the role of women depicted in the opening chapters? – Link to context.
How is foreshadowing used in these chapters?
Read chapters 3-5.
‘‘So much has been done, exclaimed the soul of Frankenstein—more, far more, will I

Lang: AO1, AO2 and AO4

achieve; treading in the steps already marked, I will pioneer a new way, explore
unknown powers, and unfold to the world the deepest mysteries of creation.’
Explore this quote. Victor’s reference to himself in the third person illustrates his sense
of fatalism—he is driven by his passion, unable to control it. Further, the glorious,
assertive quality of his statement foreshadows the fact that Victor’s passion will not be
tempered by any consideration of the possible horrific consequences of his search for
knowledge.

Pupils could write their own
opening of a gothic story – how will
it ‘fit’ the gothic conventions?
Lang AO5 and AO6

Explore the quote “In other studies you go as far as others have gone before you, and

there is nothing more to know; but in scientific pursuit there is continual food for
discovery and wonder.” Walton’s journey to the North Pole is likewise a search for
“food for discovery and wonder,” a step into the tantalizing, dark unknown.
What does Victor’s pursuit of scientific knowledge reveal about his perceptions of
science in general?
Explore the symbolism of light in this chapter and compare to the Walton’s first letter,
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“What may not be expected in a country of eternal light?” “From the midst of this

darkness,” Victor says when describing his discovery of the secret of life, “a sudden
light broke in upon me—a light so brilliant and wondrous.”
Ask pupils to think about what light is symbolic of. It reveals, illuminates, clarifies; it is
essential for seeing, and seeing is the way to knowledge. Just as light can illuminate,
however, so can it blind; although pleasantly warm at moderate levels, it ignites
dangerous flames at higher ones.
Immediately after his first metaphorical use of light as a symbol of knowledge, Victor
retreats into secrecy and warns Walton of “how dangerous is the acquirement of
knowledge.” Thus, light is balanced always by fire, the promise of new discovery by
the danger of unpredictable—and perhaps tragic—consequences.
How does the theme of secrecy manifest itself in these chapters?
Explore the creation of the creature in detail. Look carefully at the use of language.
How does this link to Victor’s rejection of the creature?
When Victor arrives at his apartment with Henry, he opens the door “as children are

accustomed to do when they expect a specter to stand in waiting for them on the other
side,” - link this quote to its context (an echo of the tension-filled German ghost
stories read by Mary Shelley and her vacationing companions).

Lit: AO1 and AO2

Read chapters 6-8.
Explore the significance of Shelley’s incorporation of written letters into the story - why
might she do this?
It allows both Elizabeth and Alphonse to participate directly in the narrative, bypassing
Victor to speak directly to Walton and the reader. However, does it make the overall
narrative less plausible?
How reliable is the narrator at this stage?

Lang: AO2
Lit: AO2

Explore the role and position of women at this stage in the novel. Who holds the
power in the relationship between Victor and Elizabeth? Why might Shelley have
created such passive roles for women in her novel?
Read chapters 9-10.
Explore how these chapters contain some of the novel’s most explicit instances of the
theme of sublime nature. How does the natural world have noticeable effects on
Victor’s mood? Just as nature can make him joyful, however, so can it remind him of
his guilt, shame, and regret: “The rain depressed me; my old feelings recurred, and I

was miserable.”
Explore how Shelley aligns Victor with the Romantic movement of late-eighteenth- to
mid-nineteenth-century Europe, which emphasized a turn to nature for sublime
experience—feelings of awe, hope, and ecstasy.
Victor’s affinity with nature is of particular significance because of the monster’s ties to
nature: he is both distinctly at home in nature and unnatural almost by definition,
therefore the monster becomes a symbol of Victor’s folly in trying to emulate the
natural forces of creation.
Link back to the gothic genre – how important is the use of nature to the gothic
tradition?

Lang: AO2
Lit: AO2

Lit: AO3

Compare the description of the creature in these chapters to how he is described in
chapter 5 (his birth). How is Shelley encouraging us to feel about the creature? How
effective – and convincing – is the creature’s transformation? How are we,
consequently, left feeling about Victor? Are we surprised that it is only now that the
appears to realise that what he has created in not merely the scientific product of an
experiment in animated matter but an actual living being with needs and wants?
One of the ways in which the monster demonstrates his eloquence is by alluding to
John Milton’s Paradise Lost. The first of these allusions occurs in these chapters,
when the monster tries to convince Victor to listen to his story. He entreats Victor to

“remember, that I am thy creature: I ought to be thy Adam; but I am rather the fallen
angel.” How far do you agree with the creature’s comparison that Victor is God and

Lit: AO3

Lang: AO2
Lit: AO2

the creature is the fallen angel?
Read chapters 11-12. Compare how the theme of family life is presented in these
chapters and link to the discussion from chapters 1 and 2.
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How is the monster’s growing understanding of the social significance of family
connected to his sense of otherness and solitude?
Re-visit the theme of nature in these chapters. How does it link to the theme of nature
depicted in chapters 9 and 10?
Like Victor, the monster comes to regard knowledge as dangerous, as it can have
unforeseen negative consequences. After realizing that he is horribly different from
human beings, the monster cries, “Of what a strange nature is knowledge! It clings to
the mind, when it has once seized on it, like a lichen on the rock.” Knowledge is
permanent and irreversible; once gained, it cannot be dispossessed. Just as the
monster, a product of knowledge, spins out of Victor’s control, so too can knowledge
itself, once uncovered, create irreversible harm.
Explore the cliché: ‘ignorance is bliss’ – how far do you agree with this statement.
Explore the narrative style in these chapters: what similarities are there between Victor
and the creature? How effectively does the structure of the novel help explain different
narrative perspectives?
Read chapters 13-14.
How effectively does the subplot of Safie and the cottagers add yet another set of
voices to the novel?
Explore how their story is transmitted from the cottagers to the monster, from the
monster to Victor, from Victor to Walton, and from Walton to his sister, at which point
the reader finally gains access to it. Why might Shelley do this?
One such idea is the sense of ‘otherness’ that many characters in Frankenstein feel.
The monster, whose solitude stems from being the only creature of his kind in
existence and from being shunned by humanity, senses this quality of being different
most powerfully. His deformity, his ability to survive extreme conditions, and the
grotesque circumstances of his creation all serve to mark him as the ultimate outsider.
Victor, too, is an outsider, as his awful secret separates him from friends, family, and
the rest of society. In the subplot of the cottagers, this idea recurs in the figures of both
Safie and her father. His otherness as a Muslim Turk in Paris results in a threat to his
life from the prejudiced and figures in power. Her feelings of being oppressed by
Islam’s confining gender roles compel her to seek escape to the more egalitarian
ideas of Christianity.
Explore how language and communication are given importance in these chapters, as
the monster emerges from his infantile state and begins to understand and produce
written and spoken language.
His alienation from society, however, provides him no opportunity to communicate with
others; rather, he is a voyeur, absorbing information from the cottagers without giving
anything in return.
The importance of language as a means of self-expression manifests itself in the
monster’s encounter with Victor on the glacier.
How does the monster’s romanticization of the cottagers as kind and friendly reflect
his desperate desire for companionship and affection?
Revisit the role of women in these chapters. How does Safie turn this stereotype on its
head when she boldly rejects her father’s attempt to return her to the constraints and
limitations of life in Constantinople?
Why might Shelley have decided to depict Safie as one the strongest characters in the
novel, despite her minor role? Is there any connection to be found in the character of
Safie and Shelley herself? What might Shelley be saying about European culture over
Muslim or Arab culture?

Lit: AO1, AO2, AO3
Lang: AO4

Lit: AO2
Lang: AO2

This could be an opportunity for
discussion / debate.

Lang: AO2
Lit: AO2

Pupils could write an essay
response at this stage: explore
how effectively the outsider is
presented in the novel.
Lit: AO1, AO2 and poss AO3

Read chapter 15-17. Make the link between ‘Paradise Lost’ and the text here again.
The creature says, “Like Adam, I was created apparently united by no link to any

other being in existence,” but “many times I considered Satan as the fitter emblem of
my condition; for often, like him, when I viewed the bliss of my protectors, the bitter
gall of envy rose within me.” Scolded like Adam and cursed like Satan, the monster is
painfully aware of his creator’s utter disdain for him. How far do we sympathise with
the creature, despite the fact that he has killed Victor’s young brother?
Lit: AO1, AO2 and AO3
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Explore how the theme of sublime nature reappears in the monster’s narrative.
It is worth noting that whereas Victor seeks the high, cold, hard world of the Alps for
comfort, as if to freeze his guilt about the murder, the monster finds solace in the soft
colors and smells of a springtime forest, symbolizing his desire to reveal himself to the
world and interact with others. “Half surprised by the novelty of these sensations, I

allowed myself to be borne away by them; and, forgetting my solitude and deformity,
dared to be happy,” the monster says. Unlike Victor, he is able to push away, at least
temporarily, the negative aspects of his existence.

Lang: AO2 and AO4

Lang: AO3
Lit: AO3

Read chapters 18-20. Re-visit the theme of the passive, innocent woman—manifested
in the mother who sacrifices herself for her daughter, the fiancée who waits endlessly
for her future husband, and the orphan girl who is rescued from poverty— and how
this culminates in this section with the female monster whose creation Victor suddenly
aborts after being struck by doubts about the correctness of his actions. How might a
feminist respond to the fact that Victor chooses to end the life of the female, yet
creates a male? Is it important that he fears her ability to reproduce? How far is he
trying to control the role of women? What might the female creature represent - both
to Victor and to the creature?
Unlike the God of Genesis, who creates a woman to keep Adam company, Victor
does not have ultimate power over his creations. His anxiety leads him to project a
stereotypically male activeness onto the female creature; his decision to destroy her
ensures her absolute passivity.
Read chapters 21-23.
Explore the quote: “The human frame could no longer support the agonizing suffering

that I endured, and I was carried out of the room in strong convulsions,”
How far does Victor’s pattern of falling into extended illness in reaction to the monster
suggest that the deterioration of his health is, to some extent, psychologically
induced? Link back to discussion about mental health at the beginning of this unit of
work.
How does Victor’s connection with nature begin / continue to fade?
Focus on the murder of Elizabeth. Explore a feminist interpretation of this.
Are there any comparisons to be made between the creature and Victor at this point in
the novel, and if so, what might Shelley’s intentions have been?

This could be an opportunity for
discussion / debate rather than a
written task.

Read chapter 24.
 By this point in the novel, Victor now experiences an obsessive need to exact
revenge on the monster for murdering his loved ones. Like the monster, he finds
himself utterly alone in the world, with nothing but hatred of his nemesis to sustain
him. Explore the nature of Karma – how far does Victor deserve the treatment that he
has received? How far, as a reader, do we sympathise with Victor and with the
creature?
 Echoes of the monster’s earlier statements now appear in Victor’s speech,
illustrating the extent to which Victor has become dehumanized. “I was cursed by
some devil,” he cries, “and carried about with me my eternal hell.” This is the second
allusion to the passage in ‘Paradise Lost’ in which Satan, cast out from Heaven, says
that he himself is Hell. The first allusion, made by the monster after being repulsed by
the cottagers, is nearly identical: “I, like the arch fiend, bore a hell within me.” Driven
by their hatred, the two monsters—Victor and his creation—move farther and farther
away from human society and sanity.

Lang: AO1, AO3 and AO4
Lit: AO3

Lang: AO2
 The final section of the novel, in which Walton continues the story, completes the
framing narrative.
 How far does Walton’s perception of Victor as a great, noble man ruined by the
events described in the story add to the tragic conclusion of the novel?

Lang: AO1 and AO2

 The technique of framing narratives within narratives not only allows the reader to
hear the voices of all of the main characters, but also provides multiple views of the
central characters. Walton sees Frankenstein as a noble, tragic figure; Frankenstein
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sees himself as an overly proud and overly ambitious victim of fate; the monster sees
Frankenstein as a reckless creator, too self-centered to care for his creation.
 Similarly, while Walton and Frankenstein deem the monster a malevolent,
insensitive brute, the monster casts himself as a martyred classical hero: “I shall
ascend my funeral pile triumphantly and exult in the agony of the torturing flames,” he
says. Fittingly, the last few pages of the novel are taken up with the monster’s own
words as he attempts to gain self-definition before leaving for the northern ice to die.
That the monster reassumes control of the narrative from Walton ensures that, after
Victor’s death and even after his own, the struggle to understand who or what the
monster really is—Adam or Satan, tragic victim or arch-villain—will go on.

Reflect/Revisit/Reread/Revise
A period to present and reflect on learning

Lang: AO1, AO2, AO4
Lit: AO1, AO2, AO4

Learning outcomes shared and
reflected upon

Opportunities to revisit this text can be explored with:
(give examples when final text choices have been made)
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Year 10 – Appearance and Perception

What does this
look like in terms
of assessment?

Engage (Pre-reading)
A warm-up period when pupils get acquainted with the context

Make links to prior learning
explicit

Images of teenagers
What image are they trying to present?
What do they want others to think of them?
What do they think of themselves?
Perception task. Rank/order/group: which teenager do you think is most/least likely
to…

Go to university

Become a teacher

Commit a crime

Read books for pleasure

Become and author

Become a celebrity

Suffer from mental health problems

Be long term unemployed

Etc
Use song ‘The Outdoor Type’ to explore how and why we present ourselves differently
to different people. Opportunity to look at AO2.
How many different identities do you have and what are they?
Start with names – i.e. Miss East, Mum, Sister, Teacher etc What do these suggest?
Could use non-fiction article – Katie Hopkins talking about not allowing her children to
play with children with certain names
Write about yourself from other people’s viewpoints (choose 3 – i.e. parent, teacher,
employer, friend, sibling) Students to order whose viewpoint is most important to
them?
Summarise the part of your personality that you most want people to see and the side
you try to hide.

Prepare (Pre-reading – linking to text and its context)
A period to share initial ideas and get a sense of the task ahead

Ensure next steps are relevant:
set the pitch of learning
outcomes in line with the
students in front of you

Exploration of perception, reputation and identity – linked to Victorian England (show a
range of Victorian family portraits) what does this suggest about Victorian society?
Extract from Queen Victoria’s letters to her daughter, Vicky, about men/marriage and
women as the ‘poor, degraded sex’; then look at an extract from her diaries in
response to the suffragette movement and she was ‘appalled that women should
presume to challenge the social order; I’m most anxious to enlist everyone who can
write or speak to join in checking this mad, wicked folly of women’s rights, with all its
attendant horrors. Lady Amberley deserves to get a good whipping.’ – ask for a
personal response
Explore scientific and industrial developments; religion vs science etc – link to the plot
of ‘Frankenstein’ – use some extracts from the text
Jack the Ripper extracts – his letter to the Police
Introduce Feminist and Marxist Lit theory here – what might a feminist think/how might
a feminist respond to Queen Victoria’s letter or to how Jack the Ripper was targeting
women? How might a Marxist interpret the scientific and industrial changes in society?
Would it make society more equal? Is there any evidence in our modern society to
support / dispute this? (Link to ‘real’ world).

Lang: AO1, AO5 and AO6
Lit: AO3 and AO4
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Consolidation: what do all of these extracts suggest about Victorian England? Pupils
could write a personal empathetic piece imagining that they are: One of the people in
one of the portraits; Queen Victoria’s daughter writing a reply to her mother; Lady
Amberley writing a reply to Queen Victoria/ a prostitute living in fear of Jack the Ripper
etc.

Investigate (first encounters)
A period to categorise or organise new ideas and knowledge

Reflections on learning as it is
happening

Establish what pupils might already know about the plot / characters of Jekyll and
Hyde.
Read Chapter 1 of the novel.
Who is this sinister figure? How does Stevenson want his readers to feel about him
and how do you know?
Enfield says, ‘I never saw a man I so disliked, and yet I scarce know why, he must be
deformed somewhere’. Look at images of murderers (Brady and Hindley) and literary
villains (Fairy tale villains; Bond villains; villains in Harry Potter etc) – why are they
depicted as having a physical deformity? Is deformity a sign of evil? Pupils discuss.
Link to ‘Frankenstein’ – the reason he is rejected by his maker is because of his image
– give the extract which describes Victor’s rejection of his creation to pupils to explore:
is it akin to a mother rejecting their baby because it is deformed / ugly / disabled etc?
Compare how the crowd respond to Hyde and how Victor responds to the creature.
rd

Lang: AO3

What is the effect of the 3 person narration? How does this influence how readers
respond to the text?
Lang: AO2
Why is the crowd able to blackmail the man? What does this suggest about Victorian
society? (Link to ‘Prepare’ section of the learning). How easily could someone
blackmail you? Link to current affairs with hostage / blackmailing situations in Middle
East – this might offer an opportunity for some non-fiction text exploration.
How is the importance of reputation presented in Chapter 1? Link back to ‘Engage’
section of the learning. Was reputation more important in Victorian England than it is
today?

If the non-fiction option is explored,
pupils could write an article in the
style of a broadsheet newspaper
reporting the events of Chapter 1
of the novel.
Lang: AO5 and AO6

Use/apply/create (during reading)
A period to deploy or re-shape new knowledge

Planned opportunities for
assessment evidence

Chapter 2-3:
Utterson behaves here like an amateur detective, as he does throughout the rest of
the novel. What factual evidence does he uncover?

Lang AO1

Re-read the dream sequence. What is the significance of this dream?
How might it relate to/reflect respectable London society?

Lit AO1 and AO2
Lang AO1 and AO2

When Utterson sees Hyde’s face he describes him as a ‘troglodyte’ – a term referring
to a prehistoric, manlike creature. Through this word, the text links the immoral Hyde
to the notion of recidivism – a fall from civilisation and a regression to a more primitive
state. The imperialist age of Victorian England manifested a great fear of recidivism,
particularly in its theories of racial science, in which theorists cautioned that lesser,
savage peoples might swallow up the supposedly superior white races.
How does this theory link to your understanding of Victorian England and society?

Lit AO3

Re-read the description of Jekyll’s house. Explore the symbolism of the house. What
does it reveal to us about Jekyll’s character and how is it a symbol for Victorian society
/ values?

Lang AO1, AO2
Lit AO1 and AO2

Chapter 4:
How does Chapter 4 illustrate the extent of Hyde’s capacity for evil?
Lang AO1 and AO2
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Chapter 5:
In Chapter 5, as in the rest of the novel, Utterson staunchly remains the proper
Victorian gentleman, despite the disturbing nature of the events that he investigates.
How does Utterson’s insistence on propriety and the maintenance of appearances
hinder his ability to learn the truth about Jekyll and Hyde?
And how does this insistence reflect a shortcoming in the Victorian society that the
lawyer represents?
Re-read the passage which describes the image of the city as a place of hidden
terrors. A fog has gripped London, and it swirls and eddies through the gloomy
neighborhoods, making them seem ‘like a district of some city in a nightmare.’ Explore
Stevenson’s descriptive skill in this passage, rendering the depicted landscape as a
nest of hidden wickedness. Here, he describes the ‘great chocolate-coloured pall
lowered over heaven … here it would be dark like the back-end of evening; and there
would be a glow of a rich, lurid brown … and here … a haggard shaft of daylight would
glance in between the swirling wreaths.’
Why does Stevenson inject such rich, evocative description into a narrative which is
otherwise quite dry and factual?
What might this suggest about the author’s intent?
How does this create a link between the language of the text and the actions of the
characters?
Utterson and the text are metaphors for humanity in general, and for society at large,
both of which may appear logically oriented and straightforward but, in fact, contain
darker undercurrents. How far do you agree?
Chapters 6-7
Lanyon dismisses Jekyll’s experiments as “unscientific balderdash” and embodies the
rational man of science, in distinct opposition to superstition and fantasy. How might
Lanyon’s deterioration mirror the gradual decline of logic in the face of the
supernatural in the novel?
This erosion is accompanied by a further breakdown of language. As we see earlier,
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde seems to present language—a rational, logical mode of
perceiving and containing the world—as existing in opposition to the fanciful or
fantastical. For example, Stevenson refrains from describing Hyde’s crimes or Jekyll’s
youthful debaucheries in detail. Hyde’s ugliness instigates a loss of words. As we have
seen, when Enfield and Utterson see Hyde’s face, they prove unable to describe what
exactly makes Hyde so ugly and frightening.
What other silences are there in this part of the novel? And why does Stevenson make
his characters so unwilling to talk?
Lanyon refuses to describe to Utterson what he has seen; Jekyll declines to discuss
his relationship with Hyde; after witnessing Jekyll’s strange disappearance from the
window, Utterson and Enfield say almost nothing about it; and Utterson carries out an
informal investigation of Hyde and Jekyll but never mentions his suspicions to anyone.
Significantly, both Jekyll and Lanyon leave written records of what they have seen and
done but insist that these records not be opened until after their deaths. In other
words, the truth can be exposed only after the death of the person whose reputation it
might ruin.
How might Stevenson be suggesting that such refusals to discuss the grittier side of
life mirror a similar tendency in Victorian society at large?
Chapter 8:
Pupils list as many examples of ‘classic’ detectives that they can think of and then
think about the typical structure of classic detective stories.
In the classic detective story, (link to Sherlock Holmes?) this climactic chapter would
contain the scene in which the detective, having solved the case, reveals his
ingenious solution and identifies the culprit. But, in spite of Utterson’s efforts in
investigating the matter of Jekyll and Hyde, he has made no progress in solving the
mystery. Indeed, were it not for the existence of Lanyon’s letter and Jekyll’s
confession, which make up the last two chapters, it seems likely that the truth about
Jekyll and Hyde never would be ascertained.
Why does Stevenson decide not to follow the classic detective story structure? And
how does this affect our enjoyment of the text as a reader?

Lit AO1 and AO2

Lang AO1 and AO2
Lit AO1 and AO2

Lang AO2
Lit AO1, AO2

Lang AO4
Lit AO1 and AO2

Lang AO1 and AO2
Lit AO1 and AO2

Lang AO1 and AO2
Lit AO1 and AO2

Lang AO1 and AO2
Lit AO1 and AO2

Why is Utterson so unwilling to break into Jekyll’s laboratory? What might this reflect?
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And what might Stevenson be suggesting about the Victorian mentality and its
privileging of order and decorum over truth?
th

Explore the tradition of Gothic fiction – in19 century Britain and Europe. Focus
particularly on Dracula, The Turn of the Screw, Frankenstein and Jane Eyre.
Use extracts from each of the above to ascertain what recurring themes and motifs
define the genre.
Explain how Gothic novels often center around secrets—such as Jekyll’s connection
to Hyde—or around doppelgångers. Frankenstein’s monster is a doppelgånger for
Frankenstein, just as Hyde is for Jekyll.

Lang AO1 and AO2
Lit AO1, AO2 and AO3
Lang AO1 and AO2
Lit AO1 and AO2

Explore how, above all, Gothic novels depend upon geography for their power. Nearly
every Gothic novel takes place in some strange, eerie setting from which the
characters have difficulty escaping, be it Dracula’s castle, the estate of Thornfield in
Jane Eyre, or the decaying homes and palaces that appear in the stories of Edgar
Allan Poe.
Explore the quote: ‘the scud had banked over the moon, and it was now quite dark.
The wind, which only broke in puffs and draughts into that deep well of building,
tossed the light of the candle to and fro about their steps.’
How effectively does Stevenson’s portrayal of the fog-blanketed world of nighttime
London fit the Gothic tradition?
Chapter 9:

He put the glass to his lips, and drank at one gulp. . . . there before my eyes . . .
there stood Henry Jekyll!

Pupils could write their own
opening of a gothic story – how will
it ‘fit’ the gothic conventions?
Lang AO5 and AO6
Lang AO1, AO2 AO3 and AO4
Lit AO1, AO2 and AO3

It is in this chapter that we learn that Hyde and Jekyll are the same person and that
the two personas can morph into one another with the help of a mysterious potion. We
remain largely in the dark, however, as to how or why this situation came about.
Lanyon states that Jekyll told him everything after the transformation was complete,
but he refrains from telling Utterson, declaring that ‘what he told me in the next hour I
cannot bring my mind to set on paper.’
Why does Lanyon refuse to confront the truth and why does he prefer to remain
silent? And how does his character contrast with Jekyll’s?
In Chapter 6, Lanyon, a scientist committed to pursuing knowledge, declares: “I
sometimes think if we knew all, we should be more glad to get away.” How far do you
agree that some knowledge is not worth the cost of obtaining or possessing it?
Chapter 10:

I learned to recognise the thorough and primitive duality of man . . . if I could
rightly be said to be either, it was only because I was radically both.
At this point all the mysteries of the novel unravel, It is as if there have been two
parallel narratives throughout the novel, and we have, until now, been given access
only to one. With Jekyll’s confession, however, everything falls into place.
What mysterious events are now explained? Check understanding.

Lang AO1, AO2 and AO4
Lit AO1 and AO2

How do Jekyll’s meditations on the dual nature of man point to the novel’s central
question about the nature of the relationship between the good and evil portions of the
human soul?
What are the physical differences between Jekyll and Hyde and what might this
suggest about how Jekyll sees his good and his evil side? Link back to Chapter 1 of
the novel where we explored the possibility of being able to ‘see’ evil.
‘Henry Jekyll stood at times aghast before the acts of Edward Hyde,’ Jekyll writes, ‘but
the situation was apart from ordinary laws, and insidiously relaxed the grasp of
conscience. It was Hyde, after all, and Hyde alone, that was guilty.’ How responsible
does Jekyll feel for Hyde’s actions? How responsible should we feel for the actions of
others? What might Stevenson be suggesting about conscience and responsibility?
Opportunity to link to current news stories about responsibility.

Lang AO1
Lit AO1

Lang AO1, AO2 and AO4
Lit AO1 and AO2
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Explore why, even in this confessional chapter, certain details of the story’s horrors
remain obscure. Jekyll refuses to give any description of his youthful sins, and he
does not actually elaborate on any of the ‘depravity’— except the murder of Carew—in
which Hyde engages.
How might this link to the other silences in the book? Perhaps these deeds are so
depraved that they defy all attempts at true explanation, or perhaps Stevenson fears
that to describe them explicitly would be to destroy their eerie power or perhaps rigid
Victorian norms would not have allowed him to elaborate upon Jekyll's and Hyde's
crimes if they were gruesome? Pupils discuss and decide which is most / more
probable?
Explain that while Victorian society forbade the discussion of many issues, sexuality
stood at the top of the blacklist. Based on other indications in the novel, how far can
we reasonably infer that the misdeeds of Jekyll and Hyde are sexual in nature?
For example, upon the novel's introduction of Hyde, he tramples a young girl
underfoot and then pays off her family. Child prostitution was rampant in Victorian
London, might there be a suggestion of it here? Read and explore The Guardian nonfiction article on child prostitution in Victorian England?
Moreover, in a novel whose characters are all staunch bachelors, might we interpret
the ‘depravity’ mentioned in the text as acts of hidden homosexuality? Link to the late
Victorian novel The Picture of Dorian Gray.
Pupils discuss and hypothesise.
Stevenson’s message of the novel is that we are all Jekylls, desperately trying to keep
our Hydes under control. How far do you agree?

Lang AO1 and AO2
Lit AO1 and AO2

Lang AO1 and AO2
Lit AO1 and AO2

Lang AO1 and AO2
Lit AO1 and AO2

Lang AO2 and AO3
Lit AO1 and AO3

Lang AO1, AO2 and AO4
Lit AO1, AO2 and AO3

Reflect/Revisit/Reread/Revise
A period to present and reflect on learning

Learning outcomes shared and
reflected upon

Opportunities to revisit this text can be explored with:
(give examples when final text choices have been made)
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Developing KS4 Curriculum: Case Study
Name of school

Park Community School

Contextual
information



11 – 16 school in an area of high social deprivation.



Role is approximately 900.



50% of pupils are pupil premium



Approximately 30% of pupils year on year are below expected entry point

Focus for
development

Creating an engaging, challenging, rigorous and broad KS4 curriculum which
responds to the new GCSE specifications and enriches pupils’ literary and
linguistic knowledge and experiences.

What did the KS4 curriculum used to look like?
The Key Stage 4 curriculum used to follow a linear, unit-based structure which facilitated the
completion of the Language and literature controlled assessments. The curriculum was front-loaded
with time spent on controlled assessments from the last term of Year 9, through into Year 10. This
was then followed by explicit exam preparation: Literature and Language novels, poetry cluster and
writing preparation.

What needed to change?
Teaching to exam resulted in an English curriculum which was limited in scope. The need to teach
to controlled assessment prevented teachers ensuring that pupils left English equipped with a range
of skills and the resilience to tackle a variety of challenging texts and tasks. We needed to create a
curriculum which both challenges and enriches pupils’ experiences, covering a wide range of
thematically linked texts. We also needed to change the focus on teaching a specific kind of
response to the teaching of a wide range of important skills to tackle any kind of text or requirement.

What did we do?



Close analysis of the Edexcel Literature and Language specifications and sample assessment
materials to gain a clear understanding of what each component was testing, assessing and
marking for.



Department had an initial discussion of what we wanted our Year 11 leaver to look like, which led
to the creation of aspirational pen portraits for each year group linked to the new requirements.



This then fed into two department groups who mapped out how they thought a KS4 curriculum
might look on order to deliver the above. These ideas were then brought together to build a
thematic approach to the curriculum.



This process was supported by HIAS pedagogical principles, plans for a generic model
curriculum responding to the needs to all the exam boards, analysis of question stems and joint
planning of an example scheme of work.
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What have we achieved so far?


The KS4 curriculum has been mapped. A revised medium term planning tool has been
created which promotes a greater flexibility for individual class teachers, enabling teachers to
differentiate and personalise learning to the needs of their classes. Alongside this, there is a
much more explicit focus on teacher accountability and ensuring that pupils are equipped to
engage with, and have opinions about a wide range of texts from across the 19th, 20th and
21st centuries.



Initial schemes have been planned; a rigorous review process has been planned into
department meetings.



To support this, the years 7 – 9 curriculum is being reviewed to ensure that pupils are
prepared for KS4.



Both KS 3 and 4 have been mapped against the assessment walls, along with prescribed
core assessment tasks.

What are the prospects for further development?


Both the KS3 and 4 curricular are subject to review, development and revision.



Pupil interviews will be carried out to inform the review process.

What our teachers and pupils have to say
At this point, pupils have not had experience of the new curriculum – however, English
teachers are excited at the prospect of the new curriculum and the freedom and challenge it
enables.

Key contact

Email: r.pearce@pcs.hants.sch.uk
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Developing KS4 Curriculum: Case Study
Name of school

Portchester Community School

Contextual
information

On roll: 745
Mixed Comprehensive School
In Sept 2014, Portchester Community School was deemed as an RI school by
OFSTED (Jan 2013) over the course this current academic year the school has
now been graded as a ‘Good’ school by OFSTED (Jan 2015)

Focus for
development

In light of the changes to the new GCSE curriculum, we had to consider what
impact this would have on teaching and learning. One of the main differences
was the fact that Controlled Assessments were abolished in the new curriculum.
As well as this, there is a much higher demand for the students in regards to
breadth of reading.

What did the KS4 curriculum used to look like?
The Legacy Spec moulded the curriculum so that it became easier to teach by unit. For example: 4
Controlled Assessments were needed in Year 10 and individual units were covered in Year 11 (See
overview below)

English Departments generally designed the curriculum in this way as it became easier to complete
a Controlled Assessment and then move onto the next one. Towards the end of year 11, the focus
for teachers would be to look at the exam papers and teach to the question on the exam spec. Again
this would generally be unit or topic based. For example: Lit Paper 1 unit 1 or Lang Writing Unit 1.
What needed to change?
Key questions that we needed to consider:
 How do we keep these exam texts fresh?
 How do we deal with pupils who say “We’ve already done this?”
 How do we raise the level of challenge?
 How do we ensure mastery and engagement (and test this)?
 How do we stop ourselves from teaching the same stuff, the same way?
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We needed to change the way that the curriculum currently maps by unit (Controlled Assessment).
We also needed to consider how we would map a range of different texts across a two year course
without making it monotonous for the students. Furthermore, we had to consider how we would
combine both Language and Literature in the new curriculum model.

What did we do?
As part of the group, we discussed many possible solutions when thinking about the new curriculum.
Initially, at the start of the year, we discussed exactly what changes were needed and how best to
develop the curriculum in a way that meets the demands of the new curriculum.
Meeting regularly and liaising with schools on the same exam board, we met, discussed and shared
planning, considering the needs of our students. We thought carefully about grouping the units into
themes rather than individual components of the course (as happened previously)

What have we achieved so far?
On a personal level, I have already mapped the new Year 10 curriculum for the department, taking
into consideration the discussion in the group. I have also written a couple of medium term plans for
units of work and shared this at the Hampshire LIME meetings with other representatives from
English departments.
What are the prospects for further development?


Develop the curriculum so that the assessment criteria match clearly against the new model.



To review the curriculum model in light of student voice and feedback.



To consider how we teach and revisit some of the key texts in Year 11 in preparation for the
exam.
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What our teachers and pupils have to say
The teachers in our department seemed very pleased with the improvements in the curriculum.
Many of our teachers supported the idea of progression and links between units and texts and saw
the advantage with using texts as a way of supporting other texts on the course.
After modelling one of our new units with Year 9, the feedback with students has been very positive.
They enjoy the fact that they can use their prior knowledge of other texts to support what they are
currently reading in class.
Key contact
Email: t.wood@portchester.hants.sch.uk
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1

1

2

3

What does this
look like in terms
of assessment?

Yr 9 Are you having a laugh?
Engage
A warm-up period when pupils get acquainted with the context
Pre-Assessment
Students to read Blackadder Script – analyse the
scriptwriter’s techniques.
Pre Assessment

Make links to prior learning explicit

Assessment Skill:
-

Reading/analysis of
playwrights intentions and
techniques

How does the scriptwriter make this scene humorous?




Consider the visuals – how it might look to an audience



Which characters are the comedic characters? How do you know this?



What is the situation in this scene? Why would this be funny?

Assessment Criteria



2 weeks













What makes them laugh? Are there different styles of
comedy? Why do we need to laugh?
Students to come up with their own different styles of
comedy and examples – real life of TV/Film
Look at Mr Bean and Charlie Chaplin– students to
compare the difference/similarities in the comedy style.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=veZOrXVHf7U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n_1apYo6-Ow
What techniques are used to make the audience laugh?
Focus on Visual / everyday situations
Share different comedy styles – students to begin placing
example in the boxes.
Explore early history of comedy.
Elizabethan Jesters
Higher Ability could look at Dead Pan Comedy
Laughing Yoga Classes
How does comedy differ in texts (novels/non-fiction) in
comparison to TV/Film?



Exploring the genre



Understanding of
significant meanings in
text (Understanding of
intentions and syle)



Key thinking question:



Why do we need to
laugh?



Why are their different
styles?



What are the different
styles of comedy?

Prepare
A period to share initial ideas and get a sense of the task ahead
How does the writer engage their audience? Humour used to relieve tension
(a03)
2 weeks – Don’t share the Much Ado Scenes in these weeks – simply explore
the parts in bold and the overall play.





E.g Leonato’s involvement (Could link to mocking of presidents etc –
spitting image) People with status and power. (the royal family spoof
YouTube sensation – Will and Kate wedding parody)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTrpwXODmZo
Look at the visuals interpretation in the Much Ado film. Deck Chair – link
back
The use of the audience in the scene – make links to Miranda etc
involvement – Miranda Clip/Script

Ensure next steps are relevant:
set the pitch of learning outcomes
in line with the students in front of
you
-

Understanding Significant
meanings

-

Writers techniques

-

Effects on an audience

-



Model how to structure responses – interpretation/writer’s ideas /
audience’s response (Why would they find this humorous?)
Juxtaposition for effect: comedy and drama (tension) Miranda Clip/
Blackadder/
1

Key texts to use:
Miranda Clip and script
Little Britain
Spitting Image Clip / Mocking of President Bush

Investigate
A period to categorise or organise new ideas and knowledge 2 weeks


Introduce the two key scenes from Much Ado



Students to analyse the trickery scenes in Much Ado – Beatrice and
Beatrice.
Play around with the style of comedy
- Present this scene in mime (Charlie Chaplin style)
- Modern Day style
- Miranda Style (To the audience)
Higher Ability (Dead-Pan)
Higher ability could look at the Porter in Macbeth – How humour is
used to relieve tension (Structure) – Build comparisons
Students to look at the film version of the scenes – how have they
added humour to the scene?
How is an audience involved by Shakespeare in the script?
Look at what comes before and after these scenes – Comic effect /
tension before?
Shakespeare techniques – looking at language choice.
Benedick’s and Beatrice’s reaction.
Explore different audience’s reactions – Contemporary and Modern
Audience.











Reflections on learning as it is
happening
- Understanding of language
and structure
- Close analysis of language at
word level
- Playwright’s Intentions
- Interpretation


Use/apply/create
A period to deploy or re-shape new knowledge
3 lessons
- End Assessment (See End Assessment
Sheet)
-

Planned opportunities for assessment evidence

To be assessed using the same mark scheme as
the pre-assessment – skills taught throughout the unit.

Analyse the Beatrice Tricking Scene

Students to consider the language at word level, structure,
playwright’s intentions and audiences reactions.

Reflect
A period to present and reflect on learning
3 lessons
Students to respond to PATHS marking and show a PATCH IMPROVE in
their book.

Learning outcomes shared and
reflected upon

An opportunity to look at the first tricking scene with Don John.
Comparison between the two.
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Year 10 Living with Decisions (Main text study Blood Brothers)
Teaching phase and content

Taught tasks

Applied tasks

Engage – pre-reading (1 week engage and assessment)
Pre-Assessment: (LIT AO1+AO3+AO4) (Explore how ____ is important in ______ Refer to the context of
the ____)
Unseen – Short text with a paragraph around the context (Unseen poem) Poem: Out of the Blue
Context: 9/11 Falling Man Image













Class making decisions as they come into the class
– (Put the class the role of decision making –
making decisions for others in the class) – Deal or
No Deal style – two boxes one visible tempt a prize.
What influenced your decision? One person making
a huge decision in the class that impacts the others
(E.g. Chocolate)
Scenario cards – decision making (Use Blood
Brothers themes + Much Ado)
Have you ever made a decision that has changed
your life? Did it affect others?
What different choices we will have to make in life?
Which will be the most important? Rank order
decisions ranging from big to small. Possibly
include non-fiction articles.
Decision making book (examples) (outcome and
decisions)
Are some choices we make in life easier than
others? What factors might influence our choices
we make in life? Money / Status / Family / Power /
Mood (Giving them characters)
Image discussion – Share images that link to
decision making
How does society impact on our decisions? (Social
Media pressure – Water Challenge (giving money
for charity) Leading to social pressure
‘Neknominations’

Lit AO1 Informed
Personal Response
(Verbal)

Lang AO4 Evaluation
(Verbal)
How much do you agree…?

Lang AO3 (Verbal)
Comparison of
decisions

Lang AO5&6 and AO4 Lit –
Imaginative Writing – Title
‘The Big Decision’
(Possibly use an image)
LIT

Lang AO1 – NonFiction retrieval

Identify the phrase that… (1)
Give 2 ways that … (4)
Identify …(2)
How many does… (1)
What similarities (with
evidence)…(6)

Prepare – pre-reading (3 weeks)








David Cameron/Thatcher – Labour Campaign –
Image discussion. What do you know about the
80’s? What does this image suggest?
Riot comparison – London two years ago in
comparison to the Liverpool riots. Image
comparison and discussion.
What do you know about Liverpool?
Geographically, context – can students relate to
Liverpool? Have they been?
Informative texts about 1980’s Liverpool – Toxteth
riots in Liverpool ‘1981’
Share ‘Marilyn Monroe’ song – listen. What would
you do? Pick apart language linked to context
Reading of Act 1 with the class up to the music
number ‘Easy terms’ – Explore the factors that
impacted Mrs Johnson decision.
(Money/Social/Mrs Lyons/consequences)
Students to explore the decision they would have
made. Is this an example of being forced into a
decision? Was this a difficult decision for Mrs

Lit A03 and Lang 01 –
Understanding of the
context and retrieval
using non-fiction

Lang AO1 – Non-Fiction
retrieval

Identify the phrase that… (1)
Give 2 ways that … (4)
Identify …(2)
How many does… (1)
What similarities (with evidence)…(6)

Lang AO2

How does the writer use
language to…

Lit AO3 (Verbal)
3







Lyons?
Explore the song lyrics ‘Easy Child’ Compare verses
between Mrs Lyons and Mrs Johnson – Could link
with the poem ‘If’by Rudyard Kipling.
Read up to ‘Shoes Upon the Table’ – Superstitions.
Decisions affected by superstitions – role of the
narrator.
Mickey and Eddie pg 17/18 – contrast in class. How
are these twins different? Link to Non-Fiction
Chinese Twins – share. What does this tell us about
the decision that Mrs Johnstone has made? What
impact has her decision had on these two boys?
Page 11 – Mrs Johnstone’s decisions to tell her kids
that the other one has died. Link to Hero and the
faking of her death in Much Ado.

LANG AO3 and AO2
Comparison and
language analysis of
song lyrics

LANG AO3 Comparison
(Verbal)

LANG AO5 + AO6 and LIT
AO4
Writing of a
monologue/diary entry as
the mother in Blood
Brothers about the
decision made

LANG A03 + AO2
Comparison

Investigate – pre-reading (2 weeks)









Act 2 – Marilyn Monroe music (Structure – Why
play the same music at the start of Act 2?) –
Decisions come to haunt her. Wrong decision?
Living with decisions that we have made. Possible
reference back to
Consequences of decisions –
Being affected by decisions. Much Ado – Friar.
Conscience and our decisions, Lady Macbeth –
Look at her demise in the end of the play. Can
students see how Mrs Johnstone is affected in Act
2?
End of Act 2 – Look at the stage directions of Eddie
and Mickey shooting scene. Decisions made by of
Mickey and Eddie. Link to Romeo and Juliet
(Romeo killing Tybalt) and Charge of the Light
Brigade (Decisions made to kill) Comparison of
decisions that result in death. Cain and Abel
comparison from the Bible.
Jury/Court Room Scene Mock Up – Mrs
Johnstone/Mickey and Eddie
Making decisions and being naïve. Could link to
Adam and Eve. Explore the number ‘Tell Me It’s Not
True’ What does this tell us about her point of view
now? Do we feel sympathy? Yes/No?

LANG AO2 Structure
How does the writer
structure the opening of…

LIT A04 – SPAG
(Words classes and
semantic fields in
Mickey’s rage and
Romeo’s)

LIT UNSEEN POETRY –
AO3, AO1 – Charge of the
Light Brigade

Lang AO3 Compare
writers ideas
Court Room Scene
assessed for LIT AO1
Spoken Language –
Court Room Mock up

(Personal response using
references from the text)

Analyse – Use/apply/create (1 week including Assessment)
 Students to map the consequences of Mrs
LIT AO1 –Knowledge


Jonstone’s decision across the course of the play
Analyse page 6-13. Students to analyse how the
social context has impacted her decisions in the
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scene.
Group work around small sections (page 6-13)

LANG AO4 – Evaluate
texts critically

End Assessment
‘Mrs Lyons: Already you’re being threatened by the Welfare people’
Explore how Mrs. Johnstone deals with the decision to give up one of her children in the play.
You must refer to the context of the play in your answer
(Total mark for question = 40) This includes 8 marks for vocab, sentence structure, spelling
and punctuation.)
Review – 1 week (Opportunity for students to watch Blood Brothers in October 2015)
 PATHS marking improvement
LIT and LANG AO1
Opportunities for Fiction
 Opportunities to explore decision making in other
(Verbal)
19th Century
texts
Lang AO1 – Non-Fiction
 Making decisions in other contexts 19th Century
retrieval
Fiction to use – Frankenstein’s Decision to bring



the monster to life. Great Expectations – Miss
Havisham
To Kill A Mockingbird – Attitcus going against
other views in Alabama.
Jekyll and Hyde – Decision of what he creates.

Identify the phrase that… (1)
Give 2 ways that … (4)
Identify …(2)
How many does… (1)
What similarities (with evidence)…(6)
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Developing KS4 Curriculum: Case Study
Name of school

Crookhorn College

Contextual
information

A*-G GCSE: WJEC. 9-1 GCSE: Eduqas.

Focus for
development

Finalisation of Schemes and Schedules for 2015-16.

A*-C Results 2013: 46% 2014: 62%.

Development and Implementation of new schemes for 2015-17.

What did the KS4 curriculum used to look like?
Only 3 sets of most able students entered for Language and Literature.(Previously 2013 Lit early entry in
Y10) Remainder: English (Y11)
Y10 : Controlled Assessment focussed.
Y11: Exam focussed. Nov Mock Exams and March Practice Exams.

What needed to change?
2013-15:

4x 50 minute periods.

2014-16ff: 6x 50 minute periods.
All students now entered for Language/Literature.
For 2013-16: Need to plan/devise integrated schemes and manageable schedules that facilitate Controlled
Assessment, engagement, progression and secure skilling, with suitable exam opportunity.
For 2015-17: Need to plan/devise integrated schemes and manageable schedules that facilitate
engagement, progression and secure skilling, with suitable exam opportunity that build students’ resilience.

What did we do?
Secured SMT support and indulgence!
Attendance at OFSTED/ HTLC/HIAS and Exam Board briefings.
Early identification of Specification.
Attended ‘Preparing to Teach’ events.
Long term sustained development of Schemes and Schedules, incorporating College internal ARR Calendar.
Devise Y9 as Foundation Course in order to ensure acceptance and understanding of expectations from
students and staff alike.
In Planning: change of focus in order to embrace conceptual mind set to Literature texts, to frame Exam
texts within larger concepts, with related tapestry of thematically related texts embroidered around study.
In Setting: move to Y10 Top set; standardised sets for remainder.

What have we achieved so far?
2014-6 A*-G GCSE Schemes and Schedules in place.
2015-16 9-1 GCSE Schedules in place. Schemes either finalised or in development, according to level of
urgency.
2014-15-16 Y9 Pre GCSE course in place.
Staff Briefed at Faculty Conference: Preparing to Teach 2015-17. Schemes and Schedules issued:
standardisation marking undertaken.

What are the prospects for further development?
6

We now enter a period of review as the new GCSEs are delivered and as the powers that be monitor
delivery and attainment.
We’ll do the job and see how it goes….
Big Q: How do the assessment criteria relate to the new grades…what will we be able to glean?

Key contact
Email: tim.bezant@crookhorn.hants.sch.uk
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Crookhorn English. Learning Scheme.
GCSE 2017. English Literature: Component 2 Section A. Post 1914 Prose or Drama.
To be read in conjunction with Eduqas GCSE English Literature Specification 2017.
Initiate - Consolidate - Enrich - Review - Complete.
Draft Revised 15.6.15.
Aims for this Scheme:
 For students to enjoy their experience reading and exploring the selected prose and/or drama texts, responding both to the content and the ideas addressed and explored.
 For students to understand and evaluate how content, style and language are crafted, structured and deployed for effect and impact in texts.
 For students to apply a critical understanding and appreciation of texts, making links and comparisons as appropriate, evaluating the effect upon the reader.
 For students to apply the reading and response skills required for GCSE English Literature 2017 AO 1-2-4.
 For students to be able to articulate their understanding in an appropriate critical style to apply for GCSE English Literature 2017 AO 1-2-4.
 To enable students to achieve their Target Level in assessment.
Learning Outcomes:
 All students will develop an evaluative and critical understanding of the themes, issues and concepts addressed, explored and related to the selected post 1914 prose or drama text.
 All students will develop an evaluative and critical understanding of how an author crafts, structures and deploys content, style, structure and language for effect and impact on a
reader, according to their intentions, in a post 1914 prose or drama text.
 All students will have the opportunity to engage in wider thematically English Language activities and related outcomes/assessments in reading/writing.
 All students will develop the assessment/examination time management and examination techniques necessary to apply this understanding in a manner that prepares them for GCSE
English Literature 2017 assessment.
 Most students will apply this understanding successfully in responding to a GCSE English Literature 2017 assessment, thereby achieving their target grade.
 Some students will apply this understanding successfully in responding GCSE English Literature 2017 assessment, thereby exceeding their target grade.
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English Literature: Assessment Objectives for GCSE 2017.

AO Assessed in this Scheme in bold/highlight:

AO1
Read, understand and respond to texts. Students should be able to:
- maintain a critical style and develop an informed personal response.
-use textual references, including quotations, to support and illustrate interpretations.
AO2
Analyse the language, form and structure used by a writer to create meanings and effects, using relevant subject terminology where appropriate.
AO3
Show understanding of the relationships between texts and the contexts in which they were written.
AO4
Use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for clarity, purpose and effect, with accurate spelling and punctuation.
Regulatory requirements set out by Ofqual state all GCSE English Literature specifications will be assessed by examination, be untiered, be fully linear with
assessments available in the summer series; and will allocate five per cent of the total marks to accurate spelling, punctuation and grammar.

English Language: Assessment Objectives for GCSE 2017.

AO opportunities in this Scheme.

READING (50%) Read and understand a range of texts to:
AO1
- Identify and interpret explicit and implicit information and ideas - Select and synthesise evidence from different texts
AO2

Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use language and structure to achieve effects and influence readers, using relevant subject terminology
to support their views

AO3

Compare writers’ ideas and perspectives, as well as how these are conveyed, across two or more texts
AO4
Evaluate texts critically and support this with appropriate textual references
WRITING (50%)
AO5
- Communicate clearly, effectively and imaginatively, selecting and adapting tone, style and register for different forms, purposes and audiences
-Organise information and ideas, using structural and grammatical features to support coherence and cohesion of texts
AO6

Candidates must use a range of vocabulary and sentence structures for clarity, purpose and effect, with accurate spelling and punctuation. (This
requirement must constitute 20% of the marks for each specification as a whole.)
SPOKEN LANGUAGE (Unweighted)
AO7
Demonstrate presentation skills in a formal setting
AO8
Listen and respond appropriately to spoken language, including to questions and feedback to presentations
AO9

Use spoken Standard English effectively in speeches and presentations.

English Literature: Component 2 Section A. Post 1914 Prose or Drama. Learners study one prose or drama text from the prescribed list.
Lord of the Flies (Golding); OR Anita and Me (Syal); OR Never Let Me Go (Ishiguro); OR The Woman in Black (Hill); OR
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Oranges are not the Only Fruit (Winterson); OR The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night Time (play script) (Stephens); OR A Taste of Honey (Delaney); OR
An Inspector Calls (Priestley); OR The History Boys (Bennett); OR Blood Brothers (Russell).
Conceptual Thinking: Some Big Questions…just a few…‘An Inspector Calls’/ ‘Lord of the Flies’:

















What is society?
Do we need society?
What makes a fair society?
What are the characteristics of a fair society?
What makes an unfair society?
What are the characteristics of an unfair society?
What should a society provide?
How should a society provide?
What are the rights of an individual?
What are the rights of an individual in a society?
What are an individual’s responsibilities in/ to a society?
What is a community?
What is the difference between society and community?
What is family?
What standards do we expect from our leaders?
Define utopia/dystopia…. And which do you want to live in?
What happens when there are no rules?
What makes a civilised society?
Create/Design your own society... what will it stand for?
What is its ethos?
How will it define itself?
Relationships and responsibilities… How do we make relationships? What are our responsibilities?
Could we live alone… if we wanted to?
… and how far are we responsible for our actions?

Related texts: ‘An Inspector Calls’: Starters for 10…
-Beveridge Report
-Priestley: ‘English Journey’/’Margin Released’.
-Locke/Hobbes.
-1 Corinthians 12
-‘Howards End’.
-National Archives- Welfare State.
-Us & Them… dystopias old & new.

How will it work?

-Dickens.

-Mayhew.

Link to Component 1 Section A. C20 Lit Reading/ Component 1: Section B. Creative Prose Writing: Responsibility/Regret/Ideal Worlds:
Link to Component 2 Section A. C19 and C21 Non Fiction Reading/ Component 2: Section B: Transactional Writing: letter writing/articles/reportage.





The Scheme is presented in Learning Phases of Initiate - Consolidate - Enrich - Review - Complete. The Phase of the Scheme to be delivered will vary according to
the placement of the Scheme within the two year Learning Schedule for the Cohort. However, the phases are not necessarily discrete and will overlap/overlay each
other as skills and understanding are taught, developed and refined.
Individual teachers are encouraged to exploit the opportunities for differentiation, supplementation and improvement of the Scheme in their selection and
deployment of texts, in order to facilitate the progress of students.
Consult the relevant Annual Schedule for the Cohort regarding Assessment and Reporting dates derived from the College’s Academic Calendar.
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Phase
1a
Initiate:
Engage
1b
Initiate:
Function

Content
Conceptual
See above….

Notes/Specification extracts.
Thinking:
Big
Questions…
…. What is society for?

Function of Component.
Set Component within Scheme of Assessment.
Explain value/weighting.
Introduce/explain Assessment Criteria/strands.
Introduce Exam question styles.
How we will read what we will read.
Relate Component Assessment Criteria to students’
Target Grades..
Set targets for achievement of Target Grade.
 Text KeyThemes: as appropriate.

Initiation and Consolidation: Reading of text:
(post 1914 Prose OR Drama).
Explore, analyse and evaluate from the following:
 Genre- what do we expect from a novel/play
text?
 What reading skills are required?

Eduqas Literature C2:
Post 1914 Prose/Drama
Literature AO1, AO2 and AO4.
‘1. This assessment will test, through a
source based response, knowledge and
understanding of a post-1914
prose/drama text. Learners will be
expected to comment on
 the writer's use of language,
structure and form and
 show an understanding of key
themes, characters and ideas
within the text.
 This assessment will also test
learner's spelling, punctuation
and grammar.
2. It is not permitted to take copies of
the set texts into the examination.
3. Learners will need to demonstrate
their knowledge and understanding of
aspects of plot, characterisation, events
and key themes; they will need to
evaluate and analyse how language,
structure and form are used by the
writer to create meanings and effects.’
Teacher to prepare and lead
investigation into
 content/character/themes
 structure/language/style
 intentions/impact/response
pertinent to the selected text.

Explore/secure student understanding of
 Content: exposition and plot development.
 Presentation of characters:
exposition-> development -> resolution.
Critical: audience/reader response?

Literature
AO1
Read, understand and respond to texts.
Students should be able to:
- maintain a critical style and develop an

 Refresh Exam KeySkill: RETAIN.
(Read->Engage->Track->Analyse->Insight->
Interpretation.)
 Refresh Exam KeySkill: PEACE.
(Point->Evidence->Analysis->Comment->Explanation
for overview/intentions.)
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Initiate/
Consolidate

Text.
[Explore

Investigate

Resources
/
Outcomes
Create the intellectual context that is referred back to in reading.




Eduqas English Literature Specification.
Eduqas English Literature Sample Assessment Materials: pp 1935; 58-59; 60-80.






Generic sample exam questions- see below.
Faculty PowerPoint: English Literature Post 1914 Prose or Drama.
Study Guide- available to download from Learning Platform.
[WJEC Past papers.]



Selected set text post 1914 Prose OR Drama.

 Faculty PowerPoint: English Literature Post 1914 Prose or Drama.
 This phase will form the majority of the learning.
NB Teachers to lay foundations of Key Skills for Phase 3 in progress of
reading text- select/evaluate/respond to extracts in process of reading of
the text.
Opportunities to tie in English Language Skills…
For fiction and non-fiction…
 AO1 Language
‘Identify the phrase that…?’
‘Identify the words that…’
‘List four facts from…
‘Identify the stage directions that show the development of …’
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Enjoy]










Relationships and interactions:
exposition-> development -> resolution.
Attitudes and motives.
Narrative structure.
Close Reading: deployment of language:
how meaning, ideas and feeling are
conveyed through language, structure and
form; significance of particular words,
phrases and stylistic features.
Secure understanding of whole text.
Presentation of theme/s. Relate back to
concepts.
Author’s intentions.
Impact on reader.
Personal critical response.
Examination skills: class practice for Formal
Assessment as scheduled.

Note making and selection of references/quotations
to facilitate Target Grade quality response.

3
Enrich/
Review
Text

[Explore

Investigate

Enjoy]

Reading into concept/s presented on set text…
Re-reading of text: (post 1914 Prose OR Drama).
Explore, analyse and evaluate from the following:
 (Genre- what do we expect from a
novel/play text?
 What reading skills are required?
 Content: exposition and plot development.
 Presentation of characters:
exposition-> development -> resolution.
Critical: audience/reader response?
 Relationships and interactions:
exposition-> development -> resolution.
 Attitudes and motives.
 Narrative structure.)
 Close Reading: deployment of language:
how meaning, ideas and feeling are
conveyed through language, structure and

informed personal response.
-use textual references, including
quotations, to support and illustrate
interpretations.
AO2
Analyse the language, form and
structure used by a writer to create
meanings and effects, using relevant
subject terminology where appropriate.
AO4
Use a range of vocabulary and sentence
structures for clarity, purpose and
effect, with accurate spelling and
punctuation.

 AO2 Language
Close link to Lit AO4 – critical style threaded through short tasks:
Comment, explain, analyse
‘How does the writer’s use of language suggest/ reveal…?’
‘How does the structure support/reinforce/convey…?’
 AO3 Language
‘Compare how XXX and YYY respond to …?’
 AO4 Language
Evaluate texts critically/reader’s response…
‘To what extent do you agree…?’
‘Are you convinced by…?’
‘How might an audience/reader respond to…?’
‘What are the author’s intentions…?’
‘How does the author intend the reader/audience to respond to…’
Short, focused tasks running through exploration of the text or texts
used formatively as understanding and critical thinking develops.

Language
AO2 Explain, comment on and analyse how writers use language and structure to achieve effects and
influence readers, using relevant subject terminology
to support their views.
AO4 Evaluate texts critically and support
this with appropriate textual references.

Literature
AO1
Read, understand and respond to texts.
Students should be able to:
- maintain a critical style and develop an
informed personal response.
-use textual references, including
quotations, to support and illustrate
interpretations.
AO2
Analyse the language, form and
structure used by a writer to create
meanings and effects, using relevant
subject terminology where appropriate.
AO4
Use a range of vocabulary and sentence

Opportunities to tie in English Language Skills…
?Exploit stage/TV/radio/film versions…
 AO5 and AO6 Language
‘If I ruled the world…’
‘In an ideal world…’
‘Looking back, she could see when it had all started to go wrong…’
‘He knew he’d regret it.’
‘Write a letter/speech/article arguing that the strong should care more for
the weak…’
‘Write a review…’
‘”We do not live alone.” Discuss.’
Grammar and style.

Ideas for impact.
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form; significance of particular words,
phrases and stylistic features.
Secure understanding of whole text.
Presentation of theme. Relate back to
concepts.
Author’s intentions.
Impact on reader.
Personal critical response.
Examination skills: class practice for Formal
Assessment as scheduled.

structures for clarity, purpose and
effect, with accurate spelling and
punctuation.

Possibly also English Language AO 7-8-9.

Notemaking and selection of references/quotations
to facilitate Target Grade quality response.

4
Review/
Complete

Literature Examination Preparation

Refer to the AO as above.

Question: Responding to novel/drama. 45 mins.
Question types: character, relationships or theme.

‘Look at the words… show how they
work….’

Revise/review/revisit and secure understanding of

The extract selected may reveal a
character’s key qualities or reveal salient
development in character/mood….

content/ character/ theme/ authorial intentions/
reader response/impact and effect…
Students work collaboratively- solo->pairs-> groups->
class to investigate and evaluate the following.
 Nature of extract selected.
 How language is deployed to convey
character/mood/development in the extract.
 How content and language are deployed to
convey theme in the extract.
 How content and language are deployed to
convey author’s intentions.




Relate Key Word of question to knowledge
of the novel/play as a whole.
Sequence/structure ideas. See possible
paragraphed plan below…
Build to independent conclusion: intentions?

Refer to the extract first as directed by
the Q, then to the novel/play as whole.
Track: ensure coverage from the very
beginning to the very end of the extract!
Band 5 responses ‘include pertinent,
direct references from across the
extract and wider text, including
quotations.’
Track: ensure reference to /quotation
from the novel/play as a whole!
Examiners will require candidates to
show knowledge from B->M->E of text.






Eduqas Sample Assessment Materials.
(WJEC past papers.)
Study Guide- available to download from itslearning.
Faculty PowerPoint: English Literature Post 1914 Prose or Drama.

Sample Q
‘You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.
You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel/play to
answer this question.
a) Write about the character of XXXX and how s/he is presented throughout the
novel/play.
In your response you should:

refer to the extract and the novel/play as a whole;

show your understanding of characters and events in the novel/play. [40]
b) Write about the relationship between X and Y and how it is presented at
different points in the novel/play.
In your response you should:

refer to the extract and the novel/play as a whole;

show your understanding of characters and events in the novel/play. [40]
c) Write about the theme of XXXX and the way it is presented in the novel/play.
In your response you should:

refer to the extract and the novel/play as a whole;

show your understanding of characters and events in the novel/play.
[40].
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Use knowledge of novel/play, content
and characters to convey critical insight
into character/theme, according to key
word of Q.

5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and
the use of vocabulary and sentence structures.’
(i e 35+5= 40)

Ensure time is used in a balanced way:
answers that refer to the extract only
will not be complete.

Review/
Complete

[Apply
to Exam
function].

Examination Technique
 Exam KeySkills mnemonic RETAIN.
(Read->Engage->Track->Analyse->Insight->
Interpretation.)
 Exam KeySkill: PEACE.
(Point->Evidence->Analysis->Comment->Explanation
for overview/intentions.)
 Structuring a response.
 Time management: see below.
 The language of response: adopting
appropriate critical tone and style.
 Teach the Assessment Criteria.
Practice/development of skills and response.
Time Management. 45 minutes.
0-5 mins:
• Highlight KeyWord of question. Focus.
• Highlight extract in terms of KeyWord of
question. Track! Beginning->Middle->End.
• Plan!
• References/Quotation. What is revealed in
extract? What is revealed in whole text?
6-42 mins:
• Write your answer. ? At least 6 paragraphs at
6 mins each…. about 2 sides.
• Keep references/quotations in sequence.
• Build to your conclusion.
• Ensure coverage of full text. Track! B->M->E.
• PEACE. RETAIN.
• AO4: accuracy!
• Answer the Q!

Possible Paragraphed Plan.
Para 1: Set up focus on key word of Qcharacter/mood/effect? Go into
evaluating what is shown in the extract
provided. Quote! Analyse.
Para 2: Continue and conclude
evaluating the extract. Quote! Analyse.
Para 3: Track through novel/play…
Refer/Quote/Analyse.
Para 4: Track through novel/play…
Refer/Quote/Analyse.
Para 5: Track through novel/play. Refer
to ending: final impressions of the
character/theme?
Refer/Quote/Analyse.
Para 6: Conclusion. Answer the Q.
Author’s meanings and intentions?
Personal critical response?

Mark Scheme: AO1 and AO2 are equally weighted.
AO1 Band 5.
Candidates:

sustain focus on the task, including overview, convey ideas with
consistent coherence and use an appropriate register;

use a sensitive and evaluative approach to the task and analyse the
extract and wider text critically;

show a perceptive understanding of the extract and wider text,
engaging fully, perhaps with some originality in their personal
response;

their responses include pertinent, direct references from across the
extract and wider text, including quotations.
AO2: Band 5.
Candidates:

analyse and appreciate writers’ use of language, form and structure;

make assured reference to meanings and effects exploring and
evaluating the way meaning and ideas are conveyed through language
structure and form;
use precise subject terminology in an appropriate context.
AO4
High Performance Band 4: 4-5 marks.
In the context of the Level of Demand of the question, Learners spell and
punctuate with consistent accuracy, and consistently use vocabulary and sentence
structures to achieve effective control of meaning.
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5
Complete

42-45 mins:
• Check over: Make sure you are correct!
Literature: Class Test/Internal Exam/External
Examination.
Assessment as appropriate to Schedule
Exercise Books/ A4 Paper.
Black ink.
Named.
Candidate Numbers.
Centre Number 58721
Dated.
Up to 45 mins.

AO1
Read, understand and respond to texts.
Students should be able to:
- maintain a critical style and develop an
informed personal response.
-use textual references, including
quotations, to support and illustrate
interpretations.
AO2
Analyse the language, form and
structure used by a writer to create
meanings and effects, using relevant
subject terminology where appropriate.
AO4
Use a range of vocabulary and sentence
structures for clarity, purpose and
effect, with accurate spelling and
punctuation.

See below pp 12-13 for Assessment Criteria.
See below pp14-17 for Crookhorn grade descriptors.
AO4.
All Components in English Literature involve extended writing, and
candidates will be assessed on the quality of their written communication
within the overall assessment of each Component. Candidates are
reminded of this in the rubric for question papers.
Mark schemes include 5 additional marks for the assessment of written
communication within levels of achievement descriptors for legibility of
text; accuracy of spelling, punctuation and grammar; clarity of meaning.
See below AO4 Assessment Criteria.
These additional marks do not affect the weighting of assessment
objectives.

To facilitate creativity/exploration of ideas/development of personal
investigative/critical perspective/citizenship.
Language: Opportunity for assessment/examination
styled response.
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Reflect

Feedback: Learning Dialogue.
Bridging Forward.

AO5 - Communicate clearly, effectively
and imaginatively, selecting and adapting
tone, style and register for different
forms, purposes and audiences
-Organise information and ideas, using
structural and grammatical features to
support coherence and cohesion of texts
AO6 Candidates must use a range of
vocabulary and sentence structures for
clarity, purpose and effect, with accurate
spelling and punctuation. (This
requirement must constitute 20% of the
marks for each specification as a whole.)
Mark using the Eduqas mark schemes in
order to provide a realistic assessment of
candidates’ achievement.
AfL diagnostic marking.
Feedback to students to identify
strengths, areas for improvement and

May be related to
C1 SB Narrative Writing
Or
C2 SB Transactional Writing.
See Language SAMS for C1SB/C2 SB for exemplar/ assessment criteria.

TSB to provide exemplar questions and mark scheme: see below.
Extract from SAMs: ‘Where a candidate provides a response that contains
aspects or approaches not included in the indicative content, examiners
should use their professional judgement as English literature specialists to
determine the validity of the response/interpretation in light of the text
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learning targets.
Learning dialogue.

and the question asked. All questions provide opportunities for candidates
to make informed, independent responses, and such opportunities need
to be upheld in the marking.’

Component 2 English Literature Section A.
Assessment of AO1, AO2 and AO4.
Exemplar Questions. From the Sample Assessment Materials. NB Ofqual requires that SAMs are indicative, not predictive.
1) You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.
You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel/play to answer this question.
Write about the character of XXXX and how s/he is presented throughout the novel/play.
In your response you should:
 refer to the extract and the novel/play as a whole;
 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel/play. [35+5=40]
5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of vocabulary and sentence structures.
2) You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.
You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel/play to answer this question.
Write about the theme of XXXX and the way it is presented in the novel/play.
In your response you should:
 refer to the extract and the novel/play as a whole;
 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel/play. [35+5=40]
5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of vocabulary and sentence structure.
3) You are advised to spend about 45 minutes on this question.
You should use the extract below and your knowledge of the whole novel/play to answer this question.
Write about the relationship between XXXX and YYYY and how it is presented at different points in the novel.
In your response you should:
 refer to the extract and the novel as a whole;
 show your understanding of characters and events in the novel/play. [35+5=40]
5 of this question’s marks are allocated for accuracy in spelling, punctuation and the use of vocabulary and sentence structures.
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General Assessment Criteria A01 aAO2
Assessment Criteria A04:
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Developing KS4 Curriculum: Case Study
Name of school

Purbrook Park School

Contextual information

Comprehensive Trust School- new department

Focus for development

Developing KS4 curriculum

What did the KS4 curriculum used to look like?


Schemes of work were heavily focused towards teaching the controlled assessments and
teaching to controlled assessment specifications and mark-schemes.



Focused very heavily on the Exam Syllabus specification without any text freedom- no depth or
breadth of study



Quite prescriptive



6 Half-Termly Units

What needed to change?


More independence- thematic study



Depth and breadth of textual study so that pupils experience full texts and look at multiple
characters rather than just those scenes or characters prescribed by the controlled assessment
task

What did we do?


Looked at the lower school KS3 re-designed curriculum based on the HIAS model of last year
and modelled the KS4 one on that



Chose themes which we thought would excite our pupils and designed a scheme of work based
around Jekyll and Hyde



Looked to engage pupils with exciting thematic links to real world issues



Drew ideas from a rich tapestry of texts



Tried to build in opportunities for long term, deep acquisition of skills for Language and
Literature papers

What have we achieved so far?


Chosen themes for year groups that link both horizontally and vertically- 3 schemes per half
term



Mapped out schemes of work for Year 10 with potential ideas to do with madness/the gothic
with Frankenstein and Wuthering Heights as baseline texts



Mapped in a rich tapestry of texts

What are the prospects for further development?
It is something that we’ve found has continually evolved and changed. This will continue to develop
into the future as a project for the whole department so that we are working collegiately. We found
that this has allowed for maximum “buy-in” from all members and has helped to pull us together as
a team.
1

What our teachers and pupils have to say
It has really put a focus on big concepts and ideas – getting pupils and staff excited and reengaged in English
Key contact
Email: sstott@purbrook.hants.sch.uk
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Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

7.1 The Self

8.1 Home and Away

Comprehension and inference

Comprehension & inference

Exploring the meaning of
words:

Exploring the meaning of
words:

Developing: (replaces levels)

Active: (Replaces levels)

Adaptive:(Replaces levels)

Versatile – GCSE Ready

Versatile – GCSE Ready

Word connotations and
associations begin to be
explored.

Layers of meaning are
explored;
Increasing ability to accept
that different connotations
can co-exist

Purpose and context is used to
arrive at the most likely
connotations of words and
phrases

Responses treat words and
phrases as symbolic codes
with different possible
connotations and resonances
Word selections are seen as
inherent to a writer’s
intentions and purpose.

Responses treat words and
phrases as symbolic codes
with different possible
connotations and
resonances
Word selections are seen
as inherent to a writer’s
intentions and purpose.

Inferences are based on
personal or straightforward
responses and refer to the
text.

Inferences begin to take
account of the writer’s
intention and are made using
an increasing evidence base.

Inferences build a cohesive
view of writer’s intentions,
ideas and viewpoint
Evidence for inferences is
selected to build a respons.

Hypothesis of a writer’s
implicit purpose is formed
by connecting a rance of
inferential readings

9.1 Community
Comprehension & inference
and analysis

Exploring the meaning of
words:

Year 10

Year 11

10.1 Place

11.1 ‘Alone Again –
Naturally’
Comprehension, inference
and analysis

Comprehension, inference &
analysis
Exploring the meaning of
words:

Structure


Identify and comment on
structure and organisation
of texts, including
grammatical and literary
features at text level

Exploring the meaning of
words:

Hypothesis of a writer’s
implicit purpose is formed
by connecting a rance of
inferential readings



Structure
Identify and comment
on structure and
organisation of texts,
including grammatical
and literary features at
text level
1

Year 7

Year 8

7.2 Rights and Wrongs



Critical Reading and
Evaluation

Critical Reading and
Evaluation

Critical Reading and
Evaluation

Critical Reading and
Evaluation

Critical Reading and
Evaluation

Active

Adaptive

Versatile

Versatile

Begins to make relevant
comment on the effects of
language and structural
features

Comments explain how a
writer’s use of language and
structural features influence
the reader

Analysis of language and
structural features explore
the writer’s intent and their
influence on the reader

Analyse and critically
evaluate, with insight, detailed
aspects of language, grammar
and structure.

Analyse and critically
evaluate, with insight, detailed
aspects of language, grammar
and structure.

Features of the form are
described.

Recognise and describe how
features of form could link to
meaning and purpose

Comments show understanding
of ways which form is linked
to meaning

Analysis explores multiple
ways in which the genre and
form are employed to achieve
different possible effects

Analysis explores multiple
ways in which the genre and
form are employed to achieve
different possible effects

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Year 11

7.3 Conflict

8.3 Reckoning:
Judgements, Decisions and
Dilemmas

9.3 Nature and Philosophy

10.3 Written in the Blood

11.3 The Final Countdown

Developing

8.2 The Unknown

Year 9

9.2 Crime and Punishment

Year 10

10.2 Morality

Year 11

11.2 ‘Breaking Bad’
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Comprehension
Themes and
Conventions





Comprehension and
context
Writer’s purposes




Developing
 Link a single cause and
effect
 Make assumptions
about intent based on a
single point of evidence
and/or direct
experience
Begins to make relevant
comment on the effects of
language and structural
features
Responses show an
awareness that texts are
related to contexts

Active
Make justifiable
assumptions about writer’s
intentions using a wider
variety of variables

Comments explain how a
writer’s use of language and
structural features
influence the reader

Responses begin to explore
how knowledge of context
can alter meaning

Comprehension
linked to context
Language for
effect
Comparison

Adaptive
Create a reasoned
hypothesis about a writer’s
intentions

Analysis of language and
structural features explore
the writer’s intent and
their influence on the
reader
An understanding of
context is used to inform
responses.

Comprehension,
inference linked to
context
 Evaluate with
references
 Comparison of
language for effect
Versatile
Speculate on intentions by
evaluating choice and
effectiveness of style and
structure within the given
context


Analyse and critically
evaluate, with insight,
detailed aspects of
language, grammar and
structure.
Perceptive understanding
of how contexts shape
texts and responses to
texts.






•Comprehension,
inference linked to
context
•Evaluate with
references
•Comparison of
language for effect

Versatile
Speculate on intentions by
evaluating choice and
effectiveness of style and
structure within the given
context

Analyse and critically
evaluate, with insight,
detailed aspects of
language, grammar and
structure.
Perceptive understanding
of how contexts shape
texts and responses to
texts.
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Developing KS4 Curriculum: Case Study
Name of school

Henry Cort Community College

Focus for
development

KS4 Curriculum

What did the KS4 curriculum used to look like?
Half termly movement from controlled assessment to controlled assessment. Literature
(exam) being taken in year 10 and Language in year 10.
Final 6 months of year 11 were essentially exam practise with a narrow focus on the exam
criteria prevailing.
Focus of study, as the current spec lead to, was on getting the highest grade on ‘this
piece’ rather than a holistic approach.
Essentially KS4 was something of a conveyor belt- it lacked the opportunity for real
independent study or expansion for thought.
What needed to change?
With the changes to the Curriculum, a holistic approach was needed.
A greater emphasis on making text relevant and engaging to sustain pupils over a longer
preparation time (without a controlled assessment to motivate them every half term.)
A cultural context needed to be developed
What did we do?
1) Evaluated the exam board specs (all) to decide on the best option for our
students.
2) Evaluated the needs of our students, deciding that developing a culture
capital and also the ability to expand their horizons to beyond Fareham were
key.
3) Decided as a department what we wanted the curriculum to look like in terms
of pedagogy coming up with a department vision.
4) Based on this we decided to change our setting policy to mixed ability to
encourage a wider critical dialogue for all students in the classroom.
5) Developed a KS4 curriculum which was thematic, focused on big questions
and the development of critical thinking skills. We explored the thematic links
between texts so that we could ensure we invested in texts that links together
to develop students thinking.
6) Evaluated KS3 (in light of the revised KS4) to look at what areas of weakness
we would need to address to ensure that the curriculum worked as a 5 year
progression of skills rather than 3 years and then 2.
7) Redesigned the KS3 map to ensure that cultural development was included
as well as a range of more challenging texts and tasks.
8) Decided to place a greater emphasis on ‘hard skills’ spelling and grammar,
redesigned teacher planning docs accordingly
9) Investigated how we might assess this curriculum. We investigated how
Blooms might be used to aid students understanding and in lesson
1

objectives. We decided that this wasn’t overly helpful with the more formal
assessing on the curriculum and went with the HIAS model ~(slightly adapted
and reformatted).
10) Experimentation in the classroom with how we might teach the skills needed
for the exams (in KS3 only here).

What have we achieved so far?
(Some of this might also be above)
KS4 is rewritten and resourced.
Staff training in the new curriculum has been productive and helpful.
We are clearer on the new KS4 outcomes, having completed the exam ourselves.
KS3 is rewritten- although like KS4 will need evaluation next year.
Data tracking system has been created and assessment is clear.
Students have flight paths ready for next year.

What are the prospects for further development?
Moderation of years 7 – 10 work. Actually using the mark scheme.
Let’s Think training has been applied for- which will help students increase progress and
thinking.
Developing thinking skills and encouraging independent study- to extend and develop
what is cover in lesson.
How to raise the reading ages and thinking skills in the weaker students.

What our teachers and pupils have to say

“It’s quite exciting, however, I am concerned about the less able will cope.”
“The curriculum is less limited with more freedom but I’m concerned about lower
ability students.”

Key contact

Email: lmc@henrycort.org
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Members of the KS4 curriculum group
With thanks to all of the following for their contributions to this publication and to the Leading
Improvement in English conference, June 2015
Carleen Mills, Cams Hill School, Fareham
Maria Stockley, Bay House School, Gosport
Tim Bezant, Crookhorn College, Waterlooville
Tom Wood, Portchester Community School, Portchester
Robin Pearce, Park Community School, Havant
Siobhan Stott and Kelly Morrison, Purbrook Park School, Purbrook
Lucy Clark, The Henry Cort Community College, Fareham

HIAS Inspector/Advisers
Victoria Flynn victoria.flynn@hants.gov.uk
Leah Crawford leah.crawford@hants.gov.uk
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The curriculum Planning Process
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